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I hese days, people who smoke could use a little more room. 

For a great smoke, find a new hangout. 
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finally, a welcome sign For people who smoke. 

Call 1-800-494-5444 for more information. 

i) Philip Morris Inc l£*95 
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SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Cigarette 
Smoke Contains Carbon Monoxide. 
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In post-Soviet Russia, with bread and meat lines disappearing, what are consumers clamor¬ 
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Undercover operative Anna Husarska goes to the United Arab Emirates to report on the lu¬ 
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The Webs 
Laureen Hobbs returns with a behind-the-camera peek 

up Leeza Gibbons's skirt and proves that, for the Love & 

War cast, there’s no such thin# as a free lunch.30 
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Ethics, Inc. 
How many seven-year-olds does it 

take to weave a rug? What's the dif¬ 

ference, as long as its cheap, David 
Shenk takes us through the chutes and 

ladders of working-class life, pre-teen style, .34 

Hey, it seems perfectly reasonable. If 

there s even a chance of a fish swim¬ 

ming into Ellis Weiner's penis....Mr. 

Weiner (no pun intended) expounds on 
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protected rudder...32 
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belles with balls; John Grishams literary roots; one mono¬ 
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It s spring—a season of renewal and rebirth, By all 

accounts, its a time of coming out, of emergence. What 

better time to pause and reflect on an undeniable truth: 

We re all gonna die. No, not sometime; not even in the 

distant, unimaginable future. These days, death is as 

near as your next breath. 

And not just any death either, We re not talking 

about some wimpy, soft sigh of expiration. We re talk¬ 

ing a horri ble, liquefying, bleed i ng-from ~your-eyebal 1 s 

death. A rotting death. 

But enough about the Democrats, 

When George Bush met recently with 

former sec retary of state James Baker 

and other cronies at the Alibi Club in 

Washington, DC.. the topic of con¬ 

versation was the '96 election. 

Specifically the candi¬ 

dacy of Bob Dole (speaking of liquefying death) and his possi¬ 

ble running mate, Colin Powell, That a group of old white men 

met in a well-known CIA hangout to discuss the future of a 

black man lost no irony on Newsweek-—which reported that the 

dub lias long been a haunt for old spooks” directly under a 

photo of Powell. 

Oh, those Republicans. How we miss them so—somehow 

in spite of the fact that they're back. How do you explain the 

fact that 22 Republican congressmen responded with such 

testosterone-charged, serotonin-high abandon to the totally 

ridiculous questions and equally absurd premise of Republican 

Beat— 'the G O P magazine for teens”? We have our own the¬ 

ories, of course, besides the unpatriotic sentiment that the ma¬ 

jority party is a party of monkeys. 

Maybe it’s more antediluvian than that. Maybe we should 

look no lurcher than Africa, where Homo sapiens first got 

erect.. .and where the first and latest viruses have crawled 

out of the rain forest. Yes, we're talking about the origin 

of the species Darwin, monkeys and what they do. 

Darwin would explain the enthusiasm fir Republican 

Burl as behavior indicative of the alpha male goril¬ 

la. Only high-status chimps would un¬ 

abashedly support a publication that 

concerns itself with the reproduction of 

their own species and welfare of the 

young. We are programmed, after all, 

to maintain our own gene pools, 

Speaking of emergence and 

impressionable youngsters, there 

has been more than a little hand' 

wringing in the media about jann 

Wenners coming out with a twen¬ 

tysomething male fashion execu¬ 

tive. Once again, we see this in 

Darwinian terms—-specifically we 

note how Jann is merely partici¬ 

pating in an environmentally 

friendly and totally hip activity At 

the dawn of sociobiology, as Robert 

Wright, the evolutionary psycho!- 
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ogy journalist jmrt explains, the the¬ 

ory of kin selection regards homosexu¬ 

ality as a behavior similar to that of 

sterile ants: Rather than spend their en¬ 

ergy trying to get their genes sent di¬ 

rectly to the next generation (as jann 

has done in a variety of ways), they use 

oblique conduits which bypass the 

nasty overbreed mg frenzy that has got¬ 

ten the U,NL population conference and 

Makhusians in such a dither 

Ah, perception/reality. Quick, 

think the rain forest is something to be 

protected? Think it's disappearing too 

fast oli' the face of the Earth* and that 

not enough ice cream and benefit con¬ 

certs are named in their honor? Think 

again, because the Ebola virus comes 

from the Congo jungles, and is the 

most frightening killer man has known 

since the 3 4th Century, when the 

Plague wiped out 20 to 30 percent of 

the world s population. 

Unlike a bacterium or a parasite 

(or, for that matter, George Bush or 

James Baker), a virus is not a cellular 

organism, Some of them can exist in 

suspended animation—a tiny time- 

bomb which never grows, ages, feeds, 

or changes* until it either dries up and 

harmlessly diffuses or becomes activat¬ 

ed by finding its way into a host. 

Umm, do we see a pattern here? 

Webster's defines a virus as J,a mor¬ 

bid, corrupting quality in intellectual or 

moral conditions. . .something that poi¬ 

sons the mind or soul. But that only 

brings us back where we started—to the 

Democrats. For surely the Republicans 

are against anything that corrupts or poi¬ 

sons morals. When asked by Republican 

Beat about his activities during 

Woodstock, Jon Christensen (R.-NE), ac¬ 

tually referred to last year's celebration as 

“nut-heads on TV celebrating liberalism 

in mud." {Go ahead—-verbally punctuate 

that sentence any way you like.) 

Clearly., then, the solution is obvious 

(as it has been to Republicans all along): 

Wipe out the rain forests. Sure, Some of 

those bugs are outrageous-looking, but 

do we really want to pay the price of hav¬ 

ing our innards turn to tapioca because 

some monkey sneezed in our direction? 

And for all those who'll be waving the 

green flag on Earth Day, telling us we 

should protect our jungles, SPY is will¬ 

ing to take a politically incorrect posi¬ 

tion because of what we've learned in the 

process of “launching’' Republican Beat. 

Every day, heretofore unknown 

viruses are emerging; Ebola, Marburg, 

Cohen (a virus affecting wealthy, mid¬ 

dle-aged women which causes them to 

fall in love with portly, disreputable 

senators). And we are none of us safe. 

For a virus to survive, k must not de¬ 

stroy its host—at least not until k can 

be transferred to a new one. 

In what may be considered the first 

campaign threat of the 96 election. Bob 

Dole warned that he'd take a hard look 

at stepping aside’’ from the Senate if he 

becomes a front-runner in the G.O.P 

race. If not, however, he will have no 

choice but to hang around as "full-time 

majority leader." Geez, Bob, what 

would have happened if Dan Quayle 

had whined before quitting the 

Presidential race. Choose me or I II hang 

around and effect policy for a long time? 

Influenza or the Plague—either 

way, the same number of people are go¬ 

ing to get sick. Then again, maybe chat 

was more the topic of discussion at the 

aptly named Alibi Club. Marburg or 

Ebola, Democrat or Republican, which 

is worse? If you ask us. we’d just rather 

roll around in the mud. ^ 

Raging at bull. 

- * 

Every Friday DENNIS MILLER LIUE 
comedy...il’s an HBO thing. 

Midnight et/pt* 
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From the SPY 
Mailroom 

Wef the little people in the mail- 

room, don't like to brag (mostly be¬ 

cause we've got nothing to brag 

about, except a handful of paper cuts 

and an occasional envelope-glue 

high), but we’ve been the recipients 

of some fairly good news this past 

month or so. It seems you like us, 

you really like us (we just can t stop 

using that phrase), That is, those of 

you who don't hate our entrails and 

wish terrible things upon our moth¬ 

ers, and all that. 

Geez, how does a quiet little 

unassuming magazine like ours gen¬ 

erate such strong response to a lousy 

reader survey, anyway? What have 

we ever done for you, aside from pro¬ 

viding the random belly laugh, to 

provoke such violets and vitriol? 

And how can we thank those hun¬ 

dreds who filled out the survey and 

sent it in—except to say that we II 

do everything we can in the future to 

keep this magazine as vibrant and 

alive as you've told us it is. And for 

chose of you who hate us, we'll do 

everything we can to change our edi¬ 

torial policies. There, that should 

keep all of you quiet for a while. 

On another note* we've been 

popping the champagne corks and 

toasting our readers for another rea¬ 

son: So many of you correctly 

guessed the answer to the SPY List 

that you've renewed our faith in the 

American educational system. While 

a great number of you realized that 

all the celebrities listed had, at one 

time or another, appeared nude in a 

newspaper or magazine against their 

will, some of the more unfortunate of 

you guessed things such as: ‘ People 

whose bodies, or parts of their bod¬ 

ies, are larger than normal,” by Lisa 

Hobson, of Calgary, Canada; ‘People 

M ion Eienas 
You are truly rhe burlap of the scandal 

rags. Not only was what you wrote 

abuut me, Oliver Stone, and Natural Bom 

Killers (out on video) incorrect [THE 

Industry, February], but you failed to dig 

up the real stuff, which was much more 

scandalous and despicable than the cheap, 

Stupid stuff you reported, 

First, how original was it to smear me 

with the title "Dr. Feelgood"? Which of your 

imbecile staff captured that prize quote? I 

mean get wired spy. Feelgood was what they 

called Elvis' Doctor! If you couldn’t find 

someone to give you a 'Dr, Chem-man" or a 

"Dr. Jumpstair" quote you should have done 

whai you usually do and make up something 

SPY-cheesy like “Dr Delight/' 

Next, the comment about Oliver sur¬ 

rounding himself with people with less than 

dignified backgrounds implies that out back¬ 

grounds are somewhat dose to dignified. I 

hope you didn't mean me! I used a ITS de¬ 
ferment to dodge five, count-'em, five years 

of draft eligibility and inhaled and mastur¬ 

bated at the same time. 

Indiscriminate B-12 shots! No way. 

V-H, sometimes LY, and always from rusty 

cans. There was no way the company was go¬ 

ing to pay for real B-12 for such last-stop 

hacks as Harrelson, Downey, and Lewis, not 

to mention Tommy Lee and Sizemore. And 

certainly nor for an equally untalented and 

derelict crew. 1 had to use V-8, and they were 

lucky to get chat uncut. 

Your next paragraph con rained the 

biggest laugh. You said 1 was licensed in 

two stares. Incredible! I want to know, have 

you or any of your sources ever seen my li¬ 

cense? Has anyone even tried to verify that 

I have a license? Are you prepared to back 

that license thing up? If 1 were a real doctor, 

or even a D O. for that matter. I'd be tempt¬ 

ed to come over and do a procto exam on 

CG, Baxter so I could locate his head anti 

laugh in his face. You idiots actually think 

I’m a doctor! Oliver hired me to tell Tom 

Cruise (a.k.a. Ron Kovic) he'd never walk 

or have sex again,, but at the last minute he 

gave the lines to Bob Gun ton because he 

liked his beard. The problem was he'd al¬ 

ready paid me SAG minimum. Now you, of 

all ragseum, know that Oliver has a reputa¬ 

tion for being brilliant, clever, and always 

getting his money’s worth* Without any 

lines, I’d been overpaid; so he made me pay 

him back by acting like "the-doctooon-the- 

set" for all his subsequent films. I can’t be¬ 

lieve you junior sophisticates went for it 

hook, line, and sinker! 

And, oh yeah: about the pimping inci¬ 

dent. You got thar all wrong, Oliver keeps 

his dance card full, fm no pimp, just some 

star-serving-fake-doc tor giving out V-8 

shots and living on a movie set. I'm sur¬ 

prised you guys even noticed, but then 

again, some guys are whores for whispers, 

aren't they? 

Chris Rmna 

Dallas, Texas 

CC Baxter responds’ Hey Chris, ran 1 get 

a high colonic with that prvito? 

circis of me stars 
As three-time veterans of the movie world 

(Buster and Billie, 1969, and rhe soon- 

to-be-released Gaslight Addition), this is one 

South Georgia town chat will think twice 

before hosting Hollywood again. 

Scars and L.A, production companies 

will be given a much closer inspection before 

being allowed to lash lush green branches to 

our historic, albeit bare, courthouse-square 

trees. (It was the middle of December-—did 

they really expect foliage?) City engineers 

will grimace the next time some shaggy set- 

construction crew suggests rebuilding a 

storm drain and se wer system to shoot a 30- 

second scene. And all the Demi-me-me 

Moore wannabes will not even bother asking 

the next bad-ha j r/d ark-sung lasses-ar~ 

night/big-boobed star for an autograph, be¬ 

cause they know from experience she won't 

even give them the time of day. 

As for the downtown businesses that 

first thought it exciting to have [heir store¬ 

fronts blocked for twro months during film- 
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letters to Spy 

who have either used tampons, fanta¬ 

sized about being a tampon, or ace 

hung like a tampon,” by Christopher 

Strietman over America Online; 

"People who are, have been, or 

should be on Prozac/' by an anony¬ 

mous (who can blame them?) reader 

over America Online; and the kicker 

of all kickers—14People who have 

something to do with Nazis/ by 

Btendon Walsh, of State College, 

Pennsylvania. 

Brendon even goes so far as to 

include a drawing of himself in his 

“new SPY T-shirt." Dream on, Bren, 

The only way you're getting a free 

shirt is if only you and Lisa Hobson 

send in guesses for the next List. 

We don't know about you, but this 

E-mail thing may be getting just a 

little out of hand, What the hell is 

E-mail, anyway? Because it doesn't 

seem like mail at all to us*—we poor 

souls who are only trying to make a 

living now that the mayor has out¬ 

lawed windshield wiping at traffic 

lights. And what about phone mail; 

is that oxymoronic enough? Look, 

we know it costs an extra three cents 

to drop a letter these days, but those 

of you at computer keyboards really 

do need to get out and walk to the 

post office once in a while. 

For instance, someone named 

Amit K. Basu E-mailed us this sug¬ 

gestion: "Don't put loose subscrip¬ 

tion cards in the magazine. I read 

one issue in the bathtub, and when J 

opened it, three cards fell into the 

water/' Amkt buhby, those cards are 

supposed to fall into your bathwater. 

How do you think we sell subscrip¬ 

tions, anyway? 

Hmrrmty Amit K. Basil, huh? 

And it just happens to be an anagram 

for "But I a mask," right? Speaking 

of anagrams, Bryan Deehter, of 

Penobscot, Maine, sends these: 

House Speaker Air: Newt Gingrich = 

Our man ? Geek! Pits sphincter grew. 

Michael and Usa Mark - Hi! 1 

came as an ill dream. 

ii\g, they will next time hold out for more 

than the paltry $100 offered by Ms, Moore 

and her crews. So, America, if you can stand 

to have your bedroom illuminated all night 

by Musco lights, have the trees oucside your 

windows magically sprout branches 

overnight, or have 44bare-chested blubber 

hoys" with walkie-talkies cell you you can’t 

park m your driveway, then by all means 

invite Hollywood io. They are always look¬ 

ing for fresh meat. 

Anne M ontgomery 

Statesboro, Georgia 

My first job as a grip was with a produc¬ 

tion that shot caves in Alabama and 

Tennessee, in one of the Alabama caves we (1 

say with shame) ran over more than 100 

path-lighting fixtures with golf carts, 

burned out all the motors on said carts, and 

everybody got carbon monoxide poisoning 

from a gasoline generator left running inside 

the cam for about four days. Then the com¬ 

pany ran off without paying the caterers. 

In Tennessee, the set crew painted over 

a number of markings left from the Civil 

War, and ure laid dolly rrack over delicate 

"popcorn" formations that were, we wrere 

told, unique in North America. (The opera¬ 

tive term here is were, because 1 chink we de¬ 

stroyed them alL) rJ here was also a good deal 

of urinating on stalagmites and other fea¬ 

tures, I can only be thankful rhar I worship 

no pagan gods, because l am sure they would 

have no sense of humor in these matters. 

Movie companies donr come ro small 

towns in Alabama, Tennessee, Georgia, etc. 

because stuff exists here chat exists nowhere 

else. They come here because they can bone 

merchants and laborers, move on, and nev¬ 

er have to deal with the consequences. But 

I'm nor bitter. 

Brad Hall 

braddovski @aoL com 

I was greatly humored by your April cov¬ 

er, portraying Geena Davis as the 50-Foot 

Woman. However, a mote accurate repre¬ 

sentation would have been to sbowr her 

trampling through my neighborhood, "The 

Oaks," of Hollywood, California. 

Ms. Davis resided down the hill from 

us for many years, during her marriage to 

Jeff Goldblum. Just over two years ago she 

purchased another one of the finest man¬ 

sions in rhis subdivision and began mas¬ 

sive renovations on the 1920s Spanish 

home—gut ring the entire interior, remov¬ 

ing the exterior walls, windows, and roof 

tiles. The refurbishing work was abruptly 

halted after only a few months, however, 

and the house sat open to weather, va¬ 

grants, and gangs. Six months later a For 

SALE sign was posted, the reason being that 

"Gccna's new husband doesn't want to live 

in that neighborhood." 

Sadly, the house has been destroyed, 

and will most likely be razed—as a result of 

Ms. Davis's blatant irresponsibility. Seems 

to me that one of the highest paid couples in 

Hollywood should have, at the very least, 

scaled up the house so that someone else 

could have properly completed the renova¬ 

tion and salvaged the home. 

One neighbor obviously had the right 

idea when they chained a sign to the bat¬ 

tered chain-link fence that read, simply, 

Speechless. Thanks again for providing us 

with your humorous comeuppance of those 

who so deserve it. 

P.S.: With regard to your editorial on 

the Academy Awards process, I'm certain 

that Ms. Davis tost out to Jodie Foster (in 

1991 > for Best Actress} because ol the hor¬ 

rific Texas accent she used as Thelma. 

Teresa Burkett 

Los Angeles, California 

Your article on Hollywood’s depredation 

of America missed an important after¬ 

shock of a Tinseltown invasion: location-ob¬ 

sessed fans. For instance, when the 

Madonna vehicle Body of Evidence featured a 

scene inside a burial vault located at a pio¬ 

neer cemetery here in Portland, thieves re¬ 

portedly broke into the crypt, stole a 

cremarory urn, and dumped the deceased 

onto the ground. Presumably, the remains 

were too icky for the fan to contemplate 

having in their house (or wherever), Now 

that's entertainment! 

Darrel Plant 

Portland\ Oregon 

So, uni, like, what is Domino Pizza's po¬ 

sition on abortion, anyway? 

Jim Vitrano 

Baltimore, Maryland 

Half an hour, or your pizza's free. 

sraing Downwards 
With reference to “Failing Upwards: 

I low to Bungle Your Way to the Top" 

in your April Why spoof, I searched the ar¬ 
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tide expecting to find the names of the two 

actors who would win hands down the 

Bungler Lifetime Achievement Award. And 

I was disappointed not to find Dennis Quaid 

and Winona Ryder. There isn't a block¬ 

buster among their 40-plus combined titles, 

the worst among them setting new land- 

speed records from major release to video- 

rental bargain bins. 

How Winona (n^e Horowitz) ever 

found another role after Draculay in which 

she coughed up the most insipid British ac¬ 

cent since Monty Python, is beyond me. 

However, it wasn't beyond the fools who al¬ 

lowed her to torpedo The House of the Spirits, 

or the mo' better fools who fed The Age of 

Innocence into her like a shredder. 

Likewise Dennis Quaid, who had 

ticked off 22 titles in his first 14 years and 

still wasn t earning $2 million a picture. 

And no wonder—even The Big Easyf which 

grossed a modest $18 million, scarcely 

qualified as a success. Never having proved 

himself a bankable star and never having 

carried a definitive box-office hit. Qua id 

nevertheless enjoys a hype that has moved 

him near the front of a generational pack 

that includes Costner, Hanks, Willis, 

Swayze, and Keaton. 

Pity the poor bastard whose best-sell¬ 

ing biography of Jerry Lee Lewis was turned 

into the movie Great Balls of Fire, starring 

both Dennis Quaid and Winona Ryder! 

Picked to beat out Batman at the box office 

in 1989* Quaid's "Killer" seemed more like 

Foghorn Leghorn—and 17-year-old "Noni” 

still wasn't mature enough to play the part 

of Lewis's 13-year-old child bride. 

Even though Great Balls of Fire 

plunged Orion Pictures into bankruptcy, the 

scars moved on to bigger and better blun¬ 

ders: Undercolor Bluest Come See the Paradise; 

Welcome Home, Roxy Carmichael; and 

Mematds, 

Oddly, while Mr, Meg Ryan and Ms. 

Horowitz continue to hold up box offices 

with wigs and masks, the poor bastard who 

wrote the bio of Jerry Lee Lewis went broke 

when Orion went bankrupt. Once a writer 

of promise, he hasn't been heard of in a 

dozen years—one of the many innocent by¬ 

standers who've drowned in the wakes of 

Quaid's and Ryder s careers. 

Come to think of it, that poor bastard 

is me. 

Murray Silver 

Author, Great Balk of Fire 

Atlanta, Georgia 

Stupid IS AS Stupid IS AS... 
Having just finished your article on the 

Oscars in the April issue, I feel com¬ 

pelled to point out a glaring error. Trie ar¬ 

ticle stated that, should Tom Hanks win for 

Forrest Gump, it would be the "'first ever 

back-to-back Best Actor." Spencer Tracy 

was the first back-to-back Best Actor win¬ 

ner, in 193-7 for Captains Courageous and 

1938 for Boys Town. 

Erie Brown 

Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Eric. thank you for pointing out our error, What 

would we do without youf and readers like Len 

Lasnik, of Bass Lake, Californiaf who went as 

far as to send us an article from the San Francisco 

Chronicle, which gave a list of altfour actors to 

win back-to-back Oscars. Geez, you make one lit¬ 

tle mistake.. „ 

Her voices, m imps 
This is to let you know chat there are still 

some of us that enjoy every issue of your 

fine magazine. Is your scuff as hipster as some 

accuse? As I am not from New York, some of 

your features, like "The Industry" and your 

fixation with Si Newhouse and the tribe 

Conde Nast, are over my head. 

However, you never fail to make me 

laugh out bud, often in inappropriate places. 

1 find your pranks hark back to a time when 

it was not a crime to mock the afflicted, only 

bad taste. Humor in bad taste is often at its 

funniest, especially when it is performed with 

the wit and vinegar that only you still seem 

to possess. With the truly sad death of Punch 

and the encephalitic coma of Vanity Fatrt it's 

reassuring that you've returned from the slab, 

The drop in olfactory quality notwithstand¬ 

ing, your jokes are still April Fresh. 

Runtil Ives Court 

Bologna, Italy 

Your magazine is a sad waste of good 

trees, ["Gimping for the Gold”] is a 

nasty, mean-spirited, low acrempt at humor. 

You are belittling others because you have 

such low opinions of yourselves. I hope your 

self-esteem is better in the future. 

Your articles are uninformative, un¬ 

funny, and totally uninteresting. Your 

'sense of humor" is foul and black. You 

make fun of, laugh at, everything you have 

set up on a pedestal, in a sorry attempt to 

bring it back to your level. When you 

The Republican "Contract With 

America” = Newt charm public? Ha! It 

can create riot. 

Although not all of you who E- 

mail us are out of the loop. David 

Rurnptz writes: '1 enjoy the fact that 

you slam everybody, but it does seem 

that you typically slam the Demo¬ 

crats when the Republicans are just 

as bad, if not worse. I think it is your 

civic duty to find some really good 

trash on Newt Gingrich." Dave, all 

you had to do was ask. 

So, how to Slim up what weve 

learned from you over this past year 

that we've been "back”? Easy. We're 

obviously doing the most wonderful, 

candy-ass, fearless, suck-up, enter¬ 

taining, and all-around shit-for-brains 

job we can possibly do—given the 

smelly paper and all. And rest as¬ 

sured, we're going to keep on doing 

exactly that. Just listen to Dayna 

Browne, who falls into a category all 

her own by not only answering our 

survey, but E-mailing us her respons¬ 

es. Although she seems to like our 

magazine, Dayna opens with a wise 

and witty summation of our efforts 

to get to know you better: 

* ‘Irony1 is not the appropriate 

description for this survey, An unfor¬ 

tunate display of wimpy, self-con¬ 

scious ass-covering is more like it. 

However, since I do not wish to see 

SPY disappear again, 1 am filling it 

out with the hope that, with a little 

encouragement, you will find the 

cast-iron balls you once had.” 

There you have it—the whole 

love/hate thing in a nutshell So basi¬ 

cally, the way we figure it is, you fed 

like Woody Allen, and we’re either 

Mia or Soon-Yi, depending on how 

the Knicks do that night. Young, 

supple flesh vs. an old favorite—you 

decide. But know at least one thing, 

Ms. Browne and all you other E- 

mailers out there: Okay, okay, so we 

may not have the cast-itoti balls we 

once had, but no one can deny that 

we're hung like a tampon.J 
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should never have placed these celebrities 

and politicians cm a pedestal to begin with. 

] want no parr of your horrible venture, 
haurit Harris 

Brooklyn, New York. 

SPY udcmnes letters from its readers, Address them 

to dye Letters Editor SPY, 49 East 21st Street, 

1 I th floor, New York, Neu- York 10010 (or via 

E-mail at Spy A1 agazWaol.com), Include your 

daytime telephone number. liners may be edited 

jor length and clarity, J 

Reports of my demise have been 

greatly exaggerated. Who said that, joey 

1 leatherton? Listen., guys, in your Aj^ril 

issue [“Oscar rhe Gimp"}, I'm identi¬ 

fied as an angel. An angel on one of 

Heaven s crowded streets , in fact. 1 Icfllo? 

fortunately or nor, I remain on 

l Jolly woods hellish streets, attempting 

to gee work its an openly gay publicly 

HIV-po&irive actor As a result, my cel¬ 

luloid career may be dead, but 1 m not. 

Actually, 1 fill a certain pigeonhole 

in the marketplace. In spite of the fact 

I'm ii credibly healthy (I’m considering 

putting my T-cdl count on my resume), 

l am t est known for playing rhe role of 

AIDS Victim in a Wheelchair on 

(Metaphorically) 1 lis Hist Legs. I recent¬ 

ly reprised that cliacactcr 1 originally cre¬ 

ated in Life Goes On for an upcoming 

USA Network film, A Aiothers Prayer, 1 

feel a bit like Ironside with HIV. 

[ in enclosing a recent photo to lei 

you know that nor everyone with HfV 

looks like Tom Hanks. 

By the way, 1 heard a rumor that 

SPY is dying. I thought Fd check with 

you before I print it. 

Michael Kearns 

G lend, ile. (la!ij(fnua 

his solo debut 
• , • > ,!•*. • *• V. ... 

ased man 

featuring 

answering machine, 

doors, 

. grade 8, 

V daves i know 

and mm Wisietl 
interludes 

"Tafe Id ui Aijjfirii; Ol +:5ljI som 
74774, HNfc priii. i's-tew 

this is not a comedy album... 
this is not a rock n' roil album.. 

H 

m ■ 
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Contribuk ors 

Anna Husarska reports that flying to the United Arab Emirates under the guise 

of a fax-machine buyer in order to get the story for “1,001 Arabian Appliances— 

Cheap'' (p. 62) was her first secret mission, but by no means her first drinking 

spree with Russians, A staff writer for both the New Republic and the New Yorker, 

Husarska is no stranger to dangerous assignments. Still, she says, “flying into 

Russia was more risky than being in Sarajevo.1' Born in Poland, and currently 

possessed of a French passport, she refers to herself as a double agent; "a triple 

agent since I wrote for SPY. [But] the only illegal trading I ever did was back in 

kindergarten: I sold American chewing gum to a classmate for colored pencils. 

He took the gum and I never got paid." 

Hollywood writer Mark Ehmt gives the world 

media permission to call him straight. “Closets are 

for clothes, not human beings,” says Ebner. Shown 

here with his bodyguard, Sir Mix-A-Lot, Ebner 

wonders if he'll ever jlunch in this town again, 

let alone eat it (see “The Gay Mafia" on p, 42). 

Greg Easley, who points out John Grisham s shortcomings in “Author, Author’ 

(Naked City, p* IS) feds neither animosity nor professional jealousy toward 

the best-selling writer. Formerly on the staff of Buhba, "a once 

well-known but now unknown” Clinton spoof magazine, 

Easley found himself out of a job when 'after three issues, we 

folded.1* He recently moved to New York from 

Charlottesville, Virginia, where he “nearly1' received 

his Masters in English from the University of 

Virginia. When asked about the epoch of the 

male Southern writer, Easley laments, "Poe was 

the first in a genealogy of drunken eccentrics 

and Shepard is the last. Period.” Nope, no an¬ 

imosity at all. 

Savannah, GA-based Tyler Norman entertains us with a 

bit of odd Southern culture (is there any other kind?) in 

'Some Like It Really Hot" (Naked City, p. 17). A bona 

fide expert on the Seychelles, she lived there from 1980 

until 82, when she fled during a bloody coup d'etat. 

After returning, she looked to writing to put food on 

the table, covering topics as diverse as food, politics, 

and—even briefly—erotica, because it was fun being a 

'straitlaced Southern belie getting paid to be nasty. Some of her more printable 

work has appeared in the Washington Post, the Atlanta Journal and Constitution, 

and the Wall Street Journal. 

Paterson, NJ native Kate Walters pastimes include 

writing “bitchy complaint letters” and going to the 

country. She says, *4 was in the first set of Paterson ri¬ 

ots in the early Seventies and got tear-gassed on my 

front porch." She is an essayist whose work lias appeared 

in the New York Times, Neiwsday, and the Village Voice. 

She lias also written for “many boring trade magazines," 

lending her the expertise to craft ' Warden, There's a 

Fly in My Soup” (Naked City, p. 23). 
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H little voice tells you to buy PHI. 
Gun shots and screeching tires don't tell a story, 

they're just the punctuation. Movies are mostly dialog. 

So before you buy your home theater speakers, audition 

NBT. Our critically acclaimed systems deliver the whole 

story, from spoken word to subtle sound effect. And 

when the script calls for a nuclear blast, you'll think 

you're sitting at ground zero. NHT home theater — you 

really should hear what people are saying. 

USE VDUR H E R 
Nciw Hear Tins inc 535 Getty Court A, Benicia CA 94510 

For th<H UHT tin h I h- r nearest you (U S ) call 1-800-MHT-9D&3: (Canada) Ac lech Electronics Lid . (Si 4) 63I-644S 
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naked city 
The Fine Print 
by Michael Applebaum 

Life After Congress the usual 
Suspects 

Darryl. Never ones to forget their 

A r re n r i on wan nabe screen writ- " h ighc r purpose,"' however, r hey also 

ers: Mi mi Polk, producer of the come to the aid of women in abu- 

mega-hit Thelma and Louise< 

currently seeking writ¬ 

ers for a sequel to the 

Of course, 

since the 

two main 

characters presumably die in their 

Th unde third swan dive ar rhe end 

of the first movie, Polk's idea for the 

sequel has Geena Davis and Susan 
Sarandon coming back from the 

dead as ghosts—living in Harvey 

Keitel's characters house and 

haunting Thelma's idiot husband, 

sive relationships everywhere, a la 

some cheesy comic-book heroes. 

II 
A report from David 

CopperfieJd’s pre-Claudia 

Schiffer days reveals the master 

magician always had a way 

with the ladies. As one ex¬ 

member of his tour-bus en¬ 

tourage puts it: “He's a pig 

with women. He would pick 

up a fan, fuck her, then drop her 

off the bus wirh a $50 bill for cab 

fare/1' Even more unseemly is 

Copperfield s propensity for passing 

off camera tricks as magic; His au¬ 

diences are actually paid extras who 

are required—as are crew mem¬ 

bers—to sign oaths that they will 
nor reveal how he does his tricks. 

This ’"audience" will be paid to hold 

hands around, say, the Orient 

Express. Then, during a sneak cam¬ 

era cur, they drop their hands and 

stand aside while the train is moved 

out of sight—reclasping hands for 

the "disappearance” denouement. 

Penn & Teller now make a cottage 

industry out of revealing how 

Copperfield does his tricks. 

Copperfield 

his stated pub¬ 

licly, 'They 

should 

die." 

Ill 
As a harm¬ 

less prank, several 

writers from another 

show stole a Bob's Big 

Boy sracue from the 

office of Murphy 

Bran n creator Diane 
English. Upon discovering 

After reading Beyond the 
Hill; a Who's Who of over 

300 ex-senators and 'rep¬ 

resentatives, we had to ask 
ourselves; Should we real¬ 

ly turn these sex-offending, 

check-overdrawing, for- 

eign-gove mmenH o bbyi ng 
bee rim km out on to the 

streets? You be the judge. 

Sen. Brock Adams 
(D-Washington) 
Abandoned reelection 
campaign amid accusa¬ 

tions of sexual misconduct 

Rep. William Alexander 
(0-Arkansas) 
Started his own lobbying 

firm and registered as a 

foreign agent 

Rep. Michael Barnes 
(D-Mary!and} 

Became a chcef architect 

of the massive lobbying 

effort that resulted in 

the military takeover of 

Haiti; his lay/ firm was 

paid $55,000 a month 

in lobbying and legal 

fees by Haiti's in-and- 

out-and Hn President 

Jean-Bert rand Aristide 

Rep. Mario Biaggi 
(D-New York} 
Resigned house seat 

after being convicted 

of bribery, racketeer¬ 

ing, conspiracy, and 

extortion in the 
Wen tech scandal; 

used $386,064 in 

campaign funds to 

gay for legal fees dur¬ 

ing trial; lost reelec 

tion bid in 1988; 

released from federal 

the theft, English reportedly went 

ballistic, ordering security checks ar 

all the studio gates, and was over¬ 

heard ranting, "How could this be? 

The breach of security! If they could 

steal Big Boy, rhey could steal a 

script for the show!’’ Judging by the 

tepid ratings her new shows. Lot* 

& War and Double Rush, have re¬ 

ceived, one would suspect they 

were stolen. Meanwhile, ransom 

notes fur Big Boy started appear¬ 

ing: "We have Big Boy. We re 

gonna send you his ear.” In 

response, English order¬ 

ed peoples 

trunks to 

be searched 

as they left 

the studio 

IT 
Distraught 

that Group W. the 

Kman of syndica¬ 

tors, was about to 

caned her abysmally 
dull talk show, Maiilu Heniter 
oltercd ro rough up rhe next 16 weeks 

of production costs out of her own pock¬ 

et- Though this desjuerase act should 

keep iWarilu alive on life-support. 

Dr. Kevorkian has been alerted. 
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naked City 

Some Like it Realm Hoi 
Small-town America can be a drag. Located in the heart of the sou tit Georgia countryside, the town of 

Mttrer (pop* 5,8(X)) is not exactly the type of place that makes you 

think of drag queens. In Metter, pickup trucks outnumber cars by 

five to one, and local entertainment is chasing lire engines or driving over 

to Candler County I lospica! to watch the UiestiLr helicopter land. Although 

the Klan may have packed their robes long ago, Bible thumping and good 

old Siellfirr and brimstone still echo throughout the quiet streets. 

the comforts of home, how do a gag¬ 

gle of drag queens fare in die house 

that Newt built? 

Reverend Danny Beam, the 

white pastor of First Baptist 

Church, explains rhat the commu¬ 

nity has chosen to accept The Sisters 

because they ’'have no choice.” He 

considers the goings-on in The 

Hole, "a dropped issue." And al¬ 

though some parents have resorted 

to celling small children chat its 

I {ailoween when they sjx.it Toot and 

Charity strolling by in their heels 

and pantsuits, Rev. Beam turns to 

trie blue wall space with 

snapshots of various pretty boys 

flexing their muscles in tiny 

bathing stilts. 

None of The Sisters work, 

because one doesn’t do well in the 

South when one goes to job inter¬ 

views dressed in drag. Instead, 

Sisters Ronald "Charity" Donaldson, 

And yet, amidst the Atayb&ry 

surroundings, is The Hole, the 

mug h -by-Metter- s rand arris ne ig h- 

bofltood that is home to The Sisters, 

a group of five black transvestites 

who live togerher in a gray clap¬ 

board shack. Inside, Martin 

Luther King 

Benjamin "Toot” I lobbs, and Tyris 

"Nikki" Mainer prefer to curl upon 

the sofa, cusstri at the characters on 

The Young and the Restless. But 

when leaving 

the Bible: "In this town, we hate the 

sin, bur we love the sinner," 

There's nothing quire like 

Sourltem comfort, is there? Of course, 

when asked about bringing The 

Sisters into the fold. Beam es not so op¬ 

timistic. “To Metiers credit,” he adds, 

"we haven't gone over and run them 

out on a rail. Twenty years ago there 

would have been a cross-burning," 

- Tyler 

S arm a n 

rue riNE paint continued 

prison iJi 1992 and lost in 

the Democratic primary; 

currently working on 

memoirs and living in the 

Bronx 

Rep. William Boner 

(D-Tennessee) 

Elected mayor of 

Nashville in 1987; cur¬ 

rently doing public rela¬ 

tions for gospel singer 

Bobby Jones 

Rep,Jack Buechner 
(R-Missouri) 

Registered as a foreign 

agent for Albania 

Rep. James McClure 
Clarke 

(0-North Carolina) 

Currently raising apples 

and raspberries on his 

farm .'n North Carolina 

Sen* Alan Cranston 

(D-California) 

Became chairman Df the 

California-based Gorba¬ 

chev Foundation ILS.A. 

Rep, Daniel Crane 
(R-Illinois) 

Returned to his dental 

practice in Illinois after 

losing his seat in the 

house after admitting to 

having had sex with a 

congressional page 

Rep. Joseph Dio Guardi 

(R-New York) 

Authored Unaccountable 

Congress—It Doesn't Add 

Up and produced a video 

on government spending 

Rep. Thomas Downey 
(□-New York) 

Currently lobbying 

Congress on behalf of 

duPunt. Seagram & Sons, 

Metropolitan Life, Time- 

VUnrner, and If,3. 

Healthcare 

Rep. Edward Feighan 

(□Ohio) 

Co-owns Ohio mrcrobrew- 

ery Ilia1, makes Erin Brew 

Rep. Robert Garcia 
(□-New York) 

Convicted of extortion in 

the Werftech Scandal in 

1989 and served 104 

days in prison before his 

conviction was reversed; 
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THE FI ME PRINT CONTINUED 

currently back in his old 

neighborhood promoting a 

congressional members 
prayer breakfast and Bible 

study group 

Rep. Bill Gratfison 
[R-Ohio) 

Left office two months af¬ 

ter reelect ion to become 

the president of the Health 

Insurance Association of 

America; was the driving 

force behind the now infa¬ 

mous "Harry arid Louise" 

TV commercials 

Rep. Kenneth Gray 
{□'Illinois) 
Founded the Ken Gray 

Historical Museum In 

West Frankfort, Illinois 

Rep. George Hansen 
(R Idaho) 
Currently in federal prison 

serving a four-year sen¬ 

tence for hank fraud 

Rep. Clyde Holloway 
[R-Louisiana) 
Owns and operates Clyde 

Holloway's Nursery in 

Forest Hill, Louisiana 

Rep. Carroll Hubbard 
(□-Kentucky) 
Sentenced to three years 
m prison on felony charges 

resorting from the misuse 

of campaign funds and ob¬ 

struction of justice 

Rep, Andy Ireland 
(R-Florida) 
Became Vice President 

ot Government Relations 
for Irvin and Kenneth Feld 

Productions, Inc., which 

owns the Ringling 

Brothers Barnum & 

Bailey Circus 

Sen. Paul Laxalt 
(R-Nevada) 
Registered as a foreign 

agent 

Rep. William Lehman 
(□-Florida) 
Currently lobbying on be¬ 

half of Miami-based 
Blockbuster Corporation, 

requesting $42 million 

in federal funds to 
construct Interchanges 

at Blockbuster's 
planned theme park in 

naked city 
Pap Fiction 
Author, Author? 
Lost Generation vs. Next Generation Compare the two-fisted novelists of yesteryear to 

the new generation of write-by-the-numbers 

lightweights—say, Hemingway, Faulkner, and 

Fitzgerald versus Crichton, Grisham, and (thoke) Robert James Waller—and what 

do you find? We re not talking merit here. You don't need a Yale doctorate and a closet full of tweed to rec¬ 

ognize that the latter group is drain hair in the fiction basin. But these button-pressers,, like it or not, are the rep¬ 

resentative novelists of out market-driven times. Whereas the Lost Generation stumbled through Europe in a 

stupor, engaged in shameless trysts, and reaped all the laurels the literary world had to offer, Walter & Co, hold 

hands and sing mawkish songs by the campfire. Accountants keep track of their laurels. Has the hoiwm of choice 

of American bdletrists gone from bourbon, straight-up to dwdonnay? —Greg Easley 

Grisham Faulkner 

Residences: Oxford, Mississippi and Charlottesville, Virginia Oxford, Mississippi and Charlottesville, Virginia 

The Calling: "It wasn't something I'd always wanted to do. 1 
never dreamed of being a writer when i was a 
kid or even when I was a student....! never made 

the decision, Tm going to be a writer.'" 

"Of course the first thing, the writer's got to be 

demon-driven. He's got to have to write, he don't 

know why, and sometimes he will wish that he 

didn't have to, but he does." 

Day Jobs: Sunday-school teacher, state legislator, lawyer 

(quit) 

Rum-runner, shrimper, postmaster (fired) 

Sates: The Cilent, his fourth novel, sells 2.6 million 

hardback copies in first month of publication. 

Sanctuary, his "breakthrough" sixth novel, sells 

6,000 copies in first month -and-a-half of publu 
cation. 

Critical 
Acclaim: 

U1 knew John had a way with words. He's 

written me very special letters." —Rente 

Grisham (wife) 

"1 would have been happy lust to have managed 

him," -= Ernes? Hemingway 

Stunts: "I was able to go to Brazil last year with about 

40 other people...,We went to a remote area of 

the country and built a church in four days. We 
took two doctors, a dentist, and a couple of 

nurses with us; two or three medical teams," 

"1 took up a rotary-motored Spad with a crock of 

bourbon in the cockpit, gave diligent attention to 

both, and executed...a nearly perfect loop," A 
hanger got in the way and he flew through the 

roof and ended up "hanging from the rafters." 

Write rly 
Wisdom: 

"You must have three elements: how it starts, 

the end, and what happens in the middle.... 

When you're writing suspense, you can't spend a 

lot of time on persons, places, or settings." 

I'm interested primarily in people, in man In con¬ 

flict with himself, with his fellow man, or with his 

time and place, his environment So I think there's 

really no rule for how to begin to write/' 

Awards At Mississippi State University, received a "D" Made an officer of the French Legion of Honor; 

in freshman English Pulitzer Prize for Literature; National Book 
Award for Fiction; Nobel Prize for Literature 

+ 1/2 

Huey Lewis Michael J. to Lurch Robert Palmer 
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THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

South Florida 

Rep. Donald E.*'But» 

Lukens (R-Ohio) 

Forced to resign his seat in 

1990 after being convicted 

of charges that he had sex 

with a 16-year-oJd girl and 

offered the mother a gov¬ 

ernment job to silence her 

Rep. Raymond McGrath 

{R-New York) 

Retired in 1992 to become 

the president of die 
Washington-based Seer 

Institute 

Sen. John Melcher 

(D- Montana) 

Registered as a foreign 

agent 

Rep. Tommy Robinson 

(D-Arkansas) 

Finished political career in 

1990 with the highest to¬ 

tal of overdrafts at the 

House bank (996) 

Rep. Lawrence Smith 

(D-Florida) 

Accused of using cam¬ 

paign funds to pay gam¬ 

bling debts and pleaded 

guilty lo income tax eva¬ 
sion in May 1993; cur¬ 

rently working as a 

lobbyist with the Cuban 

American Foundation 

Rep, Pat Swindalf 
(R-Georgia) 

Served time in an Atlanta 

prison for lying to a feder¬ 

al grand jury; worked in 
real estate and fSea-mar¬ 

ket management following 

hfs conviction 

Sen, Steve Symms 
(Rldaho) 

Is a director of the Albert¬ 

son's supermarket chain 

Rep, Gene Taylor 
(R-Missouri) 

Founded the Gene Taysor 

Library and Museum 

Rep, Charles Whitley 

(D-North Carolina) 

Became a consultant and 

lobbyist to the Tobacco 
Institute in Washington ) 

naked City 

Department of Subtle Differences, Part I 

What Ane You, A comedian? 

The SPY list 
Marion Brando 

Katharine Hepburn 

Godfrey Cambridge 

Mickey Rooney 

Myrna Loy 

Peter Sellers 

Linda Hunt 

Eddie Murphy 

John Wayne 

Natalie Wood 

Peter Lorre 

Ava Gardner 

"Less than 24 hours from right now, the 0 J, Simpson "Fighting continues among the OJ. lawyers...,1 guess 

trial officially begins, and there has been dissension among Shapiro wasn't talking to Bailey, Bailey's not talking to 

his defense team. You wonder if 0 J, isn't saying to himself Shapiro, Johnnie Cochran is trying to get the two of them 

just about now, "Maybe I should have caked Jacoby & together, Get the feeling CU, Is sitting in his cell saying, 

Meyers.'" —David Lett?/man, January 18, 1995 'Oh man, why didn't I just call Jacoby fit Meyers?1’" 
—Jay Lent?, January 18, 1995 

"Yon people seem like such a wonderful audience, here's 

what I'm going to do; lrm going to let you have conjugal 

visits." —David Letterman, January 1 9, 1995 

"Johnnie Cochran, one of QJ. Simpson's attorneys, 

received kind of a setback today. OJ, said his arthritis had 

gotten so bad he may not be able to sign Cochran's 

paycheck." —David Letterman, January31, 1995 

"Before we begin, 1 have an announcement from the 

management, here at NBC. Let me just tell you: Conjugal 

visits in the audience will not be tolerated during the 

program." —Jay Leno, January 19, 1995 

"Actually, i don't think O.J, is happy with his defense 

team. They made some mistakes yesterday, .In fact, after 

Johnnie Cochran's opening remarks, OJ, told him his 

arthritis is so bad he can't write any more checks," 

—Jay Lena, January 31, 1995 

"Earlier today, former Vice President Dan Quayle 

announced shat he would not be running for President in 

199b. However...[he! says he has not ruled out entirely 
running for President in 1997." —David Letterman, 

February 9, 1995 

"Ladies and gentlemen, some very sad news, Dan Quayle 

announced today he is not running for President in 1996. 

However, he did not rule out running rn '97," 

—Jay Lena, February 9, 1995 
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* 

Separated at Birth? 

Mother of feminism 
Betty Frredan,,. 

Alienated presidential ,..and E.T.? 
hopeful Phil Gramm.., 

...and Blues Brother 
John Befushi? 

Rolling Stores drummer 
Charlie Watts,.. 

...and David Brinkley? 

Barry “Looks Like We 
Made It" Maniiow*,. 

...and Penthouse publish* 
er Bob Guccicme? 

Bill Murray,., ...and French poet 
Charles-Pierre Baudelaire? 

Orient Expressions 

Spiel of FOPtune 
spy talks to the fortune-cookie muse. You've mopped up the last of the plum sauce with the final bice 

of Peking Duck, picked out the last of the broccoli from the 

mixed vegetables, and eaten all the cashews out of the chicken. 

You're bloated* stuffed* and swelling with MSG intake—hut there 5 al¬ 

ways room for one more item: the fortune cookie. We know there's no 

sense or logic to the notion that a cookie can tell your future, but still 

we can t leave them alone. Who writes these things, anyway? Is there 

actually some great mystic of the East who knows us even before we 

place our order? Ever curious about these matters, SPY interviewed 

Maryann Blais of United Automation Technology, a creative genius be¬ 

hind the fortune cookie* to get some answers. —Rebecca Serksnyi 

Q: What's your official title? 

A: It's nor an official title be¬ 

cause you don't just do one job. 1 

don't, anyway. 

Q : How did you get into the busi¬ 

ness of fortune creation? 

A: There were mo other peo¬ 

ple in the office when I first start¬ 

ed, I slowly killed each person 

off—that's what they say: 

’ Maryan n kil led every body!"-—be- 

cause both people who worked in 

hete passed away that same year. 

Ql Thafs strange, 

A: And then one day the pres¬ 
ident s wife came in and sat down 

at the desk in front of me. I said, 

What are you doing?’ And she 

said, "Writing fortunes." And 1 

went, Oh, that’s neat, I would 

love to do something like that." 

So I tried it on my own, to try to 

make some up, I thought the 

same thing that everybody else 

thinks—there's some little 

Chinese man sitting in a mom 

with a little desk light* thinking 

up all these messages, 

Q: Is there a James Joyce of your 

office- -anyone who's the best at this? 

A: My boss says. How come I 

don't do this all the time—be¬ 

cause* he thinks that my messages 

are always on the romantic/mis¬ 

chievous side: "There's someone in 

the room watching you." 

Q: Who are your literary in¬ 

fluences? 

A: I love Stephen King and 

Dean Koontz; horror, mystery, 

scary stuff 

Q: Do you consider yourself a 

poet? 

No, not a poet. J would just 

say that I'm artistically creative, 

A: So, are you psychic? 

Well, I guess because I'm a 

Scorpio, and they say that we usu¬ 

ally are. Sometimes I am.. .some¬ 

times it will just hit me. 

Q: What's the most common 

fortune? 

A: "Help! I'm being held cap¬ 

tive in a fortune-cookie factory, 

Q: Do you like Chinese food? 

A: That's a good question. I 

don't think so, 

Q: How do you feel about the new 

trade sanctions on China? 

A: China’s very rough. It’s 

very difficult dealing with 

them...very difficult to do [for¬ 

tunes] there. 

Q: Give us a prediction on QJ 

guilty or innocent? 

A: Set-up. I think he might 

have gone there while it was hap¬ 

pening—it was like the wrong 

place at the wrong time, I don't 

believe that he did it all. I can't 

imagine that man hurting any¬ 

body 1 don't care what they show 

about Nicole on TV, she was 

probably a true floozy. A cramp. 

She probably ordered a kilo of co¬ 

caine and they were coming to 

collect. You know what I mean? 

Q: Are you involved in any oth¬ 

er religions, any other forms of the 

occult? 

A: No. No occult. 1 was 

brought up a very strict Catholic. 
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ods, and materials for the ani¬ 

mal-research professional, 

Sample articles' “Fat Mice Sheet 

Light on Obesity"...Coping 

with Research Animal Death." 

•Chain Stone Age Executive. 
Monthly news magazine for 

headquarters retail management. 

Sample article: "Time fora Mega 

Mall Update," 

• C o rnecti ona I Foods ervi ces, 
A quarterly magazine of helpful 

ideas for food service operators in 

prisons and detention centers. 

Sample articles: “Candy a No-no 

in Wisconsin"; "Holiday Meals 

with Variety." 

Honorable Mention: Swine 

Practitioner, Battery Man. Nut 

Grou vr, jNarr Officer, Cattle Today. 

Special Interests 

warden, There’s a Fly 
in My soup! 

Foggy Bottom isn't the only place plagued by pesky special 

interests. Postal routes nationwide are besieged by trade 

magazines for the small percentage ol the populace 

interested in, say, potato minutiae. Here’s our Top 8. —Kate Walter 

•Concrete Pipe News. A quar¬ 

terly magazine featuring articles 

about the installation of concrete 

pipes throughout the world. 

Sample article: "Proceed with 

Caution: Constructing a Sewer 

Line Through a Contaminated 

Environment Requires Carditi 

Plan n ing and Invest iga tion.1' 

•Hazardous Waste News, A 

weekly newsletter with up-to- 

date information on hazardous- 

waste regulations, impacts, and 

new developments. Sample arti¬ 

cles: "Russian Hazwaste Tech¬ 

nology Compared to Discovery 

of Gold”; "Con Edison Pays $9 

Million Fine for Contaminating 

New York Harbor." 

■Jane's Defence Weekly. 

International news on the global 

defense industry. Sample article: 

Turkey Turns to Pakistan for 

Bombs/ 

•Spudman, Tills magazine is 

the "Voice ol the Potato Indus- 

try." Sample articles: "Tracing 

Late Blight Back to 1842"; 

“Tackling the Mysteries of Scab.” 

•TOW Times. Monthly maga¬ 

zine for the towing industry. 

Sample an ides: " Tow Trucks 

Take the Stage at International 

Trucking Show"; "Coping with a 

Part-Time Husband.” 

•Lab Animal, Monthly maga¬ 

zine of ideas, information, meth¬ 
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Take mg out to me Rnmhle 
In today's sports world, it's the Jets vs. the Sharks all over again. The reputation of professional sports has taken a beating of late, sullied by bitter strikes 

and lockouts, ugly labor-relation actions, and controversy over salary caps. Now gangs 

are joining the fray* leaving many teams black and blue. Well, actually black and teal. 

Catering to the tastes of gangs and the kids win) emulate them, many teams in the United 

Scares s four major professional sports leagues are donning uniforms in black or teal colors. 

Each of the four leagues {representing 

baseball, football* basketball* and hockey) 

h;is given birth to expansion teams in the East 

five years, and almost 10 of these new teams 

play in black or teal. Even older, established 

trams are fading rn black—disregarding 

their traditional colors for the guaran¬ 

teed sales increase in black-colored 

merchandise. 

f essional 

sports are allowing street 

gangs to act as unpaid fashion 

consultants," Phil Mushnick* 

a New York Pmt spOftSwriter* 

told SPY. Though many 

team owners cry poor, sports 

licensing is a mu I tibil non¬ 

dollar market (baseball 

alone generated $2,3 bib rlion in 1993). And be¬ 

cause colors, logo* and 

f image have more impact on 

sales than a team's on-field 

performance, the old axiom 

has finally been proven: Its nor 

whether you win or lose; its 

how you dress for the game. 

That is why the 

team's sartorial 

coach is more 

valued chan the offensive coordinator. In fact, 

coming up with new colors and logos is a 

two-year process involving color forecasters, 

locus groups, fashion consultants, and a de¬ 

sign team. Rick White, president of Major 

League Baseball Properties, cold the New York 

Times that Anne Octi* the design director of 

Major League Baseball Properties, 11 is ab¬ 

solutely instrumental to the way people see 

the game of baseball today." 

And hockey fans can rejoice that the 

pret-d-p<trter set (specifically Tommy Hilfiger, 

Donna Karan, Norma KamaJi, and Nicole 

Miller) incorporated NHL team jerseys in re¬ 

cent lines. "A lot of people who bought 

sports-ream merchandise didn't even know 

what sport the team played*" Karen 

Rang us t, edi tor ol the Licensing Letter, told 

SPY, “League merchandise did become very 

popular with gangs* especially basketball 

and football." 
Rather than distance themselves from 

this moral quagmire, however* many profes¬ 

sional reams began to endorse it. The Chicago 

White Sox, suffering for years at the bottom 

of baseball's merchandising pack, jumped 

from 23rd place to 1st place in 1990 when 

they changerl their colors from red and blue 

to black with white and silver trim. The 

makeover also helped a.^ an image toughener, 

appealing to Crip and Blood alike. The Los 

Angeles Kings (NHL) and Atlanta Falcons 

(NFL) followed suit, and sales of their mer¬ 

chandise has subsequently increased. 

Then came the onset of tea! appeal. The 

San Jose Sharks were a miserable hockey ex¬ 

pansion franchise, winning only 28 of their 

first 164 games. During that time, however, 

only the three-time champion NBA Chicago 

Bulk sold more licensed products among all 

professional sports teams. In the wake of the 

Sharks s teal-appeaj success, several expan¬ 

sion teams have bally hooed their blues: the 

NBAs Charlotte Hornets and Vancouver 

Grizzlies; baseball's Florida Marlins; the 

NHL's Anaheim Mighty Docks; and the 

NFL’s Jacksonville jaguars. 

The real revolution awakened many to 

rhe odious development that concession- 

stand competition was becoming more com¬ 

pelling than on-the-fidd action. The best 

way to capitalize on a team’s home-stadium 

revenue? Milk fan allegiance—and offer 

more stuff than the competitor. In the last 

two years, the Philadelphia Phillies and 

Florida Marlins have each instituted three 

caps into their actual uniform rotation, in¬ 

cluding a “home* day" cap for the former* 

and a "Sunday" cap for the latter. Thus, the 

Phils and the Fish had a 3-to-l sales advan¬ 

tage over their rivals. 

Another important element in getting a 

successful edge in the concession stands is 

picking a logo that kids—and 

gangs—will love. How can 

clunky old duds like the 

New Jersey Nets and the 

Utah Jazz compete with 

state-of-the-art team 

logos with cool 

names like the 

Orlando Magic and 

Sharks? Now 

insiders say the 

Nets are 

petition- 

the NBA to 

change their name 

to the more kid-friend¬ 

ly ‘Swampdragotis,11 

But Toronto has gone 

one better. Kids love 

dinosaurs* and kids 

love sports stars, so 

the NBA awarded its 

first Canadian fran¬ 

chise to che Toronto 

Raptors: Imagine 

marrying the pre¬ 

historic wonder of 

the Mesozoic era 

with the histrionic 

thunder of a modern 

sports hero. And the 

Raptors have teal 

their uniforms. 

— Lance 

uBabe" Gould 
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Department of Subtle Differences, Part II 

New and improved New York—or just the same old idea? 

TWt HUSKS MSPUTiK 

Newish American Princess 
Ah !' •* - ill r -m- . 'tLmmJ 

February 13, 1995 February 1990 February 6, 1995 September 1993 
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r BEING AN > 
AGENT BECAME 

AN ADVENTURE 
for me, a 

AfOA/- STOP 
V PfiRTy. > 

LITTLE faSTlD* 
J\HQ I MAD THt 
BEST SEAT iN 
THE HOUSEi 

[fig SJH.E 

MICHAEL 
OOUSflN 

s^f THE POST-WAR yEARS 

Owe night,swtFTy runs! “ 
into fraukSinatra, 
AT THE '21 'CLUB. 

'fQAf'ifQ^yJtmy, is > 
BAfiU.r THiSTNEWEf^I 

like sunny, os _ 
n nr V fwe WEEK I POUT? NO, you 

Touch it: 
WHWtflRf you 

Going to oo 
WHEN VoUGET 

I OVERSEAS 9 

\ GET 
ANOTHER 

CADI tL AC 

TweRF Wf WERE. 
two eepm fqfaks 
fltR/HD To touch the 
DOOR WE WERE 
atr standstill . 

LUNCH' 
MR. PRESIDENT THAT BELONGS To ME. 

you Getyoueslater 
**• 0/AMR! 

wwy is 

THAT? LET S SEE ...1 wonder . WHO 
SHOULD Fifty f»E iNTHf ff\OV/E 9 

C ftffy GRANT? 

NO. SOME- 
Booy flUYE 
WOULD BE 

.BETTER- 

I HAVE TO 
DEDUCT wiy 

Commission 

Lfrfftl DIALOGUE AND SCENES BASED onAcTUALQuoTES/TTOM JVlDEWO 
--—--—-'{ CffuuSE?J>—■—- 

COMING ATTRACTIONS cSwiFTy Books COUNT BASIE 
INTO THE FAMOUS DOOR CLUB 
whose 6ANGSTfR-0WA/FRS 
WERE AtOTOA/QUSLy 

W« 
I’D GO TO THE CLUB 

LATE SATuRDAW NIGHT, 
Put /Ay HAND >N THE 
REGISTER, Grab the 

MONEy> AND RUN OUT 

SLO' 
pflyiwG 

THE 

WVIFTy Jo/ws THEAR/VIV- 
On marches, he would hire a 
UMO To follow Him So HE couid 
GET A RIDE BACK TOTHE BASE. 

WHAT ARE you OOlNGfTCAHSPOBMTION' 
"‘ ‘ CADILLAC ?xF°AMysuw 

SgWiFry GETS TRAPPED IN A 
^ LAS VEGAS MEN'S ROOM 

with HOWARD HUGHES- 

youTouCHIT. 

\NiFTQ CAN STILL CUT THE 
DEALS, uKE GETTING NlXoNoh DAVID FROST 
To PROMOTE HlSAUToBlOGRAPHU- At THE END 
OF TAPING, FROST HANDED NIXON A CHECK 
for 600,000. Swiny ’SPRAHs iikea coBRA" 

_tHC K A WD Po Wf fit E SS, LAI All Wfl S flit Too 
aware that his social life had lost its gutter 
- eur not too old to lash out in ANGER. 

;opyriqhted 
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Daddy Dearest Just when you thought you’d seen the last oi angst-ridden, Reagan-farm!y dropout Patti Davis—she's 

hack. Regarding her soon-to-be-released book Angeh Don't Die: My Ttidier) Gift ufTaitb, it seems that 

since she last wrote about tier tormented past in The IKzy / 5a? //, Davis has recalled her father's wis¬ 

dom about "Gtxi, and angels, and minxles," and, in the process, teamed how to forgive and forget. 

“The Way I See It” “Angels Don’t Die” 
On Ron's emo- "I've felt anger toward my father,, dor his distance, his abandonment, "He's shy. My father is shy, ,J had mis interpreted that shyness as 

tional distance: his question to my brother 1 Do you think a child can be bom evil?'1" emotional distance...it wasn't distance at alt, lie was just being shy/' 

On his denial: He has "an astounding ability to turn away from any reality which is "My father has always understood the value of humor....[Ill makes 

too harsh, and paint one that is softer, gentler to the eyes. It's the &e- life smoother, lets it go down easier. Which is sort of how my father 

cnet behind his smile, which is always right there, either blazing across looks much of the lime—as if he's just swallowed something delicious, 

his face or lugging at the corners of his mouth." that went down smoothly and easily.,.a life milkshake." 

On his role 
in her fatted 
romances: 

"Far years, ] didn't see how I invited romance into my life jusl to sab¬ 

otage it. 1 was on a mission to punish not only my father, but the en¬ 

tire male sex.... I'd decided the guy was going to abandon me before 

he'd even thought of it So of course he would and then I could blame 

him, and continue...being a little girl whose father never noticed her.” 

"I don'l necessarily subscribe to the theory that women look for their 

fathers in other men,.,,And what I'm realizing is that the most disas¬ 

trous romantic choices had little to da with who my father is; they had 

to do with my ignorance of who he is, and of the gifts 1 was meant to 

receive from him." 

On achieving 
closeness with 
her mother 

"My mother and 1 have shared the same realities of pi 11-taking and de- "Finally, tmy mother and 11 stepped mio a circle of light were only 

niaL And enmity. I've fought her with tactics she taught me. En my de- Love was allowed to enter. It seems so perfect to me now that she has 

termination to be different from her, I have actually moved a little bit taken her place in this story, guided il in some ways; i can't remember 

closer to her...." seeing it any other way." 
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WHENEVER AGING, so ro rity-si ste r—sty I ed talktress Leeza Gibbons flashes her studio audience, the boys in her 

lighting booth keep a faithful score of each panty peek. Gibbons’s apparent fetish for wearing revealing, tight 

short skirts is a personality flaw manifested by her favorite show 

topics: "Staying Young” shows featuring liposuction/plastic surgery 

victims and/or a lineup of beefy flay&rlcenterfolds. 

Such is the makeup of daytime TV, where 

behind the scenes can get as sleazy as it does in 

front of the cameras. But, even in this slush pile 

of a world, Gibbons and her show* stand 

out. Her staff is peopled with pretty boys she's 

given pet names to, like ‘Stud Guard” and 

"Java,” And her ex-associate producer, Charles 

Dabney, now goes by the name Charles Perez and 

has launched a morning yawner of his own, 

aimed at the youth market and offering such 

fere as "She's a Hoochie.* 

You may recall that Gibbons’s original talk 

show was John & Leeza* which co-starred 

Entertainment Tonight sidekick John Tesh. Then 

Tesh was dropped for what's called, in industry 

parlance* "not being strong enough/' How 

about just plain 'stupid'? As in phenomenally 

stupid. Tesh, it seems* could not handle any un¬ 

scripted, unrehearsed chat at all Witness the 

following loosely described outtakes that never 

sniffed the foul stench of morning air time: 

Producer: Okay* do a little chat. Talk about 

what you had for dinner over the weekend, then 

w e re gonna go to a live satellite interview with 

Debbie Allen and Norm Nixon at their new 

restaurant Georgia. 

I^eeza: John, how was your weekend? 

John: It was really bad. A rat died in the 

wall of my bedroom* and the whole house stunk 

from the decomposing rat. 

Producer: CUT! John, we gotta talk about 

a restaurant. Talk about food,. ^something. 

Leeza: How was your weekend, John? 

John: It was pretty interesting. I had to eat 

out at restaurants all weekend because a big rat 

died in my walk 

Producer: CUT! 

Was Tesh just fucking with Leeza? An in¬ 

sider says flatly, ' No. He was serious/ 

On another show, John asked a "famous” 

pet shrink: l,Why do dogs always like to watch 

when you're going to the toilet? Every time 1 

sit down on the toilet* my dog keeps running 

over to watch me. What is it with them? Do 

they know we’re going to the bathroom?" 

So, Leeza now works solo, running another 

talk show where both guests and audience are 

Copyrighted material 
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compensated* scripted into the show* 

and pro informed of most questions* 

But who really mins these shows? Well, 

the president of NBC* West Coast, Q.J. 

Simpson pal Don Qhlmeyer, has issued 

an edict stressing: "We will not run any 

stories implying OJ/s guilt.' 

A few months ago* Leeza's 

guest/topic was: ,4I Was OJ/s Personal 

Astrologer/' The guy turned out to have 

been an extra on Naked Gan who did 

OJ/s chart. Still* Qhlmeyer vetoed the 

concept* so tire guest was 'refashioned" 

and turned up on chc show saying he 

did Nicole's chart. 

Meanwhile... in the most extreme 

example of trumped-up self-importance* 

Joel "Tm With Her*' Shukovsky and 

Murphy Broun creator Diane English still 

like to refer to their "political connec¬ 

tions/1 Despite the fact that they didn't 

cough up for the Clinton campaign* 

Shukovsky sufficiently kissed the Harry 

and Linda BIoodworth-Thomasons's ass¬ 

es and managed to wangle a pair of in¬ 

auguration tickets out of them. 

Seated at the dinner, Shukovsky 

slapped a 'Hello My Name Is Diane ' tag 

on the leather Chanel jacket he'd bought 

his wife for Christmas. Unfortunately* it 

did not appeal to English, who prompt¬ 

ly ripped off the tag—dong with sever¬ 

al inches of material from the jacket* 

Fuming* English later dispatched her 

secretary to a nearby Chanel store for a 

replacement* only to discover that it was 

a cheap counterfeit* 

Shukovsky, the infamous “cheapest 

man who ever lived*" once tried to serve 

the Love & War crew old meatballs from 

a wedding scene taped earlier in the day. 

It was prop food that had been sitting 

under hot lights all afternoon, never in¬ 

tended nor lit for human consumption 

Things grew so absurd on the set 

that Susan Dey—hearing the Murphy 

Brown people at least got hot dogs—de¬ 

manded that her crew get fed properly* 

even if she had to pay for it out of her 

own salary, Shukovsky, the producer, 

was then caught cutting a tray of sand¬ 

wiches into quarters to stretch a token 

meal for a crew who, by now, had gotten 

used to a diet of donuts* Alls fair in 

love, war, & television. —Nmrmi Hobbs 
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When WAS THE U\ST TIME you did or said something that was “a 

cry for help?" I don’t mean in the namby-pamby literary/psycho- 

logicai way that eating a pint of ice cream is a cry for help; I mean 

really a cry for help. In other words, when was the last time you 

cried “/fa/p!"? Me neither—except for that one occasion at the 

age of around 16 when, in the midst of some desultory splash in a 

big municipal pool somewhere, it occurred to me that I might be, 

for want of a better term, drowning. 

I struggled a bit and then, somewhat re¬ 

luctantly, croaked a Help! that was, to be sure, 

a cry for help. But I made certain to do it very 

quietly, lest someone hear me and [ be embar¬ 

rassed. Shortly thereafter I regained my cus¬ 

tomary Junior Life Guard aquatic aplomb, 

whatever that means, and swam to safety. 

Despite this triumph over the forces of na- 

f©ar 

cure, I’m still wary of water. I fantasize—not at 

length, not pleasurably, but still—about need¬ 

ing to swim for my life across this or that ocean 

and, sadly, being unable to do so. How do I get 

there? What arc the circumstances? Oh, it hard¬ 

ly matters; a plane crash, a teleportation mishap, 

a luxury cruise gone horribly wrong. You know 

how it is. The little innocent steps accrue, one 

thing leads to another, and suddenly you're bob¬ 

bing in the Atlantic at midnight. This, ! se¬ 

cretly think, is my deepest fear. 

Not that I’m unafraid of everything else, I 
would, for example, register the strongest possi¬ 

ble protest at having a cagefi.il of rats tied to my 

face. But I don't obsess over it. You, on the other 

liatid, may; or you may instead torment yourself 

with thoughts of being struck by lightning, foiled 

by fatal sushi, or flung to the bottom of a ravine 

in a Peruvian bus plunge. "I knew I shouldn't 

have decided to take that bus trip Through Peru!" 

you'll think in those last awful seconds. But by 

then it will be too late, won’t it? 

The notion that each of us has a deepest fear 

is either a profound psychological truth or else 

a baseless romantic conceit. My "fear of having 

to swim for my life" may indeed “say some¬ 

thing" about the uniqueness of my personality, 

but it may simply be the result of prolonged 

childhood trauma (such as being forced to jump 

into the freezing outdoor swimming pool at 

Camp Airy every June from the ages of eight 

through fourteen). 

Indeed, any fear that one can chat about so 

amiably might not be anyone's deepest anything. 

I may actually be most afraid of falling into a 

grand piano and being sliced into a neatly- 

stacked, flapping deck of 'rounds" like a hard- 

boiled egg, and yet I don't know it! Go figure. 

Nevertheless, my imagined terror of dying 

at sea does occupy my thoughts: ft directs my 

attention as the flight attendant demonstrates 

the proper method for donning the life vest un¬ 

der my seat, and it prompts me to issue little 

endurance challenges to myself when, like 

Joseph Conrad and Herman Melville, 1 gaze 

seaward and have nothing worthwhile to think 

about. I II fix on a ship, or a boat, or a rock, and 

I’ll ask myself, ‘If life itself depended on reach- 

ing that point, could you swim there?'’ Usually 

the answer is, 4Td rather walk," 
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And yet! Such just-for-fun morbid¬ 

ity hasn't prevented me from pursuing 
what has become my favorite water- 

based pastime: snorkeling. Whereas ) 
would normally balk at the invitation 

to leap off a small boat in the middle of 

the bounding main, this is different. Fit 

a mask (painfully) over my Cro-Magnon 

brow, place a mouthpiece between my 

teeth and two floppy-goofy flippers on 

my feet, and I’m your man. 

What exhausts me about swim¬ 

ming—the effort, the breathing—as 
eliminated in snorkeling* The fins turn 

your normally puny, piddling leg kicks 

into Aqua-man's mighty thrusts. You 
breathe, yes, but without all that 
troublesome head-turning and that des¬ 

perate inhaling and exhaling. You feel 

as though you're flying, albeit slowly, 

over the landscape below. You watch 

the pretty fishes. And, apart from the 

Darth Vader hiss of your own respi¬ 
ration, you hear almost nothing. Its 

like visiting another planet. 

Snorkeling, once it frees me from 

my deepest fear, allows me to goad and 

tickle my shallowest fear: f swim around 
looking to be mildly titillated by the 

eerie and the odd. They're down there, 

I assure you. Just recently, for example, 

1 was creeped out by a line of 12 squid, 

evenly spaced and hovering like a fleet 
of triangular glass space ships poised to 
attack. I once stared at, and then fled 
from, a huge bloated fish face scaring 

our from within a rocky recess, big and 
square and white and thick-lipped. And 
then there was the time... 

But first, some horrifying back¬ 

ground. ft turns oul that in the 

Amazon there dwells a miniscule cat¬ 

fish called the candiru—"the toothpick 
fish”—whose task, as assigned by 

wiseguy Nature, is to pursue a parasitic 
existence in the gills or inccsrinal/uri- 
nary chambers of larger fish. Sound like 

someone you know? Wait, there's 

more. If a candiru not thus situated 
happens upon a man who, for whatev¬ 
er innocent reason, happens to be piss¬ 
ing into the river while he is 

swimming, the little fish let will be at¬ 
tracted by the uric acid, mistake the 

man for a big fish, and merrily swim 

up the stream of urine and into the 

man s penis. Once inside, it will set up 

shop in the urethra, extend a set of 

backward-bent spines, and dig in for 

the duration. 
We have Redmond O'Hanlon to 

blame for this information, and this 
wrriter elaborates: "Nothing can be 

done. The pain, apparently, is spectacu¬ 

lar. You must get to a hospital before 

your bladder bursts; you must ask a sur¬ 

geon to cut off your penis." 
Is there a man reading this who 

will be able to forget it? Just goes to 
prove my point, which is that water, 

even when it isn’t drowning you, can 
harbor dangers I do not hesitate to call 

grossly unfair. 
Small wonder, then, that the first 

time l snorkeled off Anguilla, 1 react¬ 

ed as 1 did when—well, if you must 
know, when I had begun to swim back 

to the beach and noticed a tiny golden 

fish, about the size of a quarter, flit¬ 
ting along with me. How cute! I just 

kept going, assuming that the wee lit¬ 

tle fellow would realize his mistake 
(blundering into the personal space of 

me, a big thrashing human) and be 

frightened off. An, or in this case, mu, 

amtraire. The son of a bitch swam right 

up to my face mask and remained 

there. Regardless of how I splashed 

and heaved it stayed, lingering, mock¬ 

ing, taunting. 
Naturally 1 did what anyone would 

do: I thought, What if this fish somehow 

finds a way to swim into my penis? Of 

course "that's hardly likely," but it’s 
equally unlikely, not to mention outra¬ 
geous and unacceptable, for any fish any¬ 

where to swim into anybody's penis. And 

yet they do! And don’t tell me that this 
isn't the Amazon, or that I'm not uri¬ 

nating. I'm tired of hearing that. What 

if the fish doesn't know that? 
So I swam like helh The fish—a 

dancing, bright yellow flake of bril¬ 

liance—‘kept pace. I was like a man 

running for his life from Tinkerbell. 
Finally I succeeded in getting away 

from the brute. At no time, note, did I 
utter a cry for help. For one thing, I was 

quite capable of lashing out in blind 
panic and helping myself And besides, 

I had the snorkel in my mouth. 

-—Ellis Weiner 
tHHydor 
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TALK ABOUT FAMILY VALUES: In Bangladesh, every day is "Take- 

Your-Daughter-To-Work-Day." Same with India, Honduras, Nigeria, 

Guatemala, Portugal, Philippines, Pakistan, and scores of other | 

source countries that serve as super-cheap labor supplies for 

many of our favorite American imports. 

Mind you, it's not always a fancy office they go 

co. Thar would be such a waste, a Honduran fac¬ 

tory owner explains, since "the peak of a per¬ 

son's hand-eye coordination is at the age of 16!” ! 

So while some of us display our youthful dex¬ 

terity in the video arcade, it s off to the cotton 

ginneries and weaving sheds and fireworks fac¬ 

tories for the rest of the little boys and girls. 

Most Americans don e experience the fulfillment 

of earni ng their own way through life until their 

early 20s, but as many as 200 million children 

throughout the world know the joys of turning 

pro in their formative years, according to a re¬ 

cent U.S. Labor Department study. 

AlUl this is DUG terrific growth industry. It is 

estimated to double to 400 million lil workers 

by the year 2000. The tykes help produce bil¬ 

lions of dollars’ worth of products which are im¬ 

ported into the United States, marked up by 

shippers, wholesalers, and retailers, and then 

sold to unsuspecting folks like you and me. It's 

sort of like those Sally Strothers television ap¬ 

peals to "adopt1' a third-world kid, only in re¬ 

verse: We Americans save money and, in return, 

a foreign kid works harder, eats less, sleeps less, 

and lives half as long. 

That oriental rug in yonr foyer—maybe 

Satosh worked on it in India. As reported by the 

highly credible International Labor Rights 

Education and Research Fund, five-year-old 

Satosh was playing one night with his friends 

in his village when some men—-the infamous 

"carpet agents"—came along in a jeep and of¬ 

fered them candy and a free movie. 

Didn't his parents tell him not to take can¬ 

dy from strangers? Oops, Satosh took the candy, 

and the men rook him to Allahabad, where, af¬ 

ter a. few unfathomable days, he was promised 

that die beatings would stop and the gruel and 

water would start up again if he’d agree to be a 

carpet "apprentice'’ for 19 hours a day. 

No health-care hassles with this employer: 

When Satosh cut himself with a weaving knife, 

his rug mentor beat him a little to remind him 

that cuts are bad; then he poured sulfur into his 

wound and set it afire to cauterize it. Satoshs 

service lasted for nine years, until he was final¬ 

ly spirited away by the South Asia Coalition on 

Child Servitude. His rug tormentor, a local 

school principal, was arrested and released the 

same day. 

Then again, maybe Satosh never touched 

your rugs or mine. Maybe they came from 

Punjab, Pakistan, where 80 percent of the 

weavers are 15 years old or younger. Or from 

Egypt, Carpet-factory owners often say they are 

fond of children workers because they have 

' nimble fingers.” 

What's a child-labor factory like? Sort of 

like Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory, except 

instead of rivers of chocolate there are cauldrons 

of acid emitting prefry blue and green vapors 
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into the room (Brassware factory—* 

Moradabad, India). There are no magic 

glass elevators, but in some factories in¬ 

spectors have reported finding shards of 

glass scattered on the floor where bare- i 

foot children take molten glass from one 

station to another. The work room is a | 

balmy 120 degrees, the shifts arc 12 

hours long, and the cuts and burns are 

frequent. Candy, anyone? 

Everlasting Gobstoppers are not 

served in Lesotho, Africa’s, garment fac¬ 

tories, but stale bread and plain tea are. 

After a long day, the factory floor con¬ 

veniently doubles as a bed for the young 

workers. And although talking is gen¬ 

erously allowed at nights, any talking 

during work hours coses the workers 

some of thetr pay. 

Instead of answering merry riddles 

of rhe cheerful Oompah Loom pas, Thai 

children have a more meticulous chal¬ 

lenge: they peel and sort fish and shrimp 

so quickly that sometimes, if they're not 

real careful, their nimble fingers get 

caught up in the mix. The United States 

imports nearly $1 billion each year from 

these darling little seafood champs. 

Not to be left our of the fad, 

Congress reports a dramatic 250 [xrreent 

increase of child-labor—law violations in 

our own country Irom 1983 to 1990. 

And those are just the ones they catch* 

With U,S, Fish & Game inspectors out¬ 

numbering Child Labor inspectors by a 

factor of 30 to l, who knows how many 

thousands of infractions are being 

missed each year. A glance at last years 

New York violators, for instance, reads 

like a strip mall Who's Who: you’ve got 

your TCBY, your McDonalds, your 

Little Ceasars, your Burger King, your 

Taco Bell, and on and on. 

In fact, only New York, California, 

and a few other stares approach rhe 

problem with anything resembling se¬ 

riousness. Hellish New York City gar¬ 

ment sweatshops, employing an 

estimated five to ten thousand chil¬ 

dren, are constantly nailed lor child- 

and immigrant-labor exploitation, 

but these subcontractors are rarely 

linked publicly to the reputable 

name-brand clothes companies they're 

actually working for, 

So let s hear it for market forces. 

As we contemplate Newt's new 

American order of radical devolution 

and deregulation, we have the luxury 

of skimming the Labor Department 

study, 11 By the Sweat & Toil of 

Children/’ and considering it a sneak 

peek at our own laissez fairc future: sev¬ 

en-year-olds gluing shoe parts (Sao 

Paulo, Brazil); toys made for kids by 

kids, sometimes in 24-hour shifts 

(China); gold and diamonds mined by 

three-year-olds (Cote D’Ivoire), 

For now, though, U.S. companies 

must srill go abroad for the really cheap 

labor and nimblest of fingers* Import 

industries rife with child labor amount 

to well more than $16 billion. Is it safe 

to say that more than a few American 

companies know, or should know, that 

they're bringing in tainted goodsi^ 

'Oh yes, they are aware of it/' says 

Yogesh Varhade, President of the 

Ambedkar Centre for justice and Peace 

Inc., in Toronto, Canada. "They are very 

aware. ..But no one wants to touch this 

hoc potato/1 

No one wants to be written up for 

corporate child abuse in the Neu York 

Times, either, but last year Lesly 

Rodriguez, an abnormally hrave 15- 

year-old girl from Honduras, tossed the 

sizzling spud into the lap of the upscale 

sweater queen Liz Claiborne, Ouch, 

Turns out Liz had been subcontracting 

the child-labor infested Galaxy 

Industries sweatshop for at least two 

years to produce sweaters, 

In hearings before Congress, Lesly 

and the National Labor Committee 

threw out a couple of not-so-upscale fig¬ 

ures: 38 cents an hour, 80 hours a week. 

She also mentioned that she didn’t enjoy 

working in choking dust all day, and 

that she wasn't wild about the managers 

yelling ' faster, faster” and occasionally 

grabbing her breasts. And on top of it 

all, no candy: before entering the facto¬ 

ry, she and all the other girls were 

searched to make sure no sweaters 

would be smudged by dirty hands. 

Liz Claiborne has fixed all of that 

now, of course. They swear they won’t 

abuse I 5-year-olds like Lesly ever again. 

But then, why would they? She hasn c 

even hit her peak! —-DavidShenk 
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Or “tags 

YOUR BOOK is dominating the best-seller lists. Yourtwo-CD box set 

has gone platinum in Europe. The world’s top newsweekly has made 

you its cover boy. What’s an international superstar to do next? Go 

on tour, of course. Which is just what Pope John Paul II did. With the 

flair of a publishing giant and the fanfare of a rock star, Time mag¬ 

azine's Man of the Year hit the road with “The Pope: Asia Tour 

'95”—complete with groupies, the Vatican press corps, and a pop- 

culture icon second only to Batman’s GTO: the Popemobile. 

The hoot about the pope (other than the 

fact that he $ represented by hotshot New York 

agent Mort Janklow) is that he's covered by a 

press pack much in the same way that President 

Clinton is covered by the White House crew. 

The only difference is they address him as the 

Holy Father, not Mr* Pontiff, and they don’t 

shout questions as he steps off a helicopter. 

The souvenir T-shirts might as well have 

had a listing on the back with venues and con¬ 

cert dates, tracing His Holiness s junket earlier 

this year to the Philippines, Papua New Guinea, 

Australia, and Sri Lanka, The first stop in 

Manila for Lhe biennial World Youth Festival 

was Popestock, Kids from around the world 
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gave John Paul II his largest au¬ 

dience ever when they camped 

ou t in ti c low mown j ur k w ea r 31 ig 

goofy pope hats, getting high on 

faith, and hanging with the 

(mut Pont idea tor. 

Ihc first stop alonp the 

Pontiff’s "Asia Tour 95” was 

PopSStotk Kiris from around 

the wotld gave John Paul f] his 

largest audience ever, 

For the pope, who has found a youth culture 

largely opposed to his anti-condom and anti-abor¬ 

tion polities, the pray-in that drew i million [x*o- 

pfe to one Sunday Mass was flic culmination of a 

mass-marketing media blitz of his views. Anti n 

all could turn out to be just a preview of the real 

climax: a papal visit to the United States later this 

year, beginning with a scheduled stop in Newark, 

New Jersey on October k 

A 2,000-year-old churdi and the modern 

media seem to make unholy bedJellows, but their 

odd marriage has flourished under John Paul IS, 

And while his spokesperson assures us that die 
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A 2,000-yeap-oid 
ciupgi and the 
modern madia 
seem to make 
nniinij bedfel¬ 
low bit tlnip 
odd mappiage 

has lloopislod 
under John 

Paul II. While 
the pope has 

no piaos 10 ap¬ 
pear on MTV, 
he is keeping 
his message 
ipesh among 

the going. 
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pope has no plans to actually appear on MTV, 

he is keeping his message fresh among the 

young—thanks to a willing press which he 

knows how to use and of whose power over 

youngsters he is acutely aware. 

In Crossing the Threshold of Hope (the book 

for which Alfred A. Knopf reportedly paid him 

a $9 million advance last year), the pope writes 

that the "struggle for the soul of the contem¬ 

porary world ' is in “the worlds of science, cul¬ 

ture, and med ia; these are the worlds of writers 

and artists, the worlds where the intellectual 

dire are formed." 

The pope s satellite link to each of these 

worlds is his spokesman, Dr. Joaquin Navarro- 

VaJls—a trim and tanned Spanish psychologist. 

It was Navarro who signed the book deals for 

the pontiff and who, along with New Yorks 

John Cardinal O'Connor, helped promote it by 

holding numerous press conferences to pitch the 

Holy Fathers worldwide release in 21 languages 

in 35 countries. It is also Navarro who handles 

the faithful yet pesky Vatican press corps. 

As the pope said Mass in a small Manila 

chapel for a group of 200 young delegates to 

the youth conference, the plastic chairs in the 

back row suddenly scattered. ‘Navarro,'' said 

Time's Rome reporter, Greg Burke, as he 

jumped up. "Briefing," The intimate Mass con¬ 

tinued; meanwhile, in a room within earshot, 

Italian reporter Remozo GiacomelH offered 

Navarro a cigarette and gave the blue-suited 

spokesman a light. 

The room filled with smoke as the 11 re¬ 

porters (a fraction of the 50 Vatican press-corps 

members on the Asia tour) huddled around 

Navarro, who answered questions in Italian, 

Spanish, and English. He gave details of the 

popes meeting earlier in the day with Philippine 

president Fidel V. Ramos, a Protestant whom 

the pope (unsuccessfully) strong-armed to drop 

the nation's family-planning program. Navarro 

even put spin control on events in Sri Lanka—a 

stop on the tour which, short of a personal apol¬ 

ogy from the pope, was considered "an act of ag¬ 

gression." (Buddhist priests demanded a 

retract i on of the books cri deal seven -page chap¬ 

ter on their religion.) 

Fidgeting with his silver Rolex, Navarro 

told how a Buddhist temple was burned in Sri 

Lanka, followed by the torching of a Catholic 

church there. However, he said, "It is nothing 

in relation with the trip of the Holy Father." 

The Vatican's close links to the press even 

begat the best-selling book, which the pope 

wrote as a response to 35 questions submitted 

by an Italian journalist, Vittorio Messori. 

Messori didn't get a one-on-one interview out 

of it, but over time John Paul II answered his 

questions in longhand, leading to the volume 

that would garner the pope a sum higher than 

the multi mill ion-dollar advances paid to the 

likes of Marlon Brando and Ronald Reagan. 

Messori explains in the book's preface that 

the list of questions was originally intended to 

be answered by John Paul in history's first-ever 

live, televised papal interview by a journalist 

whose questions were entirely of his own mak¬ 

ing. Although the pope's scheduling problems 

derailed the interview for Italian Radio and 

Television, "The fact that he had taken a jour¬ 

nalist so seriously,” Messori sycophantically 

writes, "is yet more proof—if there were ever a 

need—of his humility, of his generous ability to 

hear our voices,” and, he adds, of his desire "to 

shout from the rooftops (today crowded with 
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Holy Father") and by chanting L,John Paul Two, 

we love you/1 

Think about it. All those advertising 

agencies struggling to capture the so-called 

Generation X market should take a lesson 

from John Paul II, Perhaps they should wit¬ 

ness the Beatlemania thar met him when he 

stepped off his Alitalia jet in Manila. Girls 

fainted, cried tears of joy, and whacked the 

Vatican press-corps photographers with cere¬ 

monial branches of purple flowers as they 

surged toward the pontiff on the tarmac. 

The roadsides were also packed as rhe 

pope cruised into town aboard the 

Popcmobile, which had been blessed before his 

arrival by Manila archbishop Jaime Cardinal 

Sin, and was broadcast live by local TV new 

crews (whose new microwave trucks had been 

similarly sanctified the day before). All along 

the route, and at all the World Youth Day 

events, the official T-shirts, buttons, key 

chains, pope busts, refrigerator magnets, hand 

fans, and cardboard pointy pope hats were 

hawked, most oi which were licensed by the 

church in the Philippines. 

television antennae) that there is hope/' 

Members of the Vatican press corps, drip¬ 

ping with no small measure of envy, described 

the blessed Messori as somewhat of an outsider 

in their ranks, one who did not make the trip 

with rhe pontiff through Asia and Oceania. 

The junket, incidentally, cost news organizations a cool 

$6,000 for each correspondent—and that was just the round- 

trip airfare from Rome, Hying in the back oi Popelone One. 

just as a different Popemobile is provided in each country he 

visits, John Paul had a different chartered plane take him on 

each leg of his trip. Although the pope and his people deftly 

handle the media as tools of mass proselytizing, the Holy 

Father attacks much of the media's work as "anti-evangeliza¬ 

tion/ He is saddened, he told the multitude camped out in 

Manila lor an overnight vigil, that the popular media tempt 

today s young with sex, drugs, and alcohol. 

"They advocate an approach to life chat has led millions of 

young people into loneliness/ the pope said before linking 

hands for a sort of We-Are-the-World sing-along. The crowd re¬ 

sponded by doing The Wave (actually a "Wave of Love for the 

The commercialism, however, paled in 

comparison to the loot sold when the youth 

gathering was held in Denver in 1993. It was 

a veritable pope-pourri, complete with 

posters, fanny packs, “Pope Scopes" that al¬ 

lowed shorter fans to see over the heads of the 

crowd, and, best ol all, Pope-On-A-Rope 

(soap shaped like J.P. II himself). Although 

the merchandise is not directly licensed by 

the Vatican, the income from sales offsets the 

costs of the events and eventually benefits 

Rome in the form of annual alms paid by far- 

flung dioceses to the mother church. 

Of course, good taste must always prevail, 

and a product is only sanctioned if it is in ac¬ 

cordance with the needs of the Catholic church, Navarro ex¬ 

plained. Bur some products-—like the CDs of the pope saying 

rlie Rosary in Latin to a soundtrack ol Handel and Bach—don't 

need Vatican approval. The pope's public speeches, according to 

Navarra, are treated like Grateful Dead concerts: They're not 

copyrighted and are eagerly bootlegged, 

"Anything the Holy Father does is meant to be wide¬ 

spread/’ he said. Record companies that turn a profit are "ex¬ 

pected to voluntarily donate a 10 percent royalty 

Getting out the message on T-shirts and CDs is nice, but 

let’s not forger the bottom line here. With all the mass-media 

marketing, fiscal awareness, and a push from a strong lira, it’s 

no wonder that in the past three years the 109-acrc city-state 

has reduced its $87 million deficit to around zero, 

—Vernon Silver 

The veritable pope-pourri sold a\ 

his gatherings include posters, 

fenny packs, "Pope Scopes/’ and 

Pope-0n-A-Rope -seap shaped 

like John Paul II himself. 
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Hollywood and how muc 

the lavender walls of Tinse 



to oath other. Berne homosexual doesn't give them their power; they merely share 
O I mf 

men who appease them, while shutting out those ivho don't. It is a currency of 

money, and fame. In other words, it's just another Hollywood tale. 
■ 



espite numerous de¬ 

nials, rhe Gay Mafia 

does exist, in hierar¬ 

chical factions. 

"Like the jews who 

came to Hollywood 

in the Twenties and 

Thirties," writes 

Doug Sadownick in 

L.A. Weekly, "gays 

have found the industry an extraordinary contradiction: an 

opportunity to reap extravagant rewards, while, at the same 

time, being forced to deny their cultural identities." 

How does one go about reaping rewards while denying 

who they are? By forming a powerful clique—an assemblage 

of like-minded industry people amongst whom they can feel 

“themselves" and with whom they can share their strongest 

desires: power and sex. A top talent 

manager says of the dan: “Do they 

protect and screw each other? The 

[Gay] Mafia? Completely.'1 

In the upper echelons of this 

“family," there exist men [ike David 

Geffen, who can end a career with a 

phone call. His estimated personal 

worth, now near $! billion, could 

go even higher if his Spielberg/ 

Katzenberg “Dreamworking" part¬ 

nership succeeds as anything other 

than a publicity machine. But two 

stories illustrate how he already has all the power he needs. 

The first involves ex-entertainment lawyer Eric Eisner {no re¬ 

lation to Disney’s Michael), who resigned his presidency of 

The David Geffen Company in 1991. 

"What happened was, he left Geffen, and it was not on 

the greatest of terms," the talent manager says. "When a 

deal was about to be made with Geffen and the Japanese, 

David said to Eric, Keep your stock.’ Eric sold it. From then 

on, David’s loath for the man was like, How dare you not 

even listen to what I m saying?’" 

Eisner has since been notably absent from die playing 

Held, having seen his CEO days diminish to, at best, occa¬ 

sionally prcxlucing third-rate films (such as The War) for Island 

World, Inc. “He had a fully financed deal to go to Sony— 

Peter Guber—and they were ready to sign the papers," the 

talent manager says, “but that day Peter said he couldn't do it 

because of a phone tall and pressure [from Geffen).” 

Had Eisner been Geffen s lover, however, things might 

have turned out differently. Consider the case of Bob Brassle 

(or, as it turned out, Air David Geffen), who managed lo 

work his way into a top spot at Warner Bros. "Geffen got 

Brassle a vice presidency job at Warner Bros./’ a film exec¬ 

utive says. 'Those two got married at an esc outing, and wore 

wedding bands and everything. Then David wanted to hire 

Bob at Geffen [Inc.], but his executives all said, No way.”' 

Of course, Geffen has had plenty of boyfriends, and 

not all of them have made it big. "1 knew 1 was in the big 

league when I slept with [Geffen]," says an actor with 20 

pictures to his credit* “But I also knew it wouldn't lead to 

anything.... He probably wouldn’t remember me because 

he’s slept with so many people. I could tell he dated a lot 

of other guys; he had matchbooks writh guys’ phone num¬ 

bers on them, and when he got home, he listened to mes¬ 

sages filled with guys,” 

The actor's experience illustrates another way in which 

the Gay Mafia can work. On the one hand, he describes 

how Geffen "played with me"; on the other, he says there's 

also a feeling of connectedness that comes with being 

Geffen "s lover. And that feeling can be just as important as 

the expression of power. "He’s not exactly my type,” the ac¬ 

tor says. “But to be with someone 

so powerful was exciting to me/ 

The Velvet 
Undergi-ound 
“This Velvet Mafia thing is just 

another homophobic, nasty kind of thing 

that jealous queens wake up,n—David 

Geffen, in OUT magazine. 

At 51, Geffen denies ever try¬ 

ing to hide his sexual sty. Yet back in 

1990, while fending off attacks over 

his support of Andrew Dice Clay 

and Guns N' Roses, a still-closeted Geffen told the Los 

Angeles Times that homophobia was a “bogus issue.” The fol¬ 

lowing year, in an interview in Vanity Fair, he claimed he was 

bisexual, Saying that he went from being “in love with Cher 

to being in love with Mario Thomas to being in love with a 

guy from Studio 54.” Now he says he was taken aback by 

public reaction when he announced he was gay at an AIDS 

benefit not long ago. 

It wasn’t as though the industry didn’t know he was 

gay, just that, as one of his ex-executives puts it, “nobody 

ever talked about it until he was out of the closet himself 

The Velvet Mafia was never referred to openly.” 

Perhaps one not-so-jealous queen is Geffen's longtime 

friend, Sandy Gal I in. At 54, Gallin looks like a piece of wax- 

work trying to plastically preserve himself forever at rhe age 

of 30—actually the number of years he's been an agent, man¬ 

ager, and film and TV producer. His propensity for cosmet¬ 

ic surgery rivals Michael Jackson's, whom he’s represented, 

along with plastic rivals Dolly Patton and Joan Rivers. 

The Hollywood perception is tliat Gallin wanted to be 

a star himself but settled into his behind-the-scenes role 

with rare aplomb. “Sandy is so up David [Geffen] s butt,” re¬ 

marks the talent manager. “And he's gotten ahead because of 
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it. How else would a manager get the studio deals he’s got? 

Sandy had deals at Disney, Fox, and Columbia, and a!l David 

has to do is pick up the phone [for Gall in], and it’s done. 

In the all-important game of strategizing, Gallin has 

earned his seat on rbe board of the bankrolled, feeding off men 

like Geffen while gathering power of his own. Yet in his own 

relationship matters, he reveals the dark side: Scott Bankston, 

one of Gall in's more serious lovers, was (and still is)—surprise—- 

a Gallin employee. Bankston broke up with Gallin for—stir- 

prise again—an agent, Bryan Lourd at Creative Artists Agency 

(CAA). In retaliation, Gallin took it upon himself to “out" 

Lourd all over town. 

But nobody has to do char to Geffen, He seems to feel 

that its okay to be gay, just as long as people don’t think 

he’s too gay. Which is exactly what a portrait artist was told 

after completing a painting of Geffen recently: Geffen want¬ 

ed to sue because the portrait made him look too homosex¬ 

ual, And with gay director Ned [The Crying Game] Jordan, 

producer Geffen made sure to remove rhe homoerotic un¬ 

dertones of Interview With a Vampire much to the dismay of 

critic Rex Reed, who observed, “These androgynous vam¬ 

pires are so unhappy that, when they come out of their 

coffins, you wish they'd come out of their closets instead.” 

Perhaps they would have* if someone other than Tom 

Cruise had been cast in rhe leading role. Rumor has it that 

Cruise insisted all homoerotic strains be removed from the 

movie, and refused to do any vampire kisses above the shoul¬ 

der. When Premiere confronted him, he got very uptight, just 

as he did when questioned about his sexuality (questions he 

squirmed around) during an interview in Vanity Pair last fall. 

And recently, Cruise forced MtCaWs to print an apology after 

It quoted a movie critic who said that CAA initiated his mar¬ 

riage to Nicole Kidman to "squelch the gay stuff." Considering 

the almighty star power involved, the magazine wisely yield¬ 

ed, and explained in a subsequent issue that it ’'knows no ev¬ 

idence” that Cruise is homosexual* 

This need to maintain Americas wholesome image of 

them is something that connects Hollywood gays at all lev¬ 

els-—whether one is a struggling 

(or a mega-star) actor, writer, vm ♦ . ♦ g 

agent, or producer. And it's anoth- CSlvEtSIf 

er example of how the Gay Mafia 

wields power: by controlling public perceptions of themselves. 

What act or-icons like Cruise may not be able to control, how¬ 

ever, executive-icons like Barry Diller may 

paper ‘outs9 Wenner 

Dillei^Dallymg 
“/ don't even know what {the Gay Mafia} means, so I don't 

know how to respond to stuff like that. It's ail silly talk "—Barry7 

Diller, in OUT. 

Despite being rhe most talked about gay-press—on red 

man in Hollywood, Diller hasn't "given permission” for the 

press to say he’s gay. "I don’t think he's even told his moth- 

w1 
1 

A British newspaper has printed a story 
about Reeling Stoit£ publisher Javm Wenner 
that the American media had declined lo 
make public for six week*. 

The Mai] on. Sunday, which boasts a circula¬ 
tion of over 2 million copies in the United 
Kingdom, reported this week that Wenner left 
hie wife of 2ft years for a man. 

PAGE SIX broke the news on .Ian. TO that 
Wenner had separated from wife June and 
their throe young sons. We did not delve into 
the reasons behind the brcak-up. 

Since then, New York magazine, Time and 
Manhattan File have all prepared articles on 
the Wenner split .which were ultimately 
spiked. There were widespread reports that 
Wenner and such powerful friends as Barry 
Diller and David Geffen had used their con* 
siderable influence lo suppress the story. 

Regardless of Wcmter'a connections, there is 

‘.V v* W'-'iS, 
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er/’ says a screenwriter who's 

known him for years. "His mother 

said to my mother, 'You know, 1 

have a single son.' I think that's 

why he hasn 't come out of the clos- 

et, because his Own mother doesn't 

even know. ’ 

But plenty of other people do, 

"Barry used to always cruise 

UCLA dorms/ says the talent 

manager, 'He was always seen 

cruising around with a car full o! 

boys when he was at Fox.11 The film executive agrees: 'Tve 

seen him with incredible-looking guys on the Venice 

Boardwalk, Rollerblading in Speedos/1 

The screenwriter adds: "He went out with a waiter. He 

was given a birthday party and [the waiter} popped out of 

the cake at Barry's house/’ Bar none, Diller is 

the smartest don in 

the Mob, The QVC 

godfather has made 

gods out of those 

who were loyal— 

Michael Eisner, Jeff 

Katzenberg, Peter 

Chernin, Sherry 

Lansing, and Dawn 

Steel, to name a few. So, one may ask, why bother showing 

up at every function with a different woman on your arm? 

Indeed, who really cares who DtMer is sleeping with? 

Maybe the public does; maybe his "image/’ whatever 

that is, would suffer. Then again, maybe the only one who 

cares is Diller himself Controlling the publics perception of 

him is, after all, a cornerstone of his power. Which is exact¬ 

ly what a man like Diller will be remembered for—i lis pow¬ 

er. Says the film executive: "Barry Diller is more mean than 

gay. The worst stories you hear [are] about him being nasty 

and horrible., .he's made grown men cry, and he's enjoyed it. 

And he would fuck with people and play with their minds 

for the sheer pleasure of taking them apart /’ 

So, if "hiding” behind the likes of Diane Von 

Furstenburg seems strange for a man with the ability to 

make networks tremble at his feet, it begins to make sense 

when thought of in terms of power and control. As a 

Hollywood gay activist says, "[Diller] has what he warns in 

his mind already. You want him to have what I have—his 

freedom. He doesn't want it. He wrants it the way it is." 

Circle of Fire 
For every capo there’s a foot soldier, and Hollywood pro¬ 

ducer Howard {Shining Through; Father of the Bride} 

Rosenman wears his stripes boldly. According to the talent 

manager, Rosenman "was banned in this town years 

ago. ..because he made the mistake of saying in a Nm York 

'Times article that you don't ever want to incur David 

[GefFcn’s] wrath/’ Luckily for Rosenman, one of the most 

important skills for a producer is the ability to bring people 

together, and he's got chat down pretty pat. 

"Howard got back in everyone's grace—Barry Dilier, 

Sandy, and everybody,’1 the talent manager says. 'There’s this 

thing called the 'Circle of Fire' that's been around for a long 

time. Howard used to coordinate it. [Circle of Fire] has all 

the stars involved in ic, from Stan Kamen [the deceased head 

of the Motion Picture Department at the William Morris 

Agency] to producer Keith [Tfe Fugitive] Barish...* 

'You have to have money. It’s this group of young, real¬ 

ly good-looking guys that travel around everywhere, from 

coast to coast, and carer to the big orgy parties. They fly these 

guys out en masse, and they just party, parry, party. Like at 

Stan Kamen's house out in Point Dume.. .that was so far out 

that no one would hear the screams. ' 

Rosenman also manages to create a perception of 

Hollywood—just as Geffen and Diller create of themselves— 

that conveniently suits his purposes. While defending Martin 

Short’s stereotyped portrayal of a gay man in Father of the 

Bride, Rosenman said, "Look, there is no homophobia in the 

industry., .It’s a very liberal industry [and] people are much 

more tolerant than anywhere else/1 Then suddenly he back- 

flips: "This is a very conservative industry.. It's sort ot 

like Wall Street, Not just about [being] gay, but about 

everything. So people are less likely to have flamboy¬ 

ant people of any kind around.1' 

What he means is, Hollywtxid is a liberal in¬ 

dustry for chose who prove they can make money. ^ 

The fact is, no one in the industry really cares who 

you sleep with—unless it affects the box office. 

"You have to establish yourself first/' Rosenman 

says. Tf you sec a good impression, then you can 

let people know you’re gay. " 

In a way, Rosen man’s right: These guys are 

conservative—as conservative as the money they 

make. 

Protective Agencies 
Agents wield enormous power in Hollywood, but 

at CAA, for example, where groupthink is that gay 

male agents = AIDS - loss of clients, being gay is about 

as comfortable as it is in the military. That mentality is con¬ 

firmed by both industry consensus and a direct report from 

a film executive that "every time a big talent agent [position] 

becomes available, they only want straight white males/' In 

face, you'd be hard-pressed to find any single male agents 

behind their walls. "They make them get married before 

they get promoted/’ the exec adds. 
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On another front, at International Creative Management 

(ICM), we find Ed Limato—an agent described as "very pow¬ 

erful, very gay." He itad the best client list in town, and CAA 

didn't take him (naturally), so 1CM was the next logical leap 

from William Morris, With clients such as Richard Gere, 

Michelle Pfeiffer, Denzel Washington, and Mel Gibson, 

Limato rakes in millions in commissions tor ICM, 

Bur things get messy. 

Case m point: George Freeman, another agent and current 

lover o(Melrose P!acel902U) creator (and ICM client) Darren 

Starr, has been described as "a big comer in flu- industry; one 

of the hottest young agents on the rise.'' He is also, for the 

moment, a Limato underling—despite a client list that has 

included Dana Ifckny, Christina Applegate, and Peter Coyote. 

"Ed used to push his 'hip-pocket {lesser-known] clients 

onto George/' a former ICM employee says, "George would 

have to force people to see them, because Ed would be on his 

ass about it if he didn't.. ,dt's not like anybody was in¬ 

terested in fthose clients]," 

In one particular case, a certain second-rate tal¬ 

ent was forced on a producer in exchange for 

access to a major star. The producer's associate 

explains: "(Limato] told the producer, 'Take 

this guy and then you’ll get the big fish later. 

I’ll get you the big fish/..,I don't know if the 

client was a boyfriend or not, but it seemed 

like it, because 1 don't know why else he was 

pushing this guy who wasn't so great." 

Gay Mafia— 
Or Just a Pink 
Curtain? 
Elsewhere in the sweet suites at ICM is 

top "suit/' agent Steve Doritanville, wrhom 

Jane Campion has credited with getting 

1 lolly 1 lutiter the leading role in 7 A Piano, 

Dontanville hits got more than one suit in 

his closet, the least comfortable being asex¬ 

ual harassment one (which was eventually 

settled out of court) brought on by a male 

ex-assistant. It was given brief mention in the 

trade papers, but it seems that the Li vender 

Mob lias been keeping a protective Ik] on it. 

An overview indicates that William 

Morris has always been accepting of gays 

up until (and beyond) the death of top 

agent Stan Kamen, who succumbed to 

AIDS a few years back. Kamen repre¬ 

sented many of their heavy hitters, and 

the Morris client list was severely shak¬ 

en by his death, 

A former employee of Kamen s dis¬ 

cusses his power; 'lie was the original gay 

t£l* Cv?’ 

l ores MHkumoM: His phone call killed NewswesKs piece on Wenner 
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power broker. He was head of the Motion Picture 

Department and had every Gvitz client—Barbara Streisand, 

Steven Spielberg, Robert Redford, Goldie Hawn, He had it 

all, and the [straight] guys who came off his desk idolized 

him, and wouldn't mention [his sexuality], or even fuck 

around about it. It just was not spoken about—ever. It s fear, 

and a reverence built out of fear,., .Its not based on intellect, 

but based on what will happen to you.'" 

What will happen to you is you will get fired, or 

worse, blacklisted, 

onsider the case of agent 

Scott Zimmerman, who 

married (and had chil¬ 

dren with) producer 

Freddie Fields's daugh¬ 

ter, P.K, Not long after¬ 

ward, Zimmerman 

found himself with no 

choice but to come out of 

the closer. An ex-Morris 

agent reports: “He had a [male] ass is cant/trainee, and they 

were having an affair. One day, he was caught in his office in 

flagrante' with this [assistant]. At the time his wife was su¬ 

ing him; he was going through a messy divorce.’’ 

The story goes that the assistant was forced to transfer 

to another office, while Zimmerman, given his client list, 

was allowed to Stay—in accordance with Mob protection. 

So what’s die point? Just that straight agents, or any mid- 

level industry powers for that matter, would have—and 

have been—fired T blasted in the trade press, and sued lor 

such indiscretions. 

Not these guys. ‘Tm waiting for more of [them] to get 

hit with sexual harassment suits, ’ the talent manager says. 

Sometimes, though, to be cast 

as a lone predatory wolf is not 

such a good thing, Michael Levy, 

the former president of Silver 

Pictures, could have used Mob 

protecrion in a big way. In 1993 

he managed to settle out of court 

the same-sex sexual misconduct 

suit brought on by a young 

screenwriter, Wayne Mogiiefsky. 

Mogilefsky charged that Levy 

forced him to spend the night in 

his hotel room, made him watch a porno film, and then 

asked him how much he’d charge to perform the acts in 

the film with him, (According to Levy's attorney. Levy did 

ask Mogilefsky to his hotel room, but only for business 

purposes,) Since then. Levy left Silver Pictures and its stu¬ 

dio, Warner Bros., giving the usual unrelated reasons. 

Where is he now? "He can't get a job," says one film ex¬ 

ecutive. “He’s calling people I know for jobs. He s finished.’' 

And the list goes on and on. There's j. Michael Bloom, 

a cop talent agent out of New York, once responsible for the 

brothers Baldwin, about whom the screenwriter comments, 

"I know his m.o. You do this, you could be a star. You don't 

do this. I'm not handling you. ...What it comes down to is 

this: If he's selling talent that’s good, nobody cares what he 

does with them." 

Sound like traditional casting-couch stuff? Actors sleep¬ 

ing with agents and managers and producers in exchange 

for a juicy role, a good part, any part? It has all the makings 

of an old story, only with a slightly updated angle. 

Yet its more than that. If Gall in and Diller want to deny 

the existence of a Gay Mafia, they can think of it as a Pink 

Curtain, Behind that curtain is a power so far-reaching its 

i a pi* ‘We Don’t Wanna Touch Geffen’ 
Deep in the heart of Southern California 

resides one David Forest, a male pimp on par 
with Heidi Fleiss in terms of rich and famous 
clientele. With undercover help from Paul 
Barresi, a former actor/porn star, LA police 
busted Forest on charges of running a male 
prostitution ring—one whose services have 
been procured by David Geffen himself. 

Barresi began work as an actor (appearing 
with Raquel Welch in The Wild Party and as a 
personal trainer (he was Geffen's for a short 
time), but a request to pose node for Piayghi 
waylaid him into pornography. Mow a self- 

styled informant/investigator, Barresi assisted 
private investigator Anthony Pellicana during 
the Michael Jackson case, and has performed 
similar duties for both the FBI and the IAPD 
vice squad (see document, opposite). 

Despite Forest's arrest in November 
1993, ' Brad's Buddies ' the escort service 
he operates out of bis home on Hollywood 
Boulevard—is still in business. Defense 
attorney Anthony Brooklier, who also 
defended Fleiss, has succeeded in delaying 
the trial for a year and a half. 

Forest's computerized client list was 

obtained during a police search. Detective 
Keith Haight, when asked during a preliminary 
bearing if he had reviewed the contents of 
that list, said: “I reviewed a lot of it i don't 
know; I don't think I have reviewed all of it 
yet. I have seen most of itir 

But after meeting with Defective Haight 
himself, Barresi told SPY, "According to 
[Haight], David Geffen's name was at the top 
of the list.1' 

Would Geffen’s name be used as evidence 
during the trial? "No—absolutely not." 
Barresi says. ‘ Detective Haight's words ito 
me] were, quote/unquote: ‘We don't wanna 
touch Geffen,’" 
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mind-boggling. Does being straight get in the way? Is there a 

heterosexual glass ceiling? Probably not. While entry into the 

tray Mafia equals entry into a very exclusive and powerful en¬ 

clave, one who does not share their similar sexual appetites and 

tEisres wouldn’t necessarily be considered an outsider. 

Still* the consensus is: If you're gay and closeted in 

Hollywtxxl* it might be best to stay that way Most would 

agree that it wouldn't be beneficial even for die most power¬ 

ful individuals, like Diller* to come out of their much-specu¬ 

lated closets. And that attitude is fostered not only at the 

individual level* but at the institutional level, as well. 

Which brings us to Disney. Does anyone doubt the exis¬ 

tence of a gay influence here? As an ex-Disney executive re¬ 

ports* five top creative executives* not to mention a host of 

underlings* are all gay—including Donald Del me (president of 

production); Tom Schumacher (vice president of leature ani¬ 

mation); and Lauren Lloyd (vice president of production). 

And yet* while Mike Eisner primps and poses with the 

Mighty Ducks.s mascot at any given photo op* members oi 

LEAGUE (Lesbian and Gay United Employees) are not per¬ 

mitted to be photographed with Disney logos lor outside 

press; nor does Disney grant domestic partnership rights to 

its employees. The fact is* despite all that gay power concen¬ 

trated at the top* Disney still has its wholesome imagine to 

mantain. Says another Disney source, “Disney is the ironic 

joke ol the whole thing. There is a whole level of deception 

there* and I think they work very hard to maintain that lev¬ 

el of deception. " 

Ultimately* there’s also a connection that's perhaps a little 

frightening to those who don’t share it, "It's a closeness that 

straight males in Hollywood sec gay men having* and can’t 

even begin to enter themselves," a film executive explains. It’s 

the male heterosexual perception that these guys have a club 

that’s tighter than anything [heterosexual] players have.” It’s a 

club in which* almost through osmosis* you sleep with some¬ 

one one night and find yourself with a new office the next* 

But don’t misunderstand it: It one oi them fucks anoth- 

er* they’re going to get fucked in return. The way Sandy 

Gal!in retaliated against Bryan Lourd for stealing his 

boyfriend. The way David Geflfen shuts out a former ally while 

securing a job for his lover As the screenwriter says, "These 

jxxjple you're writing about have the power to make a call and 

say ‘Don't ever hire him’_Gay pride in the industry? Red 

ribbons? [liar's such crap. They only do things because it’s a 

gotxl career move. 

The question is* when won't it be a good career move? 

When will the alliances that have been built on sexual orien¬ 

tation cease to be meaningful? These men probably have al¬ 

ready thought of that. They wouldn’t want to abuse their 

power too much, lest it become worthless. Or coo little—then 

the exclusive club would have many more members* and no¬ 

body wants that. 

Gay Mafia? What Gay Mafia? J 
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and I was at a reception at the White House 

one day last week, and I think she's an 

attractive lady. 

Rep, Mark Neumann (R-WI); [With wife in 

room] She can't hold a candle to my wife, 

who I dated ah through high school and 

liked in junior high. 

Rep, Joe Scarborough (R-FL); Urn,..do I 

think Hillary Clinton is pretty? Um...she's 

uh,,,she’s a nice iady, I wouldn't..,! don't 

know if "pretty'' is the word I would use for 

her, 

Rep, Frank Cremeans (R-OH): YesE Yes! 

What did anybody else...who denied that? I 

want to know. Didn't take me long to 

answer that, did it? 

Rep. Richard Burr (R-NC): Uh, boy...kids 

just cut right through it don't they? I...I...I 

think that, uh* 1 think that she, uh, she 

adequately represents the first lady of the 

country. 

Rep. Steve LaTourette (R-OH); I do, as a 

matter of fact, and ! would say that she 

looks much more attractive in person than 

I think she's attractive. 

Rep* Bob Ney (R-OH): 1 think she's 

attractive. I can't say it, because it’s kids* 

but she does have kind of big hips. 

Rep. Jon Fox (R-PA): Do I think Hillary 

Clinton es pretty? Yeah, ! think Hillary 

Clinton is pretty. She’s pretty* I 

mean.,,oh.,.That's a fine question. She's 

pretty. 

Rep* Bill Martini (R-NJ): I think she’s a 

very attractive lady, but her attraction is not 

solely on physical looks. Certainly she’s 

intelligent and very well-spoken, and even if 

you don't agree with her points of view, you 

have to recognize that, so she is an 

attractive iady. yes. 

Rep* Mark Foley (R-FL); She'S 

attractive...well, she’s got a regal look to 

her, t mean, she really fills the role nicely 

as the First Lady* She's very attractive and 

always well poised. So she gets high marks 

on her official presence, if you wifi. 

Rep. Steve Chahot (R-OH): I d give her a 

five out of ten, which I'd say is kind of 

average. She's not a dog, but I—you know, 

she’s not gorgeous. I’d give her a five. 

Rep, Sonny Bono (R-CA); Do t think.,.. 

She’s not my type* let me put it that way. 

Uh, obviously Bill thinks she's pretty* but 

she wouldn’t pass the test. 

RB: The Bono Test? 

SB: Yes, the Bono Test, so I don't know 

what else to say other than on my scale, 

she wouldn't make it. Nothing personal. 

Rep* Richard “Doc" Hastings (R-WA): 

Well, she's attractive. 

Rep* Sue Kelly (R-NY): Yeah, Hillary’s 

okay. She's not,,,she’s,,,yeah. I think she's 

how iot is Hillary 
The G.O.P. Rates the First Babe! 

RB asked 20 Republican Reps one of the burning political 
questions of our time: “Do you think Hillary Clinton is pretty?" 

pretty. 

Rep* Randy Tate (R-WA): Yeah* 

yeah,,,pretty libereL Actually Hillary Clinton 

is an attractive lady* but she is pretty 

liberal. 

Rep. Jon Christensen (R-NE); Uh, Hillary 

Clinton is, uh..uh,,, a nice looking.*,nice 

looking* yes. Yes, she Is, She is very 

attractive. 

Rep, Steve Largent (R-OK): Uhhh,,,you 

know what, I've never seen her in person, 

so I couldn't comment on that. 

Rep. J.C. Watts (R-QK): Oh* 1 think she’s 

cute, Well, let me say, I think she's 

attractive. Yeah. ! think she's an attractive 

lady, I just know her from seeing her on TV, 

she does on television. 

Rep. Jack Metcalf (R-WA): 

Yes, she's attractive, Great 

speaker. I've heard her speak and 

my wife has heard her speak twice. 

Great speaker. ! don't agree with 

what she says, but she says 

it welt and so does he. 

Rep, George Radanovich 

(R-CA): Oh. no! Are these 

going to be comments 

that are attributed to ^ 

me? Um.,.yeah, 

Rep, Robert Ehrlich (R-MD) 

(laughs) I think she 
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Holy Smoke! RB chats with Ralph Reed, 
point man for the Christian Coalition, and Dr. 
Jerry Faiwell, founder of the Moral Majority! 
RB: is it okay to listen to rap music? 

Ralph Reed: It depends. I think it's far 

more important what the lyrics say, Some 

of it is fine...other forms of rap music 

appeal to violent behavior, and I think a 

prurient interest, and exploit women, and 

I don't think that's appropriate. 

you could, say something like. Td make 

him or her wait, you know, for at least a 

second date, if not longer." 

JF: Well, it isn’t a mortal srn, Building self- 

respect with a boyfriend or girlfriend is very 

important, and if there's to be a Song and 

RR: Well, I don't know 

who is stronger, in that 

sense, out God is all-knowing and 

all-powerful, rind He knows things 

that have not even been revealed 

to His Son. 

JF: Well, Jesus said, “The Father 

and I are one," meaning as members of 

the Trinity—God the Father, God the Son, 

God the Holy Spirit—they are equally 

divine and therefore equally powerful. 

RB: Has Jesus ever visited other 
planets? 

RR: Uh. not to my knowledge, 

Jerry Faiwell: Well, it depends on what 

kind of rap, DC Talk, a Christian rap 

group, are ell former students of Liberty 

University, They sang their first song 

together at a lawn party in my home with 

my son who attended [Liberty 1 with them. 

Their message is a positive message. But 

like any art form of music, if the lyrics are 

vulgar or improper, Christians 

should not listen to it. 

RB: If Charles Barkley 
played Jesus oneorhone in 

basketball, who would win? 

lasting relationship. I would recommend 

that friendship is first, getting to know each 

other is next and then intimacies like 

kissing should be only after there's a real 

serious commitment—probably towards 

marriage. 

RB: Who Is your favorite character in the 
Bible? 

RR: Gosh, that's a tough one,..I would 

say probably Joseph, I think Joseph was 

someone who suffered unjustly for 

something that he did not do, but 

remained Faithful and was ultimately 

vindicated and elevated to a very, very 

powerful position. 

JF: Outside of Jesus, i would say the 

Apostle Paul. He was both brilliant and 

humble. He was aggressive and he. 

more than anyone else in Scripture, 

was totally committed to the 

Lordship of Christ and the Gospel 

[unintelligible]. 

RB: Who Is stronger God 

or Jesus? 

JF: Well, there's no question about that— 

Charles would be in serious trouble. 

RB; Would it be a blowout? 

JF: Well, He made all the planets, but if 

the questioner is wondering is there 

life form, human life form, on other 

planets, I think the answer is 

categorically ‘no.’ There was only 

one God, the Bible says, He had one son, 

Jesus Christ, and it is illogical to think 

that God, who is love, would have created 

a generation of intelligent beings 

somewhere else, with no provision for a 

RR: i don't know. It might be close, but 

Jesus would win. 

JF: It would be a definite blowout. 

RB: Is it okay to kiss on a first date? 

RR: I don't want to comment on 

something like thatl [pause] I think maybe 

savior, 

RB: Why is it that Jesus looks like a 
hippie? 

RR: I don't know that we can know with 

absolute certainty what He looks like, 

because there really aren't any 

descriptions of Him, but the 

representations that we have are 

based on what we think historically 

someone who is a man of His age 

would have looked like in 

Nazareth at that time. 

JF: Well, first of all, the pictures 

that we ail see of Jesus were the 

conceptions of modern artists 

and some artists not so modern, 

but there were no cameras in the 

days of Jesus, therefore there are no 

photographs. We do not know how He 

looked. He may have had long hair 

He certainly had a beard, 

because it was plucked out 

on the cross. But just 

because someone has 

long hair doesn't 

necessarily mean the 

person is a hippie. 

The word "hippie" 

has a negative 

connotation, 

because it speaks of 

a counterculture 

some years ago in this 

country that had a 

rather negative phi¬ 

losophy. But a hundred years 

ago, almost every American man 

had a board and long hair. And in early 

American days, if they didn’t have long 

hair, they wore wigs, Men! Purely a 

matter of a particular culture. Today, 

the first thing you think of with long 

hair is “This guy's a rebel.- That’s 

because of the connotation given 

during anti-war days and so on in 

Vietnam times, But a hundred years 

ago, a guy with short hair in our 

culture, and no beard, probably looked 

equally strange, 

RB: When Jesus comes back to Earth, 
what wiil He took like and w/iat wfll 
He wear? 

RR: I don't think we really know trim 

either. It's not really revealed 10 us. We 

won't know unless,.,it happens, [laughs] 

Then it's a little late to share with people. 

JF; Well, the Scripture says, in Acts 

Chapter One, Verse II, where He 

ascended to the right hand of the 

Father from the Mount of Olives, as 

the disciples looked on, two angelic 

beings appeared and said “Why 

stand ye litre gazing up Into 

Heaven?"--why are you so amazed 

at this—then concluded with this 

statement: "This same Jesus, 

which you have seen taken up into 

Heaven, shall so come in like 

manner." So 1 think the- Lord 

Jesus, when He comes to the 

MAVJUNE spy1^ 



Wondering how far to go with your honey? And how fast? RB 

asks Congress the age-old question: “How long should 

teenagers date before they go ‘all the way!?,+ 

Rep. Rockin’ Randy Tate (R-WA): I think they should wait until they 

get married. Abstinence is the only way to go. It works every time 

it’s tried, as Rush Li mbs ugh would say. 

Rep. Jon Christensen (R-NE): They should probably date all the way 

to marriage before they go all the way, They need to remember that 

sex before marriage is not 

right....There is no such thing 

as "safe sex" outside the 

bounds of marriage. 

Rep. Steve Urgent (ft-OK): 
Say that again? 

RB: How tong should 
teenagers date before they go 
all the way? That was the way 
the kid said It 
SL: You mean get married? 

RB: l think he meant physical 
Intimacy: 

SL: Uhhh, well, i believe in 

abstinence...! present it not only 

on a moral basis, but I think the 

statistic l saw is that something 

over 70 percent of kids— 

teenagers—that are involved in premarital sex carry at least one 

sexually transmitted disease. 70 percent I And a large majority of 

the sexually transmitted diseases are not protected through use of 

a condom. So it's not only immoral, in my opinion, but it's 

definitely unhealthy. 

Rep. Joe Scarborough (R-FL): They should wait until they're married, 

there's a lot here that I don't know, but there's a lot that I've learned the hard 

way, and I think there are things that are reserved for your spouse and I’d just like 

to leave it at that,,,.I'm old enough to realise that you better probably remain with 

your first wife, okay? If you don't hear another thing 1 say, you can't afford more 

than one! I don't know what your income level is, but you contract with one and 

stick with her, okay? Words of wisdom. I'm old-fashioned conservative. 

Rep. Robert Nay {R—OH): Sooml [laughs] Well, l would advise them not to go all 

the way until marriage and especially in today's world for a lot of different 

reasons, of course AIDS being one of them and also, but most of all, the whole 

morality issue. 

Rep. Jack Metcalf (R-WA): How long? I would say you go all the way in marriage, 

and anything else is a bad judgment and a persona! disaster. Frankly, people— 

until they are sixteen at the very least—need to be closely chaperoned by their 

parents. They won't like that, but what causes teenage pregnancies all over that 

we're worried about is unchaperoned kids. Period, 

Rep. George Radanovlch (R“€A): Whoa. Urn, teenagers shouldn’t be going all 

the way, 

Rep. Sue Kelly (R-NY): Well, to tell you the truth, I'm old-fashioned, I don’t think 

teenagers really should go "all the way," I think that when you're madly, madly in 

love as a teenager, you really want to “do it," but i really have to tell you, 1 don't 

think it’s a great idea, and if they do, for God's sake, they've got to use 

protection! It’s so important..,.If you decide you’re gonna go all the way, USE A 

CONDOM! 

Rep. William Martini (R-NJ): You don't really want—that's one l can t answer, i 

don't know how you can put an age on that. 

Rep. Robert Ehrlich Jf. (R-MD): I think that there cannot be any hardand-fast 

rule, I think sex is taken much too lightly by teenagers. I think most teenagers do 

not have the maturity to have sex, and T think that the number one problem in this 

country—or one of the two major problems in this country—is teenage pregnancy 

and drug abuse. 

Rep. J.C. Watts If. (R-OK): Well, if you're saying "going all the 

way" meaning if they’re asking a question concerning sexr I didn't 

allow my children to date—I've got two teenagers, I've got one 

that's 18, and i didn't allow her to date until she was 16. He’ll be 

sixteen in April, and we don't allow our kids to date 

until they’re 16. Statistics show that the 

teenage pregnancy rate is 85 percent less in 

those that waited until they were 16 years J 

or older to date, so that's one statistic, but I 

also, being a minister, I think that 

abstinence is the best form of 
■ 

responsibility and the bast form of birth _ 

control, and 3 believe there Is a scriptural 

principle that needs to be followed in the case of 

abstinence, so In the case of going all the way, my 

advice is to wait until you ere married to go all the way. 

Rep. Mark Neumann (R-Wl) : Uh, until one day after they are 

married. Welt, maybe not a whole day.,. 

Rep* Frank Cremeans (R-OH): Well, you know, 1 believe that 

marriage is a very sanctimonious [sic] commitment, and 1 feel that 

Rep. Jon Fox (R-PA): They shouldn’t go all the way until they get married. There’s 

no need to. The greatest fulfillment is having good friends, being a good son or 

daughter and respecting your 

parents, and 3earn the lessons of 

life from them, because they've 

lived them—all their years already. 

Because that's wasted on the 

young. You’ve got to be my age to 

l understand that. 

, RB: You never know; / the 
kids are coming around to ft, 

f JF: Good, good. We need to grow 

more Republicans, 

Rep. Mark Foley (ft—FL): A long time. 

1 know the tendencies are for the 

hormonal glands to be sprouting at 

early ages, but young people have to 

recognize the serious risks....It’s just 

sad because everybody's so anxious 

to get it ont and, you know, 1 

remember so well those days in junior 

high school. 
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YOU HAVE BEEN VOTED THE COOLEST 

MEMBER OF CONGRESS, IN YOUR OPINION, 

WHO IS THE COOLEST? 

Rep. Sonny Bono (R-CA)r Uh, well, fust of all, 

it's at uh. it s a tremendous honor, so ! will 

accept their opinion and take that title and 
become the champ for this year, anyway, 

SB: They're extremely similar.... When you’re a I RBr If was Nixan/McGovem, 
performer you gotta get up on stage and you i SB: Okay, In 1972r I was in show 

need to sell yourself to a point of where people j business and not involved in politics, and! didn't 

want to come back and pay money to see you j register to vote until 1988. 

again, which is not an easy task. And basically, j 

you're doing the same thing in politics. j ARE THERE ANY OTHER ROCK STARS THAT 
WOULD MAKE GOOD REPUBLICAN 

WHO'S MORE POWERFUL NOWT YOU OR CHER? ! POLITICIANS? 
I 

j?B talks to 

Sonny Bono 

with 

HOW DID YOU CELEBRATE THE NOVEMBER ! SB: Uh, well, Cher was, but she's slipping on the \ SB: Any rock stars who decide that they're willing 

VICTORIES? | charts. She had a big lead there for a while but j to make a commitment and do things for others 

I she hit a banana peel, so I would say I'm out in I will have an edge because they know how to 
front right now, but the contest isn't over. You 

never know with her. 

RB: $he could run Aw office, 

SB: That's right..and mighL 

RB: Would you vote hr her if she did? 
SB : No, she's a liberal. 

I 

I 

work with people in masses better than 

politicians do. 

I 

I 

WHAT'S THE WILDEST OUTFIT YOU'VE EVER 

WORN? 

I 

WHATS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING YOU'VE 

DONE IN OFFICE SO FAR? 

I 
I 
I 

SB: The most important thing I did in office was 
when 1 was in Judiciary Committee the other 

night and we were going for 12 hours and 

couldn't get out. I bought 15 pizzas and brought 

’em into committee and sent the aroma around 

the room and was able to get: the committee to 
break up so we could eat the pizzas and get out 

of there..-They were determined to go for a few 

more hours—I broke ’em down. 

I 

SB; Eskimo boots and bobcat vest, 

RB: Wow 11 don't suppose you still have those 
tying around the closet 
SB: I do still have my bobcat vest. I've still got 

that from the Sonny and Cher days, 

I 

I 

I 

WERE rou INVOLVED IN 

GOVERNMENT IN HIGH SCHOOL? 

STUDENT 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

WERE YOU 
REPUBLICAN? 

ALWAYS A I 

I 

SB: My philosophies were always 

Republican. I wasn’t a declared 

Republican but when I decided to 

become involved in politics I just 
immediately recognized that ! correlated 

with the Republican philosophy. 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

SB: No, ] wasn’t involved in politics at all, f got 
involved in politics because after I got out of 

show business I didn't have the luxury of having 

people do things for me anymore, and I had to do 

'em myself. When 1 went to get a sign permit lor 

my restaurant, I discovered bureaucracy and 
finally, it got down to where I told the fella that I 

was dealing with at the city that the only solution 

I could come up with for our problem was to run 

for mayor and fire him. 
RB: And did you? 
SB: Yes. And so that’s when I got Involved in 

politics. 

I 

WHO DID YOU VOTE FOR IN 1972? I 

WHICH ROCK STARS DID YOU PARTY WITH IN 

THE 60'S? DID YOU PARTY WITH HENDRIX? 

SB; BUSH! And—Oh, who fan in 92, Welt, I 

don't—who ran in J72? 
I 

I 

I 

SB: No, Hendrix stayed in England a lot, but gosh, 

we hung with everybody in the 60s...with the 

Beatles, the Mamas and the Papas, Bob 

Dylan,.,with just about every rock star in the 60s. 
we hung out with to one degree or another, it was 

a wonderful, magical musical era. 

on 
It ll 
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SB: I took my wife out--My wife [is] very pretty 

and we're like boyfriend and girlfriend. So she's 

really the reason I'm here, so 1 celebrated it with 

her on a very romantic evening. 

WHAT IS YOUR FAVORITE BAND? 

SB: My favorite band was Toto, for two reasons. 
They were also my rhythm section,...And, forgive 

the term, but they were ass kickers. 

HOW DID YOUR 
BACKGROUND IN 

SHOW BUSINESS 

PREPARE YOU FOR 
GOVERNMENT? 



The Youngest Republican Rep (29!) 

RB: Who is your favorite band or singer? 

Rep, Rockin' Randy Tate (R-WA): Hold on—let mo ask my wife, 

[to wife in room] Who's my favorite bard or singer? [four-second 

pause] You know what? I don't even have one. 

RB: It couid be anything. We've gotten everything 

from classical musicians to jazz bands. 

RT; [ like everything, 

RB: if you had to pick just one person, though. 

RT: Oh, man. Not a clue, to be perfectly honest, 

RB: It couid be a group of peopte. Anything we coufd put 
down for that? is there a musician? A guitarist? 

RT: Can you hold on just a sec? (30 second pause) I'm sorry. 

I’m back. It's crazy around here. 

RB: No problem. 

(Wild Woodstock Memories) 

Rep, ion Christensen (R-NE); During the original 

Woodstock I was about six years old and probably 

causing my mom problems doing something, During 

tne 94 Woodstock I was busy campaigning, going 

door to door and, I think, hitting about my 30,000th 

home at that time watching these nut heads on TV 
celebrate liberalism in mud. 

Rep, Sonny Bonq (R-CA): You know, the real 

original Woodstock was in Newport Beach, and we 

played in that one—I don't know if anybody knows 

about that. And then it went so well, they did the big 

Woodstock, and we were out of it because we were 

anti-drugs. And so music hit an era that unless you 

were a druggie, you were corny. So we were anti- 

drug and that just ruined our careers in 1966, 

RT: Okay, the question was... 

RB: Favorite band. 

RT: I don't have a clue. m 

RB: Performer? 

RT: I mean, there's nothing I don't like, 

RB: Right. But there wouldn't be any favorite? 

RT: No. I don’t know if there’s a favorite. I'm sorry I don't have 

a better answer than that, I don't have a clue what my favorite 

band is. I like whatever's on the radio, 

RB: is there a particular style of music? 

RT: All kinds. All kinds. Everything, 

RB: Country? 

RT: I'm not a big country fan, I like anything, i mean, I like 

country music, but it's not what t listen to. 

RB: So we *il put you down for "alt fypes." 

was at Perm State University, and I was busy 
working on student 

government there 

and starting an 

organization called 
"Students for ' 

I was being vei y 

traditional. I was 

active with college 
Republicans, 

Rep, Mark Foley 

(R-FL)r Woodstock 

was what year.,,that 
was '74, right? 

Rep. Richard Burr 

(R-NCJ: I was—that 
was '74, wasn't it? 

Rep. Frank Crimean s 

(R-GH); Uh...when was 

that originally? in the 60s? 

Rep. Jack Metcalf (R-WA): The original one was 
in 74? 

COME To... , 
The action is! 

RB: ft was in 69. 

JM: '69? I was in the state Senate, In fact, in 

1969 t was introducing the first term limits bill in 
this country, J started term limits—the first term 

limits bill in 1969, While everybody else was out 

listening to music, f was writing a term limits bill. 

Rep, Mark Neumann (R^WI): Let's see, during 
the original Woodstock, which would have 

been,,. Wood stock. What year was Woodstock? 

RB: Avgust of 69: 

MM; August of '69 I was a sophomore in high 

school, i was living in East Troy, Wisconsin, i was very ! 

interested in my wife, [wife in room] who was also a j 

sophomore at East Troy High School, and sports. 
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Which is cooler, Beverly Hills, 90210 or Melrose Place? RB gets the scoop 
from our prime-time pundits! 

Rep, Richard “Doc" Hastings (R-WA): 1 have not seen either 

of them, so I can't judge. My youngest child is a freshman in 

college and I don’t recalf him talking about either one of them. 

Rep. Sue Kelly (R-NY): Gch, that’s tough. I'd have to vote for 

Beveriy Hills,,,a lot goes on. 

Rep. Rockin' Randy Tate (R-WA): Mmmmmmmnm Beverly 
Hills. 

Rep. ion Christensen (R-NE): Well, you really got me on this 

oner because I haven't had the opportunity to examine both of 

these shows. I know that they are a hit with young teenagers, 

but I have to be honest, t have not seen either one. 

that to me again, [Repeats 

question] I'd say Beveriy Hills. 

How am I stacking up against 

everybody else? 

Rep. Steven Chabot (R-OH): 
I’d say probably Beveriy Hills. 

Rep. Richard Burr (R—NC): 
Probably Melrose Place. 

Rep. Robert Ney (R-OH): 
Melrose Place, 

Rep. Steve LaTourette (R-OH): Oh. it’s Melrose Place, no doubt. 

Rep. Steve Largent (R-OK): You know, honestly ( can say, I've 

never seen either one of them, 

RB: Bo Ht put you down as a **No Preference.” 

SL: We don't even have cable. 

Rep, Mark Neumann (R-Wl): Um, there are certain value 

decisions expouted [sic] upon in those shows that I'm not sure 

I can concur with to give you a good answer to that question.,. 

RB i Okay would your kids have a favorite? Do you know if 
they prefer either show7 

MM: No, 1 think both shows get into an area that is very, very 

important as we talk with young people 

and that is values of 

personal behavior, and I 

would strongly encourage 

these young people as they 

watch these shows to 

remember that abstinence is 

the correct form of sexual 

protection as opposed to 

some of the things put forth 

in some of the shows. 

Rep, Joe Scarborough (R-FL): 
Uh, I've got to tell you I think 

both of them are passe in 

1995, 

RB: The kids might not wanf to hear that 

JS: I guess you better strike that, I was never much of a Heather 

Locklear fan, so we’ll go with Meirose Place. Even though 

Heather Locklear's on Melrose Place, we'll go with Melrose. 

Rep, Saxby Chambliss (R-GA): Uh, I don't watch much TV but 

I would say Beverly Hills. 

Rep, Frank Cremeans (R-OH): That's a good question. Give 

Rep, Sonny Bono (R~CA): Dm. 90210. 

Rep, Jack Metcalf (R-WA): No opinion. I don't think you should 

tell them [the kids] this, but I haven’t the faintest notion, I have 

never heard of those two things. Is it possible that somebody 

lives In this world and hasn’t heard of them? l have not. 

Rep, George Radanovich (R-CA): Neither. 

Rep. Robert Ehrlich Jr. (R-MD): No opinion. Don’t watch either 

one...actually, who’s the hot—what's her name.,, 

RB: Heather Locklear? 

RE: Heather Locklear. Anything with Heather Locklear has got 
to be cooler. 

Rep. Jon Fox (R-PA): I don’t know enough about either one of 
them to tell you which Is cooler, 

RB; I'll just put you down as not a fan of either. 

JF: Well, I'm not home to watch TV, 1 would be watching C-Span 
instead of 902-Me/rose Place. 

RB: Those are the kids' favorite shows. 

JF: Well, we have to get 'em onto C-Span. 

Rep. William Martini (R-NJ): Well, since I have a daughter, I 
guess Beverly Hills, 90210. 

Rep. Mark Foley (R-FL): MeJrase Place, but I watch them 
both. In fact, the funny thing, when I saw your name, I saidT 
“'Matt Fielding'—that sounds so familiar/ and then I was 
watching a rerun last night of Mefrose, and there was Matt 
Fielding, and 1 laughed, and I said, 'My God!" 

RB; My friends do not let me forget that Once a week. 

MF; I bet, "Who you dating, Matt?" I bet you get that all the time. 

RB; Of course, it has to be the one gay guy on the show. 

MF: Right, right. 
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USIC MATC 
MADNESS!! 

Can You Guess The Pave Bands 
Oux1 Hation s leadens? 

I. REP. MARK NEUMANN (R-WI) 
2* REP, JOE SCARBOROUGH (R-FL} 
3. REP. FRANK CREMEANS (R^OH) 
4* REP, ROBERT NEY (R-QH) 
5. REP. J.C, WATTS JR. (R-OK) 
6. REP, JON CHRISTENSEN (R-NE) 
7. REP. STEVE LARGENT (R-OK) 
8. REP. STEVEN CHABOT [R-OH) 
9. REP* RICHARD BURR (R-NC) 
10. REP, STEVE LaTOURETTE (R-OH) 
II. REP. JON FOX (R-PA) 
12. REP. WILLIAM MARTIN! (R-NJ) 
13. REP. MARK FOLEY (R-FL) 

A. BOYZ 1! MEN 
B. AMY GRANT 

C, BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN 
D* JETHRO TULL 

E. THE CARPENTERS 
F. AARON NEVILLE 

G, GREEN DAY 
H, CHICAGO 

L THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND 
J, WOLFGANG AMADEUS MOZART 

K. INKS 
L THE CHARLIE DANIELS BAND 

M. WHITNEY HOUSTON 

Touchdown 1 RB raps with 5T1 

Hall^of-Fa&er Steve Largent 

and former Oklahoma football 
star J.O* Watts Jr*! 

WOULD DEION SANDERS MAKE A GOOD CONGRESSMAN? 

STEVE LARGENT |R-OK|: Well, the one thing about Deion 

Senders is be has got a lot of confidence in himself. He's not afraid to speak 
his mind. And in politics, that can sometimes get you in trouble. 

XC, WATTS JR. fR-OK): Well, 3 think Deion Sanders is a (clears throat}...no 

question, no question one of the most talented athletes to even prcK up a 

baseball glove or don a football uniform,,.but l can say that football abilities or 
athletic talent doesn't necessarily qualify J.C. Watts or Deion Sanders or 

anyone else to be a leader or an elected official. 

HOW DID YOUR SPORTS SKILLS PREPARE YOU FOR GOVERNMENT? 

STEVE: Well, I think, you know, there's not much translation of the athletic 

prowess you have as a football player that translates into Congress, other than 
the running back and forth that you have to do. 

J.C.: Well, Matt, I think that my sports background taught me a lot about 

myself. It's a great educator of who you are and what you are. Athletics is a 
great teacher of character, endurance and perseverance, and I think those 
same qualities are important in the political arena. 

COULD DEION SERVE IN THE HOUSE AND THE SENATE AT THE SAM£ TIME? WHATS THE MOST YOU'VE EVER BENCHED? 
STEVE: So both ways? Technically, no, but l don't put anything beyond Deion. 

J.C.: Now that I do know, 3 can answer affirmatively on that: no 

he can't do that Not even Deion or Bo. Neither one could 

handle that 

WHAT WORDS OF ADVICE WOULD YOU 
GIVE TO CHARLES BARKLEY, WHO IS 
PLANNING TO RUN FOR OFFICE AS A 

REPUBLICAN? 

I think he should do it I think the great thing 

about our system is that we invite people of all 
persuasions and colors and backgrounds to 

participate in the system, and I think its a very 

noble effort on his part to be willing to serve 

the public. 

J.C.: You know, 3 am a Charles Barkley fan, 

Charles is just blatantly honest. I don't condone 
everything that he does on or off the 

basketball court, but I do admire his 
candor,,.,I guess the advice I would 

give to Charles is to "understand. 

Charles, that there is wisdom 

in silence/ 

STEVE: 300 pounds. 

J.C.: I don’t try to bench competitively—I go down ana work out a little bit now. 

Back in my heyday. I could bench about three and a quarter (325 lbsJ. 

WHICH IS MORE EXCITING. WINNING AN 
ELECTION OR WINNING A FOOTBALL GAME? 

J.C : Well, to me they're both important I guess 

oroba b ly it 's more exciting win n mg a foot b p;jmc■. 
Put it's more important winning an election. 

Winning a football game gives everyone the warn 
fuzzies, and you feet pretty proud of what you've 

accomplished, but If we lose a football game 

you'll be dejected for a few days and feci 

bad about it. but in the political 

arena.,.you affect many things in the 
policy that we vote on. So football’s 

more exciting, but this arena1 s more 

important, 

DO YOU EVER TOSS THE FOOTBALL 
AROUND WITH J.C,? 

STEVE: l haven't yet, but I’ve got one in my 
office if he drops by. 
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Forget about Post- 

Modernism. In the post- 

Commumsm era of the 

"new" Russia, while those 

long bread-and-meat lines 

are disappearing a new 

business is booming: 

Squeaking back-scratch* 

ers, lambada-playing car 

alarms, and Mighty 

Morph in Power Rangers 

are filling the shelves of lo¬ 

cal kiosks. 

Where do all these 

goodies come from? SPY 

sent secret agent Anna 

Husarska on a shopping 

spree to the Arab 

Emirates, where she and 

her capitalist comrades 

prove they don't have to 

give up the beach to go 

bargain hunting. 

i 

T 
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BY ANNA HUSAR 
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For junk, mostly. 





rs of constant short 
A * 

every- 
v 

thing, Russian stores are 

now overflowing with all 

kinds of goods—many of 

dubious quality; most of it 

outright junk. Who brings 

all this trash into the coun- 
. 

try (and how)? I am on a 

secret mission to find out, 

although for my fellow 

travelers I pose as a 

prospective trader in fax 

machines. 

Given the Russians' ■ 

obsession with espibnage, 

if the customs officer 

knew that I was being 

paid to write a report for * 

SPY, he would surely have 

prevented me from travel¬ 

ing to Dubai. 

Even if he were sober. 

:■ 

Saturday 

c is 3 a.m.; we are in the freezing and smelly de¬ 

parture hall of St. Petersburg Airport, and we 

are beginning to get on each other's nerves* The 

drunken customs officer is looking at me sus¬ 

piciously: ■'“You mean youTre not a black-mar¬ 

keteer or a profiteer?” he asks. "So what the hell 

are you doing here?" 

Unlike the rest of the passengers on our tom, I do not 

have thick, tidy stacks of hunt! red-do liar bills to show him. In 

tact, I have less than $1,000 in cash—which for a six-day 

shopping spree in the United Arab Emirates appears ex¬ 

tremely suspicious. 

Tm going for the sightseeing," I lie, knowing that what 

I've just said sounds about as credible as “J'm going to 

Casablanca for the waters." 

The customs officer sighs, reeking heavily of cheap to¬ 

bacco and vodka. He either thinks that I was misinformed or 

suspects me of being a prostitute. Neither opinion seems par¬ 

ticularly pleasurable, but it could be worse. Given the 

Russians' obsession with espionage, if he knew that E was be¬ 

ing paid to write a report for SPY, he would have surely pre¬ 

vented me from traveling to Dubai, 

Even if he were sober. 

Most Russians still associate the word “shopping’1 with 

ration coupons and long lines in the cold. But now, after 70 

years of constant shortages of practically everything, the kiosks 

and shops of Russian towns in the 11 time zones from 

Vladivostok to Kal iningrad are overflowing with all kinds of 

goods—many of dubious quality; most of it outright junk, 

Who brings all this trash into Russia (and how}? I am on a se¬ 

cret mission to find out, although for my fellow travelers 1 

pose as a prospective trader in lax machines. 

A plump woman in the customs line hasn't got a permit 

from a Russian bank to take any money out of the country. 

The prospect of ordering that she be body-searched (if she has 

permit, she smuggles dollars, logically) catches the attention of 

my customs officer, who forgets my relatively empty wallet 

and lets me go. 

I move to the airlines check-in counter, but the officials 

from Aeroflot, having seen my skirmish at customs, refuse to 

give me a boarding card; they say this is because 1 have a 

Polish, not Russian, passport. (For 40 years they had their 

tanks in Poland to assure us how friendly they are towards us, 

but now it is "Nyet!"). 

{ 
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I ask Tania, our groups guide, why they object to my cit¬ 

izenship. "Oh, because they want a bribe," she answers mat- 

ter-of-factly, as if she were telling me that you need a token to 

get on the subway This particular token is $5(1 But my pur¬ 

gatory is not over yet. 

The immigration officers, who witnessed my bribing 

Aeroflot, also want to get their token—-so they suggest that if 

they stamp my passport, I may have problems getting back 

into Russia in only a week. 1 refuse to pay and in revenge get 

a splash of inky stamp in my passport. 

As soon as we get on the plane, several of my fellow 

travelers offer shots of vodka (I seem to be the only one with¬ 

out a good provision of alcohol) to celebrate my getting 

through the triple barrage. Also invited is Nelli, the plump 

woman who was body-searched. Once again, the theory con¬ 

firms itself that a common adversary and some outside bul¬ 

lying can do wonders to build solidarity and enhance bonds 

of friendship. 

Fortified by the vodka, I get up and go to inspect our 

plane. It is a strange Tu-154 hybrid. The front half looks like 

a very shabby but normal passenger carrier, white rhe back 

cabin is sin empty shell, wtrh all the seats removed. 

"That's for luggage on the way back," explains Serguei, 

Tanias husband. 

Sunday 
Iter six hours we la [id in Fujairah airport: in the United 

Arab Emirates, If it were not for the laboratory-like 

cleanliness of the place, 1 would not have believed we 

were out of the former Soviet Union: All the planes on 

the airfield—Armenian Airlines, Siberian World Air, 

and Aeroflot—arc from rhe U.S.S.R,; the immigration and 

customs officials accept forms filled in Cyrillic without a blink; 

and the bus driver says “pm'}er‘" and "vsyo i poryadkkt" 

(Russian for "hey" and "okay' )- We are obviously following 

a well-beaten path. Or rather, a wide trading highway, which 

appears to Lie a modern version of the Silk Road. 

In Dubai, Tania and Serguei assign us rooms in Hotel 

Ramee (Indian staff; Russian spoken), Nelli, Lyuda, and 

Misha—the inseparable troika, who know each other from 

their clerking days at Petersburg Railways—want to be in the 

same room. With my SPY-ing assignment, I think it would be 

better if 1 get a single room, ft turns out, however, that a man¬ 

agers approval is needed to do that, 

Serguei explains: Putting nvo to a room is a policy of the 

hotel that prevents Russian women from having Arab men 

visit them on the premises. We are here to shop—not to have 

sex. But two girls in our group arc obviously after both. Tania 

clarifies, however, that it is not really prostitution; rather it's 

"luxury-driven, short-term sentimental relations,” 

The hotels lobby is a beehive. A post-Soviet beehive, to be 

precise, because the only language 1 hear is Russian: Masha! 

Your radios have arrived ’; fanyuslika, can you check li they 

brought all 500 boxes of socks?”;11 didn't gee 20 Panasonics— 

Boris must have given them the wrong room number!1' 

The post-Soviets are definitely a strange sight on the 

streets. Most locals in Dubai are rich Arabs in white or light vi¬ 

olet dresses and red head scarves that the Russians call 

Arafatka. Women are few and far apart on the streets, and if 

they do venture outside they wear black robes that cover every¬ 

thing but the eyes. 

Against this background, the fashion style of my trav¬ 

eling companions comes as a shock. Most traders “doing" 

the Emirates come from the northern part of Russia—-because 

those from the south travel by road to neighboring coun¬ 

tries—so their wardrobe for a hot climate is not very- sophis¬ 

ticated. In fact, one could rightfully say that it belongs in the 

u nderwear department. 

One man from our group, Igor, considers swimming 

trunks* tank top, and flip-flops to be a perfectly acceptable 

outfit- -although he does wear high white socks with his 

thongs. Not to be outdone, women, too, make an effort to be 

fashionable. But the result is pathetic. If it were not for the fact 

that they bring enormous profit to the economy, the authori¬ 

ties of the Emirates would probably ban them for their poor 

attempt at decency. 

Every hotel in Dubai has been taken over by Russians 

(our hotel alone lias four other groups), and I am the sole non- 

post-Soviet guest. But outside the shopping areas, the Russians 

can be encountered only sporadically, and only when they get 

lost. They do not window-shop or wander around streets; nei¬ 

ther, of course, do they do any sightseeing. They go straight 
to the point and bargain, buy, or overlook the delivery of their 

goods from morning till night. 

Actually, the center oflctivity is the parking garage un¬ 

derneath the hotel. Since guests are forbidden tu keep any mer¬ 

chandise in tlieir rooms, the garage is where these frantic 

shoppers stuck their goods as they buy them (with their room 

numbers written on the boxes as identification as to what be¬ 

longs to whom). Thus, LO-foot-bigh stacks of TVs, VCRs, 

portable stereos, huge boxes of toys, plastic flowers, ceiling 

fans, men's underwear, or car accessories fill the parking lot— 

forming a thick cardboard labyrinth. 

Some shops in the Emirates are open until 11 P.M., and 

there is a group departing almost every day, so rhe parking lor 

is always a busy place. It is also extremely hot and crammed 
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wants 

:-up 

alarms because, he says, if 

you are first on the market 

with some new gadget, 

you can dictate the price. 

We go to a place called 

the Saca Car Accessories 

store, which is in Deira— 

the shopping center. 

The director, Samir, 

offers each of us a ciga¬ 

rette lighter with his 
TA’ 

store's logo written in 

Cyrillic, and he gives me a 

catalog (in Russian) of his 

products. But we to not 

buy the car alarms be< 

cause the only ones Samir 

has play the lambada, 

complete with flashing 

disco lights. 

Igor thinks it is taste¬ 

less. Quite so. 

with all the many Russians, Ukrainians, Belarussians, 

Armenians, and others who go through here. 

How many exactly? The Tourist Board in Abu Dhabi 

gives the figure of450,000 entries in 1993 from the whole of 

the former Soviet Union, although the number of actual vis¬ 

itors is much lower because of the multiple trips that many 

shoppers make (in our group of 50, only six were in the 

Emirates for the first time). 

Estimates show- that ex-Soviets spent more than a bil¬ 

lion dollars in the shops of the Arab Emirates in 1993> and, 

for example, bought 60 percent of all electronics sold in 

Dubai that year. 

Monday The hotel bus takes guests to the public beach, and the more 

experienced among the shoppers may go for two or three 

hours of sun. They have time to relax, since they already 

know where to shop (and aren't too preoccupied about skin 

cancer or the ozone hole). The greenhorns, on the other 

hand, don’t have those established trade contacts and can't afford 

to goof off; they arc busy finding out where and what to buy. 

Some have concrete wish-lists from kiosk and shop owners back 

in Petersburg, and need only to find the best quality-to-price ra¬ 

tio. Others improvise as they go. 

As the Russians sic around on the hotel-marked bath¬ 

room towels, none of their conversation is on the goods that 

they bought or will buy—those are trade secrets. The only 

time I hear two shoppers compare notes is when Slava, who is 

in our hotel but not in our group, chats with the tank-topped, 

flip-flopped Igor, 1 immediately understand the reason for 

those confidences: Slava is from Samara, so he is no competi¬ 

tion for the Petersburg shops that Igor supplies. 

The intimacy increases by the minute and now Slava tells 

Igor and me how he goc the scar on the right side of his chest: 

He was a policeman when he got shot by a mafia member. 

After this experience Slava became a mafioso him seif, but then 

gave it up. Now he shuttles between Samara and the Emirates, 

buying toys and children's clothes. 

"What pays better—mafia or business?1' 1 ask him. 

"We3L depends liow big a mafioso you are,” says Slava. "I 

was a medium mafioso, that is why I am now a choinak(All 

these traders call themselves cholnakf which is a weavers' 

term for ' shuttle.') But now, he admits, he is thinking about 

getting out of this business, because it is turning from an ad¬ 

venture into a routine. 

For Zhenia, to be a choinak is a way of sustaining his wife 

and two children. Before he came to this business he was 

teaching physics at the university in Krasnoyarsk and earning 



ce**^ 

Tut****1 

the equivalent of $20 a month. Today he will go back home 

with 18 packages, weighing a total of 800 pounds, of 

Singapore-made hair dryers; Taiwanese cosmetics; and panties, 

socks, and brassieres from Hong Kong, it is his fifth trip to the 

Emirates and he is pretty sure that (for the time being, any¬ 

way) he will not go back to his physics tenure. “Do 1 look like 

a masochist? he Eisks rhetorically. 

Dina, who at age 22 must be the youngest cholnak in our 

group, wants money u> be independent from his father (and to 

impress girls). He bays only electronics, and was expecting a 

profit of some 100 percent. But business is low now, so on the 

$25,000 he brought, he will make no more than $20,000 net 

profit, he thinks. 

This is still very good money—despite the (act that car¬ 

go charges are $2.04 per kilo and, theoretically, the import 

tariff on electronics is 30 percent (so the bribe to avoid it may 

reach 20 to 25 percent). 

Tlie most highly specialized in outgroup is Igor, a very 

hinny and unpretentious man, He buys only car accessories* 

and knows the market well, Igor hears the back-up alarm on 

our mini-bus as we were leaving for the beach and asks me 

what it is. After 1 introduce him to this new gadget (unknown 

in Russia), he invites me to go shopping with him. 

Tuesday 
gor wants to get the 

back-up alarm and light be 

cause, he says, if you 

are first on the market 

with some new gadget, 

you can dictate the price. 

We go to a place called the 

baca Car Accessories store, 

which is in Delta—the shop¬ 

ping center. The director, 

Samir, speaks better Russian 

than any local person that 1 
have met so far. 

It turns out chat Samir, a 

Syrian, studied ’technical sci¬ 

ence” in Leningrad, Later he ad¬ 

mits that it was artillery he 

studied, but I get the distinct im¬ 

pression that if I had really pressed 

him for information, l would have 

elicited a much juicier version of his 

experiences. Anyway, Samir is here 

now, selling wheel caps, seat covers, 

tool carriers, and halogen lamps to Russian shoppers. All those 

accessories are of the "make-up ' category, or, in other words, the 

kind that can upgrade a dilapidated Lida into a fancy-looking 

racing beauty. 

Samir offers each of us the stores lighter with the logo 

written in Cyrillic, and he gives me a catalog (in Russian) of 

Sara's products, But we do not buy the alarms because the 

only ones Samir has play the lambada, complete with flashing 

disco lights Igor thinks it is tasteless. Quite so. 

That afternoon 1 get a call from my troika. Nelli is des¬ 

perate—96 dinosaurs are missing, (Eve certainly had difficult 

assignments before, but nothing quite like this one.) 

1 decide to go their room to address the cask of finding 

them, lr turns out not all the packages were delivered from the 

store where Lyuda and her friend Natasha bought the 

Transformer-type toys. After lunch, 1 call the shop and they 

promise to check out the complaint. Meanwhile, I go to the 

garage with Lyuda to revise her packages. They have trouble 

reading the Latin alphabet and need to see what's in the dif¬ 

ferent boxes. 

Around the stack of cartons marked 323, Sasha is pack¬ 

ing his merchandise into huge gray bags. He is obvi¬ 

ously a professional and very 

w e 11 - o rg a n i t e d. 
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Sasha started in this business by going 

to the markets in Poland in 1989; be¬ 

fore that he was a doctor. Then he took 

a few leaves of absence, did some chol- 

nak excursions to Turkey, and afterward 

realized that, even when taking all the 

night shifts in the emergency room, he 

was earning in six months what he 

could make by doing one cholnak trip. 

So he gave up being a doctor. 

Sasha is in the Emirates for the sev¬ 

enth time and knows very well what, 

where, and in what quantities to buy, 

and for how much. He has arranged in 

Petersburg for his merchandise—most¬ 

ly adult garments, toys, and children’s 

clothing—to be taken into those kiosks 

and shops. Methodically, every after¬ 

noon he ticks off something on his de¬ 

tailed shopping list. 

At the end of the day the troika in¬ 

vites me to their room for the evening. 

We will have a drink, a snack (consist¬ 

ing of hard-boiled eggs, brought from 

Petersburg), and discuss our strategy to 

recover the missing dinosaurs. This be¬ 

ing the third night, booze was still 

plentiful, (though disguised in mineral 

water bottles; alcohol is forbidden in 

the Emirates). At 3 A.M., stinking of 

cigarettes and with my head turning 

slightly, I abandon my company and re¬ 

tire to my room. 

Wednesday In the morning, with a terrible hang¬ 

over, J meditate on why nothing ever 

seems to work in Russia, Then it hits 

me: If Russians drink as much as sta¬ 

tistics say, then there must be many 

people who wake up mornings with 

hangovers like mine, unable to perform 

their work normally. 

In the afternoon I accompany 

Lyuda and Natasha to the dinosaur 

shop. The Indian who runs it speaks a 

very vigorous version of Russian: “No1' 

and "I cannot go any less” are the basis 

of his vocabulary. In a slightly better 

(but still broken) English he explains 

that the dinosaurs were delivered. The 

women ask me to translate that they 

LifeStyles 
ULTRA SENSITIVE 

llU .11 rj -JYPK.1 

PRlMl 

-Condotns-Sampte 

For over 40 years Federal 
Pharmacal's catalog has offered 
the world's largest selection of 

condoms, including Trojans, 
Lifestyles, Protex, Prime, 

Contempo, Sagamt, plus others at 
discount prices direct to you 

Lhrough the privacy of mail* To 
introduce you to the finest quality 
condoms from Federal, we'll send 
you 20 FREE, or take advantage 

of our EXTRA BONUS or 
SUPER VALUE offers* 

Condoms. * hen properly b«4, iff Wfhljr effrclHe 
agiinst STD's (5*Diienci). 

For FREE catalog only, call 

1-800-270-1480 

CHECK ONE ONLY 

□ 2D FREE CONDOMS (Send $2 handling) 

j EXTRA BONUS OFFER 5D condoms plus 6 glow in the 
dark condoms plus 6 NEW Intensity condoms plus 2D 
FREE condoms. Send SID. 

□ SUPER VALUE OFFER. SAVE 80% 100 condoms plus a 
variety of all New * 6 Midnight Desire * 0 Erotica Hid bed 
* 3 Gold Coin Colors - 3 Prime Snugger-Fit - 6 Saxon 
Ultra Spermicidal plus 20 FREE condoms, 144 cor do ms 
In all. Send on!/ $19.95. 

□ Check bar to receive FREE catalog with any above otter. 

Send cash, check or money order to; Federal Pharmacal Inc. 
42 Sherwood, #7, Dept PVS95, Lake Bluff, IL 60044 

Marne ___ 

Address. 

City __ 

State 
Void where prohibited. Shipped in discreel packages 

§ 1995 Federal Pharmacai Inc. 
Must be 1 a to receive oHer (21 in AL, MS, HE and WY}, 

went through the stack in the garage 

and there are no dinosaurs. 

(This is not the first time the troi¬ 

ka has had a problem with this particu¬ 

lar shop. On Monday, Misha wanted to 

buy 20 “sound sticks —little handles 

that squeak as you scratch your back. 

The shopkeeper charged him for, and 

delivered, 200 sticks, and then claimed 

that such was the deal*) 

We are assured that the dinosaurs 

will arrive any moment, so we give up 

and go back to the hotel. Lyuda takes 

her shopping list and we go through it 

carefully item by item in the garage: 

24 hair dryers; 200 plastic butterflies 

[at 25 cents each, 1 11 sell them for at 

least 1,500 rubles (50 cents) each/1 

Lyuda announces proudly]; packets of 

several hundred Mighty Morph in 

Power Rangers; 96 dinosaurs (miss¬ 

ing!); 12 big robots; 24 buckets con¬ 

taining an oversized Lego-type game; 

12 soup spoons; 12 can openers; 12 

pizza knives; 2 palm tree branches (at 

$14 each); 144 clothes hangers; 12 

plastic flowers; 24 Christmas decora¬ 

tions; 144 super elastic balls; and six 

black theater bags, 

Lyuda still has $300 to spend and 

ponders fora moment whether battery- 

powered toy cars driven by a little Santa 

Claus would be a good idea. The ad¬ 

vantage is that the toy is original; she 

has not seen any on the streets of 

Petersburg, Rut this as also the risk: It 

may not catch on, and if it doesn't sell 

before Christmas she ll be stuck with all 

those toy cars occupying her tiny apart¬ 

ment for a whole year. 

In the evening, my troika and two 

other friends, Ludmilla and Natasha, 

are going to take a little time off their 

shopping chores and instead do some¬ 

thing just for pleasure. They invite me 

over to help them as their translator, 

and we.* rgo shopping. Earlier, they be¬ 

friended an Indian insuian.ee agent who 

will drive them to Sharjah to visit a su¬ 

permarket, a sort of an Arabian 

Wool worth's* The agents car is a sta¬ 

tion wagon, but since all the women 

are on the heavy side, Misha and 1 get 

in the trunk. 

In the supermarket they buy 

shampoos, deodorants, Kleenex, copy 
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Sports & Entertainment Autographs 
Personally Signed By Tour Favorite Stars & Guaranteed Authentic For Life. 

SwliMiilt Mfldili 
Kim Alexis - $35 

Carol All - $35 
Tyra Banks * $35 
Brig]lie Bardot - $45 
Christie 3rrnkley - $50' 
Naomi Campbell * $45 

Cfndy Crawford * $75 
Kelly Embers * $35 
Linda Evangelista * $35 
Rachel Hunter - $45 
Imsn - $30 
Kathy Ireland * $55 
Ella Macpherson ■ $45 
Ashley Montana - $35 
Kate Moss - $35 
Paulina - $50 
Claudia Schiffer - $50 
Stephanie Seymour - $45 
Brooke Shields * $35 
Anna Nicole Smith - $40 
Niki Taylor - $45 
Cheryl Tiegs ■ $35 
Christy Turlington - $45 
Vendela - $45 
Raquei Welch ■ $45 

T^gvttipnStrt 
Tim Allen * $45 
Pamela Anderson - $55 
Christina Applegate - $45 
Josie Bissett - $45 
Dean Cain - $40 

Ellen Oftflfitares - $35 
Shannon Doherty ■ $75 

Julia-Louis Dreyfuss - $40 
David Ouchovny - $40 
Nicola Eggert ■ $50 
Jennie Garth - $45 
Terl Hatcher - $45 
Helen Hunt - $35 
Laura Leighton - $45 
David Letterman - $45 
Heather Locklear ■ $50 
Leonard Nimcy - $50 
Luke Perry - $65 

Jason Priestley * $65 
Jerry Seinfeld - $45 
William Shatner - $65 
Grant Show - $45 
Andrew Shue - $45 
Courtney T, Smith - $45 
Patrick Stewart - $50 

Movie Stars 
Patricia Arquette ■ $45 
Alec Baldwin - $55 
Stephen Baldwin - $35 
William Baldwin - $55 
Ellen Barkin - $50 
Drew Barrymore - $45 
Kim Basinger - $60 
Annette Banning * $50 
Lara Flynn Boyle - $4D 
Sandra Bullock - $35 
John Candy - $35 
Jim Carrey * $35 
Sean Connery * $125 
Kevin Costner - $65 
Tom Cruise - $65 
Billy Crystal - S50 
Macaulay Culkin ■ $40 
Jamie Lee Curtis - $50 
Lolita Davldovttch - $35 
Geena Davis - $75 
Rebecca Oemornay - $55 
Robert Deniro ■ $45 
Johnny Depp - $45 
Laura Oern - $35 
Cameron Diaz - $35 
Leonardo DiCaprio - $35 
Matt Dillon - $35 
Stephen Dorff - $35 
Michael Douglas - $6Q 
CHtn Eastwood - $65 

Erika Eleniak - $55 
Emilio Estevez - $50 
Ralph Fiennes - $40 
Bridget Fonda - $75 

Harrison Ford ■ $150 
Jodie Foster- $150 
Brendan Fraser - $40 
Andy Garcia - $45 
Richard Gere»$75 
Mel Gibson - $75 
Whoopi Goldberg - $35 
Hugh Grant * $40 
Melania Griffith - $45 
Tom Hanks - $45 
Daryll Hannah - $50 
Woody Harrelaon - $40 
Ethan Hawke - $45 
Goldie Hawn - $40 
Dennis Hopper - S45 
Tommy Lee Jones - $65 
Michael Keaton - $45 
Moira Kelly - $40 
Nicole Kidman - £50 
Joanne W. Kilmer - $35 

Val Kilmer - $35 
Daniel Day Lewis - S65 
Juliette Lewis - $45 
Ray Liolta - $45 

Andie MacDowell - S50 
John Matkovich - $45 
Mary S. Masterson - $60 
Demi Moore - $110 
Eddie Murphy - $75 
Bill Murray - $45 
Liam Neeson - $50 
Paul Newman - $65 
Jack Nicholson - $45 
Nick Nolle - $35 
Gary Oldman - $45 
Al Pacino - $60 
Sarah Jessica Parker - $45 
Michelle Pfeiffer - $125 
River Phoenix - $125 
Brad Pitt - $45 
Robert Bedford - $75 
Keanu Reeves ■ $50 
Tim Robbins - $45 
Julia Roberts - $195 
Meg Ryan - $75 
Winona Ryder - $95 
Susan Sarandon - $40 
A. Schwarzenegger-$110 
Anabella Sciorra - $45 
Steven Seagal - $60 

Charlie Sheen - $45 
Alicia Silverslone - $50 
Christian Slater - $50 
Wesley Snipes - $45 
Steven Speilberg - $75 

Sylvester Stallone - $75 
Oliver Stone - $35 
Sharon Stone - S75 
Madeline Stowe - $60 
Meryl Streep - $50 
Kiefer Sulherland - $35 
Kristy Swanson - $35 
Patrick Swayza * $45 
Quentin Tarantino - $35 
Emma Thompson - $45 
Lima Thurman - $45 
Maris a Tomei - $65 
John Travolta - $30 
Kathleen Turner - $45 
J.C. Van Damme - $60 
Denzel Washington - S45 
Sigourney Weaver * $35 
Robin Williams * $40 
Bruce Willis ■ S65 
Robin Wright - $35 

Music Stars 
Bryan Adams * $45 
Tori Amos - $45 
Michael Bolton - $65 
Jon Bon Jovi - S45 
Bono -$95 
David Bowie - $65 
Garth Broods - $45 
Mariah Carey - $50 
Eric Clapton - $75 
Kurt Cobain - $250 

Phil Collins-$50 
Sheryl Crow - $35 
Bob Dylan - $350 
Sheens Easton - $40 
Gloria Eslefan - $50 
Melissa Etheridge - £30 
Peter Gabriel - $60 
Amy Grant - $45 
Sammy Hagar - $45 
Deborah Harry - $35 
Whitney Houston - $75 
Janet Jackson - S65 
Michael Jackson - $295 
Mick Jaggef - $175 
Billy Joel - $75 
Elton John - $75 
Lenny Kravilz - $45 
K.D, Lang * $45 
Madonna *$250 
Paul McCartney - $350 

Meat I oaf - $40 
John MeJlencanp - $45 
Natalie Merchant* $50 
George Michael * $75 

Bette Midler-$125 
Stevie Nicks - $60 
Tom Petty - £95 
Robert Plant * $65 

Prince - $400 
Keith Richards - $75 
Axl Rose * $60 
Paul Simon * $75 
Frank Sinatra - $250 
Bruce Springsteen * $20D 
Rod Stewart - $75 
Sting ■ S60 
Barbra Streisand - $250 
Tina Turner - $75 
Steven Tyler - $45 
Eddie Van Halen - $65 
Eddie Vedder - $50 
Nell Young - $95 
Frank Zappa - $295 

Check or Money Order - CFG Direct, Dep-SPY, P.O, Box 1020, 

Valley Cottage, NY 10969 Checks are held 7-10 days 

Shipping - include $5.95 & add $100 for ea, additional item. 

H V Atrept Vha% \Luh mmi, Dmonr & Express 

CALL 1-800-382-3075 24 HOURS 

•xmmmmmmmBAOiaiARAMm. 
- All fJIMS ARl MATTED & RUDY FOR FRAMING. 

•W$m FRAMING IS ALSO AVAIiABiifOft $25. 

-most msM/moxmmY irx isr. 

- sptoni wnm guarantee of AmamaiY. 
- raw wauofA asmanOFAtmmtm. 
-mnmmBcmmYuumitamm. 
- cm or mm fora mt color catalog. 

Others available from Sports S Entertainment. Call Customer Service Mon * Fri from 10am-8pm (ET). 
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PHOTO CREDITS 
Cover' David Burnett/Contact Press {Newt 

head) 

Page 14: Brittain Stone (Greg Easley) 

Page 16-17: Globe Photos (Renner), Everett 

Collection (Copperfield, Wilson with mirror), 

Frank Teti/Neal Petens Collection (Wilson in fur) 

Page 18; Scope Features/Rex U.3.A. 

(Grisham)h Adrian BootfRetna (Lewis), Adam 

Scull/Globe Photos (Fox), Neal Peters 

Collection (Lurch), Suzi 

Gibbons/Redfems/Retna (Palmer) 

Page 20: AP Wide World (2) 

Page 22: Shelley Gazin/Outline (Friedan), 

Rick Fried mart/Black Star (Graham), Lester 

Glassner Collection/Neal Peters Collection 

(E.T.), Anthony Savignano/Ron GafeHa 

(Watts), Neal Peters Collection (Brinkley), AP 

Wide World (Murray), Bettmann Archive 

(Baudelaire), Gerardo Somoza/Outline 

(Manilow)r Michael Ferguson/Giobe Photos 

(Guccione) 

Page 24: Neal Peters Collection (2) 

Page 36-37: Antonio Emerito/Sipa Press 

Page 38-39: Les Stone/Sygma (2) 

Page 42-43: Steve Granltz/Relna 

Page 44-45: Diego Goldberg/Sygma (Left), 

David Allen/LGl (Right top), Marina Garnier 

(Right center, bottom] 

Page 46-47: Michael Ferguson/Giobe Photos 

(Cruise), Marina Gamier (Reed, Eisner, 

Geffen), Gerardo Somoza/Outline (Barish) 

Page 48-49: Lisa Rose/Globe Photos (Lett), 

David Allen/LG! (Right top), Dave Lewis/Rex 

(Right center) 

Page 51: Courtesy of University of Oklahoma 

(Watts), Courtesy of Seattle Seahawks 

(Largent), John Bryson/Sygma (Fatwell), Eddie 

Adams/Sygma (Reed), Ron Galella (Bono) 

Page 52-53: A P/Wide World (Quayle, Ninja 

Turtles), Kobal Collection (Locklear), Tami 

Chappell/Si pa Press (Gingrich) 

Page 54—55: John Ficara/Sygma (Left top), 

Jeffrey Markowitz/Sygma (Left bottom). 

Focus on Sports (Barclay), Archive Photos 

(Jesus), Eddie Adams/Sygma (Reed), John 

Bryson/Sygma (Fallwell) 

Page 56-57: Neal Peters Collection (2) 

Page 58-59: Capital Features/Image Works 

(Bono), Neal Peters Collection (Left bottom), 

J. Dorn inis/1 mage WorKs (Woodstock) 

Page 60-61: Neal Peters Collection (Perry), 

Kobal Collection (Locklear), Chris 

Cassidy/LG I (Green Day), Everett Collection 

(Carpenters), Archive Photos (Mozart), 

Courtesy of University of Oklahoma (Watts), 
Courtesy of University of Tulsa (Football card) 

Page 64-67: Anna Husarska (all) 

Page 72-73: Marina Gamier (Bolton. Moss, 

Altman, D'Amato), Gary Kaplan/Pro Star 

Photos (Donahue, Curtis), Milan Rysa/DMI 

(Kirkland), Albert Ferreira/DMI (Evans), 

Andrew Murray/Sygma (Princess Diana) 

books, and cosmetics™this time, all 

for themselves. 

I Thursday Before heading for the beach I call 

the dinosaur shop again. The own¬ 

er, knowing that we leave on 

Friday, uses delaying tactics, He 

will never deliver those damn di¬ 

nosaurs, Nelli stays in the hotel to 

watch over their stacks of goodies while 

Ludmilla, Lyuda, Natasha, and Misha 

go to the beach. They immediately get 

sunburnt and will be suffering in the 

plane on the way back. Today, the trip 

to the beach is shorter because everyone 

in our group is busy with their frenetic 

last-minute shopping. 

Since we arc leaving tomorrow, the 

luggage needs to be ready for weighing 

and dispatching to the airport, where 

our Tu-154 waited for all these days. 

Sasha, who has been systematically 

preparing his packages all along, is re¬ 

laxed, sewing the last of hts plastic fiber 

bags (total weight 3*000 pounds). Igor, 

who prefers Scotch tape to close the 

bags, is pretty much ready at 1:30 A.M. 
His car accessories weigh 471 kilos 

(some 1 t04G pounds). 

Meanwhile, the troika is terribly 

behind schedule. They had hoped for 

the dinosaurs to show up until the last 

moment; now they wonder whether to 

replace them with parrots or butterflies. 

For five hours, they repack every¬ 

thing to eliminate ail possible wrap¬ 

ping, thus minimizing the weight—its 

those pesky cargo charges—and diver¬ 

sifying the contents of each plastic bag 

or box. That done, they will still have 

to convince the customs officer that 

those few hundred pounds of merchan¬ 

dise are ' just personal belongings and 

gifts for friends and relatives.3' Packing 

tape, scissors, needles, and a plastic 

thread are all used extensively. 

Miraculously, they manage to finish the 

bags by 4 a m. 

As I help them, we chat about 

their plans. Lyuda hopes to make at 

least 50 percent profit on all her prod¬ 

ucts. Her salary as a clerk in railways is 

absolutely insufficient, but since she 

does not really respect any working 

hours (according to the common princi¬ 

ple "They pretend they pay me; 1 pre¬ 

tend J work' ), she is going to sell all this 

junk herself by standing all day in some 

open-air market. 

Misha, on the ocher hand, is a little 

worried about how long it will take him 

to peddle 200 squeaking scratch 

sticks—but suddenly he cheers up and 

hopes for a LOO percent profit on them. 

I doubt whether these five will 

make a fortune. However, a we 11-pre¬ 

pared and experienced cholnak like 

Sasha, Igor, or Dina can make up to 

$200,000 a year. And given that the 

average salary in Russia is somewhere 

between three and four figures, this is 

a lot of money. 

I wonder how they all know the 

amount of the custom dunes they will 

have to pay. They don't. Not one per¬ 

son on the group knows the regula¬ 

tions, although most have some kind 

of pre-arranged agreement with a cus¬ 

toms officer so that they know whom 

and how much to bribe. 

The next day is wasted waiting for 

the whole group to get together, for the 

trucks with 18,700 pounds of our lug¬ 

gage to arrive, then for our plane to be 

refueled. Ten minutes before takeoff the 

airport tax-free store opens, everyone 

buys booze and Sasha and Igor buy a few 

ceiling fans and stereo radios each. They 

just cannor resist: They're a few dollars 

less than in Dubai. 

We finally cake off in the late 

evening, and before the short nap many 

on the plane consume the bottles of co¬ 

gnac or whisky that they bought. The 

atmosphere is even more merry than 

among tourist groups returning after a 

week's holiday. The back of the plane, 

empty on the way to Dubai, is totally 

crammed with junk. 

The immigration officers at Sr. 

Petersburg let me in. At the customs 

desk I fall upon the same officer—this 

rime sober. He urges me to leave the 

area as soon as I am through. Nobody is 

interested in my fax machine that 

served as cover-up, I suspect that, giv¬ 

en the prospect of 40 people bribing 

their way through, a foreigner on as¬ 

signment for SPY is not someone that 

immigration or custom officers would 

fancy having as an audience. > 
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8 Powerful Reasons to Own the Most Powerful 
Compact Radio in the World 

The BBC and all major world broadcasters arc pre-seL lor 
instant retrieval—giving yon the power Lo tune in the BBC 
anywhere in the work! without having to know the Frequency! 

STYLED FOR THE 
HOME AND OFFICE, A 
YET SIZED FOR TRAWL, 
Only Tf tall x 4Y*n wide. 

The Grundig 
YB-500 FM/AM/ 
Shortwave 
Receiver 

Memorize ALL vouv favorite station#'. 

You can add up to 40 more stations in any band and even 
display call letters. (Call letters pop up automatically when 
FM stations broadcast with RDSA 

Gel a FREE worldwide adapter! 

Order now and get a free universal-voltage AC adapter. Includes leatherette 
travel pouch, stereo headphones, even 4 AAbatteries, and free Grundig 
shortwave listening guide. 

No other compact radio packs all these powerful features’ Just $299 (plus $9,50 
shipping and handling),, payable in eight monthly credit card installments of $38.56 
Supplies am scarce—not av ailable in stores Order now from Willabee & Ward 

You also get G run dig's 1 year warranty and Willabee & Ward s 30 day money 
back guarantee. Grundig is to radios what BMW and Mercedes are to cars, 
European look! European quality! 

PhuitC ordvrw Elurnijilty niilppnl next bus ini- nn day. 

Call Toll-Free: 1-800-J67-45 J4 Ext.697-573 
-™ --„-- RESERVATION application --------, 

Willabee Sr Ward *47 Richards Avenue * Norwalk, CT 06857 
( dill Toll-Free1: 1-80(1-367-4534 Ext, 697-573 

Please send me_Grundig YB-500 Digital All-Band Shortwave RecciverCs). 
For each receiver, charge eight installments of $38,56* to my credit card: 

□ VISA □ MasterCard □Discover □Am. Ex. 

Credit Card Number 
Name 

Expiration Date 

Address 

Pleflse Print Cle-arly. 

Cky/5tate 7tn  

Signal ure 

L 

(Od*rS subfoct to Atccpfan££,i 

□ I prefer not to pay by credit card and will pay by check Enclosed is my check fur 
$299 plus £9.50 shipping/handling, a total of $308.50* for each receiver. 
Vt«y u/ijifi'fflNe Ttairs lu\: will fv I’lftfd wiifr sftjpmrnl Higfacr cFii^fii^/FuEFiJJsn^ cJuKrJj' 

Listen to the World. Hear the BBC! 

Hear news and commentary without commercials The Grundig YB-500’s 
powerful reception pulls in every SHORTWAVE band plus AM and FM. 
Enjoy Voice of America when you travel abroad. 

Replace pur clock radio with a more powerful 
one less than 1/2 its size! 

Your present dock radio cant send you to sleep with FM, wake you with 
weather on AM, then switch you to the BBC for world news—unless you 
already own the YB-500 with its powerful, dual-programmable docks-. Push 
AUTO and the YB-500 will wake you every morning with the same sequence. 

Enjoy legendary Grundig sound! 

'] he YB-500 is built in Europe with that rich, mellow Grundig sound 
the whole world loves Audio power boost expands 1 he dynamic range of 
music and speech — no other compact radio has this powerful feature! 

Listen to FM ster eo with FREE heatlphoncs! 

Or use the line-out jack and a 'patch cord" (available at any electronics 
store’) to turn your Grundig YB-500 imo a powerful alt-band tuner for 
your component system. 

\o dial twisting! Digital Hock-on"precision! 

If you know your frequency, use the keypad to punch it in. All buttons 
and functions work in a logical way. No clutter—no confusion. 
Continuous power scan stops at every signal and lets you listen. 
Only Grundig has this powerful feature! 

iVfwr mitt* a hrnadca&l! 
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u Harold Evans shows a guest 

how his wife, Tsarina Tina Brown, 

climbed the magazine industry's cor 

(jorate ladder. 

& Peter Bogdanovich covers his 

eyes in shame as date Sally 

Kirkland's steel-reinforced 

Woruterbra suddenly gives way. 

We're in the money! Legendary 

director Robert Allman shows a lav¬ 

ishly co if fed Jennifer Jason Leigh the 

huge box-office returns From Pret-A- 

Porter. 

U Meow! Hiss] Princess Di and 

Margaret Thatcher bare their claws 

in an all-out catfighL Dl's extra 

reach enables her to land crippling 

blow.- while keeping her glass jaw 

safety out of danger. 

A fill h, the sweet smell of success 

Two trophy babes show what it takes 

to pass the Bono test and the even 

more stringent Curtis exam. 

vy Phil Donahue makes the 

fatal mistake of pulling Sally 
■ 

Jessy Raphael's finger. 

Senator Pothole is none- 

loo-pi eased with his 

Democrat lovebird's choice 

of china. 

LI tragi amorous Kate 

Moss and friends are more 

than just models—-they're 

role models! 

v "G/Ve me 

mcney/That's what 1 

want./'Michaels Bolton 

and Gvitz engage in two- 

part harmony. 

MAY-JUNE 199" SPY 73 
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Welcome to SPY's SHOP-O-MATIC, o unique method of acquiring 
swell stuff with a mere slash of your pen* SHOP-O-MATIC 
features a smorgasbord of tasty goods and services. Bon appetiti 

Just follow these simple SHOP'O-MATIC instructions: 
1. Browse through SHOPOMATIC 
2. When you see something you want mark the corresponding 

number on the reply form 
3. Total up the cost for all items desired 
4. Add $2 for postage and handling 
5. Place a check or money order (ll-S. funds) payable to SPY, along with completed order form 

in an envelope and send to: SPY, Shop-O-Matic, P.O* Box 1510, Clearwater, FL 34617-1510 

ASIA BLUE - world's largest collection of 
imported videos and books. 85 oil color pholo 
filled pages, including Japanftnation, fetish, 
nudism, America's sexiest home videos and a 
multitude more A stunning collectors item. 
Privacy assured - ADULTS over 21 only. 
Catalog 53.00. 
Awesome Imported Asian Erotica Video 
Sample, 515.95. 

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS is c catalog of 
The finest quality sensual Toys, books, and 
videos that celebrates your desire for creative 
and discreet sensual exploration. We guarantee 
your privacy and satisfaction. We ship in 
unmarked packaging and never rent, sell or 
exchange names. Unlock your fantasias.and 
enjoy1 Catalog price of 55,00 applied to first 
order. P.Q. Bo* 77902, Dept, 9SP5030195, San 
Francisco, CA 94107-0902 1415) 863-5002. 

SAVE UP TO 80% on publishers' over¬ 
stocks,. remainders Thousands of titles in over 
40 subject areas Including Theatre & Dance, 
Movies & TV, Art, Photography, Fiction, Politics. 
America's biggest selection of bargain books, 
from yesterday's best sellers lo titles you never 
knew existed, starting at S3 95 From EDWARD 
R. HAMILTON, BOOKSELLER FREE. 

KOALA MEN'S SWIMWEAR - Why should 
girls hove all lhe fun? Koala offers the largest 
selection of men's exotic swimwear. Shocking 
designs from around the world We offer bikinis, 
thongs, micro-cut front and rears and other 
unique styles including the world's smallest 
swimsuit Exciting form fitting fabrics in hoi 
colors. Swimwear to be seen in! 32-page color 
catalog, %? oo 

A A A A A A A 

Choose one or oil of the following send SI 4.98 for each CD or 510.9 8 for each cassette 

A DOZEN DANGEROUS 
DISCS featuring classic spy 
songs Secret Agent Man, 
Peler Gunn. Mission Im¬ 
possible, James Bond 
Theme plus Secret Agent 
Mon, Agflnt Dauble-Q Soul 
and morel 'A Collector's 
Bonanza,' 
VqI. 1 - Spy Music. 

DE LA LACK DF SOUL! 
Twelve stoopid phot jams 
tracing the roots of white 
rap includes Lome Greene's 
original gangsfo classic 
Ringo. 'M.T W. McCall'S 
Convoy, plus "DJ Jazzy" 
Webb and other real public 
enemies! VoL 2 - White 
Man Can't Wrap. 

WHEN WORLD'S COLLIDE! 
Twelve MQR Maestros+12 
Classic Rock Anthems = 
12 Mismatched Muzakol 
Masterpieces. Pot Boone 
sings Little Richard The 
letter men sing the Doors, 
Mel Tarme sings Donovan, 
"Sidesplitting!' Vaf. 3 -Soft, 
Safe & Sanitized. 
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The LAST 3ASP Catalog is a quarterly mine 
of cutting edge literature, over 2000 comix and 
graph!* titles, 75 independent magazines From 
Zap Comix to Charles dukowski to the extremes 
of body m on i pula Ho ns, you con keep yourself 
informed and entertained without having to 
leave the comfort of your home. Rock n roll 
poetry and mind blowing graphics are aval able 
So anybody over 16 years of age. Coll loll free for 
info; 1-800-846-4277 
Quarterly Catalog (64pp.) $2 00 
Yearly Catalog (184pp ) S500 

LOOM PAN ICS 
UNLIMITED 

BANNED BOOKS! Five bucks gels you- this 
280-page illuslrated catalog of forbidden 
books ond videos from LOOMPANICS 
UNLIMITED Fake ID, Disguise. Sur¬ 
veillance, Revenge. Avoiding Taxes, Privacy, 
Smuggling, Exotic Weapons, life Extension, 
Human Oddities, Sex, Drugs. Intelligence 
Increase, Anarchism, and much more! "An 
astonishing line of books,' soys The 
Wa s h in g to n Post 5a list act i on Gua ra n feed1 

-A- 

BE PART OF THE 

miwriont 

AND WE PAY THE POSTAGE! 

sveo 

•each 

HIRE THEY ABE, THE ORIGINALS! 5' 
long, chrome, adhesive-backed plaque. We offer 
'Darwin Fish T-shi rts, pins, ond slickers as welt Our 
catalog features unique, hard-lo-find, humorous 
and thoughiful stems to delighl, annoy and 
provoke, free catalog P.0 Box 16 IB-sp, Sequel, 
CA 95Q73 f-molt inquiries; ROFish^ool com 
<4081425 7675 FAX- |408| 458.2420 

Ring of Fire 
ENTERPRISES 

p) DIRECT 
RESPONSE 

ADVERTISING 

SPY SHOPPING IS BACK 
Every issue of SPY offers exciting opportunities 
lo sell to thousands of active, spirited 
adventurous men ond women What better 
way than 5hop-Q-Matic, or our newly 
designed Classifieds? We aim lo please! Call 
loll tree: (8001 £37-9851 far details or mail us 
I he coupon below 

A 

mind candy empobium - ihe ultimate 
feiish fantasy collection. Dozens of erotic and 
enticing European design in leather, PVC lose*, 
rubber and WORE Unique imported publica¬ 
tions found nowhere else on Ihe planet A 
wickedly wonderful new classic to sel you 
free - privacy guaranteed ADULTS only. 55 00 
Feiish lashion rove parties with public nudity 
video, $19.95. 

XANDRIA COLLECTION - Our 40-page 
catalog features Ihe most exclusive colled ion of 
sensual products, dedicated lo communication 
and sensual well-being. Open the doors lo new 
pleasures we each hove within us For 21 years 
we've guaranteed. 100% confidentiality. quality 
and satisfaction 54 00 (applied toward first 
order). Must be 21 years old 

A 

M SH0P~0~MATIC apden form 
—--———-— 

Must be 21 years old to order adult material. 

t 

J la Asia Blue Catalog .,.$3.00 

J lb Asia Blue Erotica Video Sample.$15-95 
□ 2 Behind Closed Doors **.„.,*,**.,**_* . . *, . *„ * ,55.00 

J 3 Edward R. Hamilton .............„..Free 

J 4 Koala Mon's Swimwear Catalog ..   .$2.00 
_l 5a Spy Music -CD ..    .$14.98 

J 5b Spy Music - cassette ........ ,$10.98 
J 5c White Men Can't Wrap - CD ...  $14.98 

J 5d White Men Can't Wrap - cassette.  $10.98 
J 5e Soft, Safe & Sanitized - CD.. ,$14.98 

J 5f Soft, Safe & Sanitized - cassette .$10-98 
J 6a Last Gasp Quarterly Catalog...................... $2,00 

J 6b Last Gasp Yearly Catalog...     $5.00 

J 7 Loompanics Unlimited Book Catalog.$5.00 

□ Ba Ring of Fire Catalog..  Free 
j 8b Ring of Fire Plaque ..     $7,00 

J 9 SPV Direct Response Advertising..   Free 
J 10a Mind Candy Emporium Fashion Catalog...... $5-00 

J 10b Mind Candy Fashion Video Catalog..$ 19.95 

J 11 Xandria Collection.   . $4.00 

i 
L 

How to order from SHOR-O-MATIC: Please check the items you wish lo order Moil order form and check or money 
order for the amount due plus $2 for S & H U S. funds only Please allow 4 to 8 weeks for delivery. Readers ordering adult 
material are acknowledging to be an oduli, age 2,1 or older, ordering for their personal use. 

I have enclosed S_, [ subtotal] + 52.00 handling fee. Total Enclosed 5. 

Name _ 

Address_ 

City Stale Zip _____ 

This order form expires July 71, 1995 

Send To: 
5 py Magaz i m e, Shop - 0 - Matic 

PO. Box 1510, 
Clearwater, FL 34617-1510 

Coupon ST 

I 
( 
I 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 
V 
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ADVICE BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES COLLECTIBLES HEALTH & FITNESS 

Guys: You won't 
hove girl problems 

when you call 

1 -900-725-6000 
Ext. 6908 

$3.99 per mrnute/must be 18 yt s. 
Procall Co. (602) 954-7420 

Live, Caring, Girls 
Are Waiting To 
Hear From You 

Any Time Of 
The Day Or Night. 

ASTROLOGY 

DR. COPELAND* love doctor. 
Reunites separated. Restores 

happiness. (214) 330-9321. 
(800) 826-6904, 

TWIN VISION 
presents 

** The Best of the Best ** 

(900) 860-5777 
Established t9B9. strll only $125,'mm. 

* Pamela ('MEL*) Pin #1006 * TAROT 
Leading reader in USA - Relationships 

■ Theresa Pin #1015 * CUIRAUDIENT 
Spiritual-* 1123% AccurataGreal Legs 

■ Arlene Pin #1017 * CLAIRVOYANT 

Completely Inaocurals.’Cogl Southern Accent 

The Psychic Institute has rated us Pi 
m America lor l he pa si iwo years 

OPERATIVES WANTED, per¬ 
sonal health/wealth assign menu 

Mission taped, send $2*00 
before it seif destructs, New 

World Associates, P.O B. 370, 
Aliet, DC 77411. 

BOOKS/PU BLICATIONS 

"THE ANARCHIST Cook¬ 
book", available again! Com¬ 
plete unccnsorcd edition. $25, 
delivered. Barricade Books, Box 
1401-SP, See aliens, N] 07096. 

SECURITY KNOWLEDGE is 
offering for a limited time, the 
SK Auto Insurance Lowering 
Guide. Master Ehe insurance 
game. Money back guarantee. 
Save hundreds. Send Si 5 to; 
SK-99, P.Q* Box 634, Layton, 
UT 84041. 

50 SECRETS OF 'l 
PICKING UP GIRLS 

Pie best book on sflduclKJrt ev&r written, 
We teach ordinary guys bow to win e*lraar 
binary women. You won't be young forever. 
Sian living a hot, new life today! Sand 
$13.95 to: 50 SECRETS 

23052 Aida Parkway, #H-5Q1 
fission Yis|o. CA 32692* Unmarked Mattefj 

CATALOGS 

CINDY CRAWFORD, Claudia 
SchifFer nudes - Playboy, Pent¬ 
house back issues. Catalog 
$3.00 (includes $5.00 coupon): 
BRC. Depart me nc-T 1, Box 
12277, Marina del Ray, CA 
90295, 

TV COLLECTIBLES: Play¬ 
boys, MacGyver, Rakula, pho¬ 
tos, magazines, etc. Catalog: 
$3.00. TV Guides catalog: 
$2.50. Rogofsky, Box 107-5M, 

Glen Oaks, NY 11004. 

COMP UTERS /SO FTWARE 

ANARCHY ONLINE. A re¬ 
source for controversial infor¬ 
mation, Free trial. (214) 289- 
8328 by modem. 

COMPUTER/SOFTWARE. 
The Forbidden — BBSI games, 
chats, gifrs. Far our shopping 
mall, log on. (702) 796-7300 
Internet: htto://www. Inter- 
mind, nct/TM Publishing/CD- 
ROM, html 

EMPLOYMENT 

INTERNATTOAL EMPLOYMENT 
Make up to $2,000-$4,000 + / 
month teaching basic conversa¬ 
tional English in Japan* Taiwan, 
or South Korea. No teaching 
background or Asian languages 

required. For information call: 
(206) 632-1146, Extension 
J90451. 

ENTERTAINMENT 

YOUNG WOMEN'S fantasies’ 
Call for sweet dreams! (900) 
486-5544* x55 18 + , $2.95/ 
minute. 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 

INFORMATION SUPER- 

Highway. Earn $20,000 in next 

30 days. Satisfaction guaran¬ 

teed. (610} 296-5596, 

HOME IMPORT mail order 

business. Start without capital. 

Free report, Mellinger, Depart¬ 

ment J1386. Woodland Hills, 

CA 91367. 

FAMOUS MAILORDER mil¬ 

lionaire reveals moneymaking 
secrets. Free exciting cassette; 

Melvin Powers, 12015 Sherman 

Road, North Hollywood, CA 
91605S. 

ADULT EROTIC leather cata¬ 
log, Alter native shopping 
source. Send $8,00 to: Spartacus 
Leathers of Oregon, Depart¬ 
ment SY, 1002 SE, 8ih Avenue, 

PorrUndt OR 97214, 
I-...- - H -1. - 1. M k !■• - M * ‘44 , Ml *.■ i ■ f M>-t - H 

SURVE1] l.ANC1UPRIVACY 

security protection. Catalog 
$5,00. Spy Emporium, 6065 
Hilk role #414, Houston* TX 
77081, (7131 774-1000, 

COLLECTIBLES 

GUARANTEED B.C Indian 

arrowhead. Wear it as a pen¬ 

dant, $10, $5,00 for catalog. 

Indian ShopT Box 246, l Inde¬ 

pendence, KY 41051. 

SINGLES HOTLINE.. Meet 
attractive available women/men, 

(900) 622-6989, x55. $1.98/ 
minute. 18+. 

UP-TO-DATE, Sports, finance* 
stocks and more! (900) 526- 

6000* x8689. $2,99/minute. 
1 8+. Procall Co.T (602) 954- 
7420, 

LIVE! ONE-on-one. Call now! 

(900) 388-6000, x3273, $3.99/ 
minute, 18+, Procall Co., (602) 
954-7420. 

MEET NEW people the fun way 

today! (900) 486-5500, x3913, 
$2.99/minure. 1B+. Procall Co., 

(602) 954-7420, 

SunQuest 
WOLFF. 

TA\NIN<; BIDS 
iky Iftftri cif*i 

Stroup nmt 
Call fnra FREE 

Color Catalog! 1-800-462-9197 
■ Vr'A ■■ ! I ■ ■ I l-inir lihl 

GIFTS & NOVELTIES 

PENISES OF THE 
ANIMAL KINGDOM 
Com«ar,iiiv9 mniisomy eftan taavirh depict* (ha 
maki copititorj1 oraans at several arwnals, ham man 
lo iviiate. features lie tongerl**: tKuwnda^e el Ihe 
j5orpoi5c penis lhc otfianded urethra of me giraffe. 
Hnd iramy tfhei gemtptogtoBl odtftte IncHife, ?n 
inswi ai deserrphve lem. irtaai as an edueancnni 
iWQUIte, decorallgrt tor fiome pr odllce. pr unigwe 
QiM TP order: £0 35 , S2 'ar & A h Lo Tha 
Scientific Novelty Co. flat 673 D. Btopmin^rpn. 
IK 47402. Please alto* iwo iveafcs ier tiaiwety. 

MERCHANDISE 

KKFXETttiV KE1 
FITS MOST IhOCKS 

Amaze 
Your 

Friends 

W* * UkI Pttort} DtemerwransH 
Yuu 9^. 3 svei- Irrorn *eyj, toe skta pci. wm Tiircc.oTj i 
IW1 NbU. Pn flora * ki bo nl to -flnrorttokn puipcoEX 
aiv SmitBcltoi Cuntod or Ftfl ftftoul; 3 

NOW -r w i&fs + 17 S4M to: S*ti Hjrteimg Company, 
octolih ltd 20^0 _ L. w ft Men 

3*1V ».» « 
onl-pcrwrj1 Avttg.3££&, FloctoHh I 

SunvCILLANCC 
SMIlNiMSIlSrEWUiCE: kwib Or.,«s 

t?rertVidefr Cameras1 *rL_i5"Et!ri ?.hs ■ Veto Chai^zn 

Bug rd Ptigr* Tto OrtBdfiri ■ Sholgiii ■ Uicrs RaoDillai 

!f-ffOir TtUpfUM flKCW- Si^’-y tapis 
nls "it*!-1 S199M 

WY F^araiLOSSMfelWttL 
CLTLTf P.a 3ti W Butfiki, W11 lift M14DS 

A. unique way to serid a m'SS&age to wmeoise 
and hav& rt r&aily rsot»ce0. Its aofiravfid Into a 
stone from Ihe Allantic Ocean and mailed as 
a rock Mo bos, tags or containers, psi your 

NAKED ROCK'S IN THE MAIL., 
Try one on lof sire yOul See, bul hey don't Iry 

10 use it On Ihem, $2^ ,95 includes postage: 

ROCK'S IN THE HAIL, Boh M£77, Valley 
Forge, P.A 194B4. WHEWlM 

Dicks of America 
[Tie world famous club, 

newsletter, and gift 

catalog for Richards! 
FREE CATALOG: 

I’ O, box 6W782 

San Diego, CA 92160 

or (A1 2B6-M4H 
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MERCHANDISE PHONE SERVICES POSTERS/PHOTOS VIDEOS 

thl Holy HandGrenade 
pF Antioch 

Bwry-TiOf KL 

hf tfCVt1 ,'1CH; 42t HOI 
frfwW ftiTTffS Mtn 

(IWI :hb&i 

PERSONALS 

ASIAN WOMEN abroad seek 

Jovet marriage. Into: P.O.B. 

1245F, Ben, CA 94510. (707) 

747-6906, 

MEET WOMEN worldwide. 

Free 32-page photo catalog. 
Correspondence service since 

1974. Cherry Blossoms, 190SY 
Rainbow Ridge, Kapaau, HI 

96755. (408) 980-7488. 

LATIN AMERICAN beaudes 

seek marriage] Photos, tours, 
videos. Free brochure. Introduc¬ 

tions. Box 924994(Y), Houston. 

TX 77292-4994. (713) 896- 
9224 

Russian Ladies, beautiful educated, 
are sinwrdy seeking relationships, 2000 ladies 

selected If<tm over 50.000. 
FREE CctOf PtWtQ BrCCftirre 

EUROPEAN CONNECTIONS 
Otpt. M'MB WKl 

Mmsi G43BB- Fn 404-451-ST74 
Phont l-HH* 4$H§I)& M HCSJfiS 

- MOSCOW IOJRSAVAILABLE- 

WORLDWIDE INTRODUC¬ 
TIONS: Russia, Europe, USA, 

etc. Single, professional men, 

women. Scanna International, 
P.O.B, 4-SPY, Pitts Ford, NY 

14534. (800) 677-3170, 24 hours. 

DON’T SPEND another holiday 
alone. Call your own Personal 

DateLine: (900) 776-5153, 
($ 1.98/minute, average 4 min¬ 

utes = $8.00) 18+. Touch tone 
only, TJ Media, Vancouver, WrA, 

(360) 573-2372. 

ASIAN WOMEN desire corre¬ 
spondence! Sumhinc Internation¬ 

al, Box Wno-AE, Kailua-Kona, 

HI 96745-5500, (808) 325-7707, 

PHONE SERVICES 

MISTRESS ELENA knows 

what you need! Call now! (415) 

282-7744. Must be 18 + . V/ 

MC/AE. 

DOMINATION? TV / TS? 

Fetish? Intelligent conversation. 

Free inquiry! (908) 284-8040. 

Love, Nancy. 
r i i i ! ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■ ■ * i 11 ■ * - i r ■■ ■ ■ - - i • “ ■ ■ 

LIVE GIRLS! One on one! Gall 

now! (900) 336-7000, Exten¬ 

sion 8955. $3.99/minute. 1S+, 

Procall Co,. (602) 954-7*120. 

UVE TALK 
Meet women all eve' the world 

CALL: 1-809-474-1364 
Tc'l CiVy Tr+ 

MEET' NEW people the tun wav 

today! (900) 656-3000, Exten¬ 

sion 5393. $2.99/m mute, Must 

be 18 years. Pro call Co,, (602) 

954-7420. 

EROTIC SEXUAL fantasies 

explored 1-on-I, (900) 342- 

2323, (818) 994-7399. (V/MC/ 

AF), 

Asterisk Consultants 

Eapturc S&M/B&D 
IcLishcs w/Diva Mariu 
&l friends - inlelligent, 

fur & knowledgeable: 

1404)892-2843 

PHONE PERSONALS. Home 

phone number of single girls in 

your area! (900) 820-9550, Exten¬ 

sion 108. $2,95/ minute. I8+. 

TTP, TMP, LV, NV, 

LIVE TALK 
MOT - WILD * SEXY 

(Ot' 

1 CN 1 
991 minute 

Mo minimum 

(212) 741-1202 

BRILLIANT. ARTICULATE 
Dominants & seductive Sub- 
mbsives available for intelligent 
conversation. (215)602-2888. 

ABSOLUTE PLEASURES! Pri¬ 
vate, personal conversation. 
Explore your fantasies. V/MC/ 
AE. (201) 313-5750. 

NUDE CELEBRITY phoros! 

Movie and TV stars! Illustrated 

list,. SI.DO, Superstar Enterpris¬ 

es, Box 886, Orchard Park, NY 

14127. 

MALE STARS. Nude. Send 
S5.00, refundable: Spy-Catalog, 

3003NE Knott Street, Portland 
OR 97212, 18 +/personal use 
statement required, SASE! 

SELF IMPROVEMENT 

MEN: PENILE enlargement. 
Increase length, diameter and 
firmness. Pump #528, $24.95; 

Instructional video, $14.95; 
Magazine, $5.00; All 3, $34.95. 
Shipping $5,00, Metco #525, 
Box 7020, Tar/ana, CA 91357. 
V15A/ M astcrCard (minimum 
$20), (800) 378-4689. 

TRAVEL 

SEXUAL PARADISES of 

Earth i international travel 

guide. Visit where beautiful 

young women long for Ameri¬ 

can men. Anything you want, 

you can have. Easily, 240 pages, 

$18,95 + $3,00 S&H, (800) 

247-6553. 

SERVICES 

TERMPAPER ASSISTANCE. 

19,278 papers available! 306- 

page catalog- Rush $2,00. 

Research, 1 1322 Idaho, #2Q6SP, 

Los Angeles 90025. Toll-Free: 

(800) 351-0222 or (310) 477- 

8226. 

B&D/S&M fetish videos star¬ 

ring Goddess Dianna Vesta, 
Intelligent/provocacivc! (412) 

284-5088, 

HONG KONG movies! All the 

best. $1.00 for catalog: Da-Wei 

Films Unlimited, P.O.B. 

24 513, Department P, Los 

Angeles, CA 90024, 

YOUNG MODEL 1 8 + > and 

friends offer unique videos. 

Information, $3,00. Scevi 

Secret, 556 North Eastern, D- 

196, Las Vegas, NV 89101. 

VIDEOS! ADULT/Nudisr/ 

morel Free catalog! F.P.(s), 

CPI 16I\ I oronto, M4Y 2L5, 

Canada. 

TOPLESS REACHES of FRENCH RIVIERA 

video 550, catalog 52,. Brazil Video,, P.O. Box 

85?2r In Jolla, Ok 72038. 

BIZARRE JAPANESE videos; 

Exotic slaves are bound, gagged, 

chained, dominated! $2,00 for 
catalog: Kit all Club, P.O.B. 

591008, Department SP, 

Miami, FL 33159-1008. 
-H---■-»«.M - - i - - I J - -i - fc i J fc i mi. - M 114^ 

FORBIDDEN VIDEO Catalog; 
$3.00. Hard to find d+ocking, wicked, 

exotic scenes. Must be 21+ state age. I 

hour sample video 711-B, $14,95. 

TMP, P.O.B. 17070, Department 

SPY595, Las Vegas, NV 89114. 

A Classified Bargain... 
Get Your Piece of the 
Action! 
Reach active, spirited, adventurous 
readers in SPY CLASSIFIED. Have fun. 

Make money. Mail order can pay off. 

Call today and become a winner as a 
first-time advertiser. Order by June 26th 
to be in our next issue. 

Classified Department 
P.O. Box 1510 
Clearwater, FL 34617-1510 

Toll free (800) 237-9851 • FAX (813) 445-9380 
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PLEASURE GARDEN 
For loving couples and sex-positive 
singles who enjioy iaie I retd cm ul 
sensual shopping In the privacy o! 
their tome. A toUadion ol erotic 
gems to spark your Imagination 
and pleasure yum body, mind art! 
spirit. Cataioq $4.QC 

Order Catalogs by PHONE! 
: 1-415-863-5002 AUTOEROTIC PATHWAYS 

Surf-Sea Subliminal Program 
ClasSEc. T he rapy/Lgve tape Your 
gateway tc- an erotic journey oi seif- 
discovery and orgasmic activity. 
Brochures $3.00 
Auto erotic Audio 
fur Men + Brochures $T9^95 
Autoerotic Audio 
for Women + Brochures $19.95 

Motiday-Friday 8-6 Pacific Tima - Vtsa/MC Only - SORRY NO C O D 
HAVE DEPTJf READY WHEN YOU CALL! 

24 Hours s Day, 7 Days a Weak! 
Each Catalog or Product with a Blue Star has Pledged Rush First Class Service 

PLEASURE SEEKERS 
Leisure Time's hiil color adult 

• tantasy catalog, 100s of items 
1 Quality videos mags, marital aids & 

phone fantasies. Low prices, drs- 
grunts, privacy toll tree ordering, 

V\ satisfaction, All guaranteed. $3.00 
f- Adult Catalog On Video 

2 Va hr. preview Lap-! 105 uncen- 
sdred adult movies. VHS $10.00 

THE BLACK MYSTIQUE 
World's largest selection of Black 
video erclica. Offering Single girl 
hill hour videos in sitting action. 
Black Mystique ‘Pars' (gids who 
love girls). 'How to Make Love lo a 
Black Woman'.& a huge collection 
of interracial features. $3.60 
Black Mystique 
Sumpter: Kernel! $39.95 

GREAT LOVER'S CATALOG 
Unique products Jor lovemaking 
dM romance, with an elegant 
presentation that ladies also enjoy. 
Sensual toys/oils/books. Glowing 
candles/lamps, Lavers'games, 
Bondage and Fantasy kits, 
Romantic bedroom accessories & 
weekend kits Cleopatra’s ancient 

$4.00 pertumes. 8 more! 

FAMOUS SEX CLASSICS 
As little as $8,33 lor erotic films 
that made millions! Sinters such as 
Devil in Miss Jones, Debbie Does 
Dallas, & Misty Beethoven 
Masterp eces from an era when X 
stood lor “Xtelience". Big Savings! 
Catalog $5*110 
1 V2 Hr. Preview Video 
with free Catalog $19.95 

IMPULSE SALES * 
. _ We are offering an exciting 
3 j selection of ever 333 quality 
- adult vi ttecs al discounts up to 

80% featured incur 16-page all 
... color catalog. $5.00 
4 ) HERE IS AN EXAMPLE: 
^ 2-hr. YHS video, catalog plus 

eroti c magaii ne. On ly $19.95 

COMMITMENT TO 
SEXCELLENCE1 
Adult entertainment for the 21 si 
Century Wide variety oi beautiful 
heterosexual coup es & the laigest 
selection of interracial videos. Gofer 
catalog of the best XXX lilies Irom 
Sterling Pictures & Heatwave 
Entertainmer.! Catalog $4.00 
Desert Moon Video $39.95 

SPORT EUROPA 
We're your source for the latest 
hottest fashions in swim, party 
casual, cruise and skiwearl You 11 
enjoy factored reel savings of up tc 
£0% on active, woikoul and 
divewear for runnrrg, biking, 
aerobics and crossi raini ng' $3.00 

GAME LINK 
ELECTRONIC CATALOG 
The mosl discreet catalog gl all. 
Insert the 3.5" disc inlo your PC & 
sb u p! Vi deos We've got I he m a l1 
Classics to Current Releases1 CO¬ 
RO MS ■ Interactive. Digital movies. 
Photo Cclleclior.s 8 More! $4.00 
credited towards lirst order. Void 
where prohibited. $4,0( 

SEXXV SOFTWARE 
Explicit adu I IBM PC software, Olif 
SeXXy Disks contain exclusive 
games.. CD-ROM pictures £ movies 
- some that TALK!! Experience the 
first computer beard game with 30 
VGA scenes & SeXXy talk. Over 
5MB!!! Catalog $3.00 
SeXXcapades Demo Disk 
(5V< In.) and Catalog $9.95 

FANTASY ISLAND INNOVATIONS 
Sensual ana letlsh leather, specialty 
gear, videos, bucks. & hundreds of 
adult leys end novelties. Our lull 
size catalogue features the largest 
ana best selection ul high quality 
products, produced by the World's 
Premier Manufacturers. Go ahead, 
indulge your fantasiesF 
No Canadian Orders $5,00 

PHOTOS, PHQTtFS, PHOTOS 
Exciting, real, single women who 
are anxious to begin Penpal/New 
Relationships through naiionw de 
U.S. Singles PHOTO magazine! 
Picture-packed issue is complete 
with PERSONAL descripticns 
and biographies ol women who 
wish to near from you 1 
Exchange Magazine $4,00 

HOMEGROWN VIDEO CATALOG 
Over 475 lilies! The largest amateur 
selection Includes interest guide to 
choose the videos that satisfy youf 
Descriptions ul every title, hundreds 
cl photos. iDt’s more! $5.00 
2 Hour preview video 
4 FREE catalog 
Must be legal adult. $19.95 

MOUNT ADONIS 
Explore the Wicked world of Mount 
Adams. Our nasty shorts, pa Is and 
tops will accentuate your ' package" 
and reveal your butt Our erotic art 
and cards,-'ca enbars will set the 
mood. Catalog $4,00 

EROTICA S.F. 
Hot hpi1 Wild thrills1 Madeleine 
hosts sex positive videos from the 
5 F Bay Area. Meet the sexpens 
and visit outrageous performances 
6 events. Urvcensored compilation 
ol the controversial shew banned 
Pom cable TV and tapes on 
special interests. $3.00 
Video Sampler $29.95 

MIDNIGHT FASHIONS 
The hottest ejection oi lingerie 
sportswear and elubwear available 
anywhere! Sexy satin and lace 
lingerie, teal her and PVC lingerie 
and sportswear, tantalizing cue 
sportwear and clubweac. and a tell 
selection ol corsets, garter belts, 
anc stockings S3 refund with lirat 
order. Catalog $3.0 

C.R.T. AMATEUR VIDEOS 
Foreign cuties, Itditas, pretty laces, 
young women, family nudist videos, 
cand'-d footage, dancing aerobic, 
playful youth, first time models 
$3 rotund with lirst order. 
Listings $3.00 
Sampler Video $19.95 

□REAM DRESSER * 
Fashion fetish fantasy clothing 
The mp$t elite catalog available to 
me erotic shopper Linger e of 
leal tier, rubber, skin-light stretch 
patent. 5’ &6‘ stiletto ana hoots, 
open breasi costumes, corsets, 
fabulous dresses. Unique fashions 
unavailable anywhere, Catalog price 
refunded w/1 &r purchase. $10.00 

HARR SEX VIDEOS, MAGS 
& SEX TDYSI 
267 offers Irom 71 mbs! 100% 
satisfaction & lowest prices 
GUARANTEED! Subscribeio 32 
pg. BMpllcIt color catalog $3.00 
2 Hour XXX Video m sampler 
i all color $20.00 cover XXXmag 
+ dialog subscription. DOM Carp. 
AH 3 ONLY $14.95 

SF ART ACUS ENTERPRISES 
OF PORTLAND. OREGON 
Ji fantasy is your desire; l hen 
Spartacus is ycur supplier. Our 
dialog is tilled with many leys 
such as restraint systems, clamps, 
and Erotic lingerie. Our company 
is discreet & confidential. 
Full si^e catalog. ss.L 

PfcfiftStiRS 
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BROWN WRAPPER BOOKSTORE 
Erotic Books and Vi decs! Over 125 
exerting titles dealing with SEX. 

1-.. RELATIONSHIPS, and SELF-HELP, 
28 Discover how to "Satisfy a woman 
* EVERY TIME. Learn MASSAGE 

FDR LOVERS' and finally find ‘THE 
G SPOT". WE Have all the HARD 
10 FIND titles!!! $4.00 

YaSgia! 1 

NAKED WOMEN AT WORK f jjS -MMIIIIIP 

Sexy singl e women reveal their hot 
naked bodies in these daring on fie 
fob fantasies. Full color catalogue 
featuring erotic nude photos and 

, i nt imate vi rfm. Catal eg $3 .00 
Sampler Video + catalog 
plus $5 gift certificate $19+95 
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TOM Of FINLAND 
G-rated release1 The hottest 
collection of male erotica. Dozens 
c l books by Tom of Finland. The 
Hun, Eltenne. male '50s physique 
t-aoks, sexy cards, posters. T 
shirts rubber wear, sest tnusiK, 
underground videos & spec.-at 
source lor 'The W-Id Ones.' 
is page catalog $5.00 

1.1 n - j l 
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WILDFIRE PRODUCTIONS 
Top quality solo, tease and girl/grrl 
videos featuring lesser known 
models from me San Francisco area 
as wen as up and coming slartete in 
their ealy videos Expikcst acticn" 
Outstanding picture quality. Catalog 
pnee nop:-f-cS in purchase. $3.00 

ROMANTIC LINGERIE 
World's hottest lull color live-model 
catalog! 58 heavy glossy (8kID) 
pages1 Sinfully exotic, qualify 
ingeiit toulrageous dressas/sexy 

act. vevp&ar/novel I ies. Immitile 
shipping policy! SI D. 00 
Sizzling Video: Gorgeous models 
tease, tempi, torment you! 
Seduction II. VH3 $29.95 

PRIVATE VIDEO MAGAZINE #13 
The producers ol PRIVATE, Europe's 
best sex magazine brings the action 
home la you cn Video. All scenes 
are produced exchj&ivHy lor 
PRIVATE VIDEO MAGAZINE and 
are 1 DO % hard core action. Orcfer 
our brochures and a FREE $7 
magazine lor only $8.00 
Private Video #13 $39.95 

PLEASURE PRODUCTIONS 
20 papefuli col-or catalog - 
organized by category and ful 
d adult videos you've never 
seen be lore1 

All-Gif I Preview Tapes 1 
Featuring cups from every scene ol 
over 50.ill-gin features Includes 
FREE catalog $29.95 

Ml HD CANDY EMPORIUM 
The oltimaifi color tebsh catalog 
Erotic telex, PVC, rubber & lealh 
attire. cpn breast and croton 
designs A fascinating collection of 
exclusive fetish books & videos. 
A masterpiece. $6.00 
Naughty Nude Rave Fetish 
Ffartres Public Nudity. Fashion,. 
Underground L.A.VHS $19.95 

MOONFIRE COLLECTION 
Create a sensual adventure tc suit 
your eve7 mood and desire. Our 
catalog .afureslne finest sensual 
toys, let 3ns. videos and much, 
much mure. We offer a 10C,r^ 
guarantee of privacy & satisfaction 
Yaur privacy assured Wha: are ycu 
wailing 1or7 Must be 2' $4 
ced ucied t r on lira: or de r $4.00 

CABIN FEVER ★ 
Finally, a story cl sensuality and 
erotica horn a worm's perspective. 
The foreplay is intredibty hoi... 

ie favem 
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$5.00 
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ADAM & EVE 
Send today tor your full-color, 
shop-by-mail adul t catalog filter! 
wan steamy videos and books 
erotic toys, sexy lingerie and much 
more Pius get special 50*i: Oft and 
FREE video offers Satisfaction 
gua-'anieed $3.00 

ERIC KROLL'S FETISH VIDEOS 
Beautiful women dressed not 
in desiynei business suite but 
lilted into rubber, black lealhci 
PVC. vintage girdles. heels and 
dlacfc seemed hose. Some in 
public (naughty), some in ine 
sludio (explicil)’ A voyeur’s very 
wet dream1 $5.00 

ADULT VIDEO NEWS 
the uHmate guide to adult video1 

Reviews or every adult featore. 
amateur. s-pecia'Ey etc. On she set 
goss p news, and morel Every 
issue more than 150 pages, lull 
color, hot sex, nucily • Behind me 
scenes f much mere1 

Single issue $4.95 
1 Yr. Subscription $39.95 

VOYEUR VIDEO PRESENTS 
Worldwide travel, adventure nudist 
videos 1mm around toe globe 
including nude beaches, nudist 
beauty coniesl and voyeuristic 
amateur videos Also nudist news 

Fee and 100plus video catalog £ 
nudist Into hit, $4.00 
T&A Video- Flash Festival 
19942 hours $29. 

r~ 

ill; 

and the luvemakirig is tiffed with 
passion. Share the fantasy with 
your lover. Of savor the experience 
by yourseft i45 min.) 
VMS video $39.95 

THE CLASSIC SHOE CD. 
Fabulous all leather shoes ard 
boots with 5 6 and 7 inch heels fn 
sizes up to 12 mens. Erotic 
European latex wea' Custom sewn 
and fined leather goods. Unusua? 
la’ish items from around the world 
We guarantee the lowest pieces 
anywhere and 30 days satisfaction 
or your money back! $5.00 
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VOYAGES" 
CATALOG GROUP 
Curious to satisfy your sensuality? 
We've dedicated over 10 years to 
develop a collection ot specialized 

jA?1 emtic products from around the 
war Id Sa • isJac: on guaranteed. n g 

■ cueslionsasked. Catalog 
subsetiptiCl $10 savmgscerlfticate 
f FREE video Oder 

mmmmm 
SNEAKY PREVUE 
These: tapes contain w to. graphic 
footage ol mortals auditions with 
Hof Body Some ol these sex kittens 
are in future Hoi Body shows ant! 
toners ycu may ne^r see aywiere 
else. They're ail super sexy and they 

o lor It! Catalog $3.00 
neaky Pfevne Video 60 mm. 

Sampler (17 models) $19.95 
HMI 

ADAM & GILLIAN'S 
"implementeto aifectian"- tor 
lovers who warn to acd impact lo 
Hteir tow styles You've ■seen therr 
on HBO anc The Joan Rivers Show 
See the r camp ten line in leather 
nylon aeersrin & rattan. from soft 
ard sensual to serious, Quaitty 
creativity and reliability since 1&8-7 

Custom orders a specially $3.00 
■■H 

r 
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Xm FOREIGN VIDEOS!!! 
Real amateurs homemade hardcore 
v^deo footage Ircm Asia, Lahn 
America, Russia Europe andlhe 
Persian Gulf! Beatoiluf wholesome 
young amateurs from 39 countries 

^0 doi ng it al I tor Ihe fi rsl time! Photo 
illustrated catalog $2. DO 
Sizzling Sample Video $19.9$ 

. j _ 

$10.00 

NIGHT TIME VIDEOS™ 
The hottest cc Pension ol adull 
vreteos you'll ever lino The ideal 
way lor couples to choose me 
perfect video tor art evening to pure 
pleasure. Sure to light ine fires to 
passion1 S3.50 savings coupon 
plus Catalog $3.50 
Video Sampler featuring 
14 titles 4 catalog only ' $14.95 

WRESTLING VIDEO CATALOG 
Nude pro A oil matches. Wrestling 
in cH muscle matches Male strip 
dance videos The hottest stud 
musclemen in slow, sensual 
matches, 24 page cafa Tag wfth 
Over 340 photos $4-M 

IP?: ' 

CALIFORNIA COEDS 
. _ . . tease and please fust for you 

•11 65 S' i-o-w And sensuous sir i ps show 
EVERYTHING'Three cameras catch 
ALL the action Many lirst-timerst 
Cctor brochure $3.00 

66 Video Sampler - Free Photo 
Set ofus $5 certificate plus 
peftumed love note $19,95 

BLUE MOON BOOKS 
WELL WRITTEN! EROTIC FICTION in 
a collection you can lined only m a 
Bice Moon. Naughty fantasies for 
every discipline: Vicianana, classics 
like ST DRY OF 0, and ran? 
contemporary novels wr.hen by 
women. Full catalogue $4.00 
Free sample book 
plus catalogue $5.95 

HWWIHHI 
MALE INSTINCT™ 
The newest and finest man to 
man catatog otters a w ide Selection 
to sturdy se* toys to fiitlifl your 
every manly desire Pumps, 
restraints, clamps, plugs, plus 
a large video selection Catalog 
with $5 ccKjppn. $5.00 
Preview Video 
t tree catalog $19.95 

STEAM 
STEAM is a quarterly magazine- or 
gay/b men interested cit es around 
the world Reviews and listings to 
where men meet. Tnc-ugM- 
provoking features., phcios. & 
columns A high quality journal 
tor men. Subscription - 
4 issues tor $21 . DO 

Order by Mail 
_s.S 3.00 
_2. $10.00 
_3 f 5.00 

_5.S 4 00 
0 $39.55 

_7 S i.00 

*iij hne 

fi. S AM 

9 S S.OO 
“10 S2S95 
ll.Stoffl 
l£. S 4 M 
13 S 5 00 
14. Sto9S 

S-ni d to irtTIMATE 
Cnecic des-md. 

3.00 
_16.S 3.00 

17. S 9 55 
_i&■$ 500 

IS S19 95 
'20 1 3 00 

_3V s eoo 

TRFASURES" P.O.BOX 77902. 0 1SPY050195 San Fr^nCi$CP. CA 9ttO7^M0S 
Include check menfy ,irl5rof crrfd card t lor lo^l +12 5D Eervic-e hurdling charge. 
S 4.00 
S 3.00 
519.95 
ST 9.95 
S 3.50 
SS9 95 
S 4.00 

S9 S J.DO 
30 SI9.95 
31 S 5.00 
32 S 4.00 
33 5 3.00 
34 SI 9 95 
35 5 3.00 

36. S 14.9$ 
37. S 5.0j 
36 . S 3 00 
39.51000 
40. S2S 95 

"41,5 5 00 
42.139:95 

43. S 100 
44.559 95 
45. $ 6.00 
45. Si 9.95 
47. S 4.00 
40 S39.95 
49 s 5.00 

50. S 3.00 
51 S 5.00 

'52, $ 4 95 
53. mss 
54. S 4.00 
55. 525.95 
56 S -3.00 

57. SI&.95 
53 S 3.00 
59 S 200 
60.S19.95 
61. SI 0.00 

"®. S 3.50 
63. S14 95 

64. $ 4.00 
65 S 3 00 
m S19 95 
67. S 4.00 
M S 5.95 
W. S 5 00 
TO SI 9.95 
71 S21 00 

Service & Handling Charge 4 S2.50 
TOTAL ENCLOSED S 
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By the turn of the millennium, celebrity trials became the most popular form of television entertainment. In 2004, with most American homes wired 

for interactive television. Court TV launched an innovative new system in which viewers could not only watch the trials, but participate in everything from cross- 

examining witnesses to sentencing. Both plaintiffs and defendants Sign waivers binding them to the verdict delivered by the viewing public. Justice is deliv¬ 

ered swiftly and inexpensively, with no need for jury sequestering, costly appeals, and retrials. Best of all, it's fun for the whole family! 

HO SPV MAY/JUNE 1995 ILLUSTRATION BY BILL CIGL1A2MO 
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Celebrating 16 Years of Music 
Placed at Reasonable Volumes. 

* r 
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Available at record stores everywhere, or order direct from SPY Headquarters by sending a check or 
credit card information (with signature and expiration date) for S11.9S CO or $7.93 Cass, per title plus $3-00 

shipping to SPY Music. 49 E. 21st St., New York, NY tOOtO. New York residents must include sales tax. 

•- - > 

Vol. 1: 
Spy Music 

Sleep safer at night w ith 
12 classic spy songs, 
including the themes 

from Peter Gunn, 
M issio ii / in possible, 

Goldfi tiger, as well as 
“Secret Agent Man," 

^ Agent Double-O- 
Soul," and More. 

Vol. 3; 
Soft9 Safe & 

Sanitized 
Rock 'n* roll without 

the "rock" (or the “roll" 
for that matter), Mel 

Tonne sings Donovan, 
The Lettermen sing The 
Doors, Pat Boone sings 

Little Richard .,. 
Twelve spoonfuls of 
mayonnaise for your 

ears. 

Vol. 2: 
White Men 
Cunt Wrap 

Twelve stoopid pnat 
jams tracing the roots of 

white rap. Includes 
Lome Creene's original 
gangsta classic “Kingo," 

C.W. McCall's 
“t onvov," and more. 

It's like Ice Cube 
without the "Tee," 



Tonic. Juice. Rocks. Right. Now. 

Citrus On A New Wavelength 
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